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Preface
Oxygen-based perovskite compounds have attracted significant attention during last
couple of decades due to the observation many exciting properties of basic scientific
interest as well as of technological importance in such compounds. On the other hand,
there are indeed very limited investigations, so far, on metallic-perovskite compounds
(compounds where oxygen is replaced by some metal atoms). This thesis deals with
the experimental studies of a few metallic perovskite compounds. We have investigated
structural, thermal expansion, magnetic, transport, valence and electronic properties of
metallic perovskites RT3 Bx C1−x and the parent binary compound RT3 , where R and T
represent rare-earth and transition metal atoms, respectively.
The thesis is primarily divided in to seven chapters. First chapter provides a general
introduction to the main theme of the thesis, where we have tried to include the most
of the essential background information required to understand the work described in
the thesis. In this chapter, we have briefly introduced the structural information on
perovskite materials and discussed the basic underlying features of oxide-perovskite and
metallic perovskite compounds. In the following sections of chapter 1, a brief discussion on basic magnetic properties of rare-earth ions, phenomenon of negative thermal
expansion, underlying mechanisms of negative temperature coefficient of resistivity in
metallic compounds, and valence fluctuation in some of the rare-earth elements has been
presented.
In second chapter, a brief description of the various experimental tools and techniques,
that are used in the course of the experimental work related to the thesis, is presented.
We have presented the results and interpretations of experimental investigations performed on stoichiometric GdPd3 Bx C1−x and off-stoichiometric GdPd3 Bx compositions
in the third chapter. We have also tried to make a comparative study of various physical
properties of stoichiometric and off-stoichiometric compositions of this series of compounds.
Fourth chapter is based on the study of valence fluctuation in Ce and Eu based metallic
perovskites and related cubic phases. We have investigated the interdependence of the
valency of Ce and Eu ions. We have also tried to study the effect of the lattice parameter
enhancement and change of chemical environment around the rare-earth ions on their
valence behavior.
Study of structural, magnetic and transport properties of binary composition YPd3 is
presented in the fifth chapter.

In sixth chapter, an investigation on the magnetic and transport behavior of cubic TbPd3
and boron incorporated TbPd3 B is presented.
The last chapter summarizes the main findings and conclusions of the works reported
in the thesis. The scope of future works is also outlined in this chapter.
References to the relevant published works related to the content of the thesis are provided at appropriate places. The full reference list appears at the end of the main content
of the thesis. A few figures from published works have been included in the introduction
section. The proper references of the same are provided in the figure caption itself.
Separate lists for figures, tables, abbreviations, physical constants and symbols are included before the beginning of the main content of the thesis. Hyperlinks have been
provided for references, sections, tables, figures and equations. The whole list of contents is hyperlinked to the texts it refers to. URL’s are provided for most of the references
included in the bibliography.
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General introduction
1.1

Introduction

Crystal structure and the underlying symmetries plays an important role in determining
most of the physical properties of the majority of solids. The contrasting characteristics
of two forms of carbon, diamond and graphite, having different type of atomic arrangements can be taken as an evidence to this fact. As the underlying crystal-structure
directly governs the electronic structure, sometimes manipulations in structural parameters and symmetries may lead to substantial modifications in physical properties. Study
of the variation of various physical properties (such as magnetic, transport, valence,
thermal-expansion properties etc.) generated by structural modifications as well as
change in the chemical environment within the unit cell is the main focus area of this
thesis.
Most of the compounds investigated in the this thesis crystallize in a perovskite or related simple cubic structures. The perovskite and its distorted variants are one of the
most attractive systems to work with as they exhibit many exciting properties and phenomenon, both from theoretical as well as application point of view. While on one
hand these compounds exhibit intriguing physical phenomenon of scientific interest, on
the other hand they open up possibilities for application oriented research. The simple
structure of these compounds makes theoretical modeling easy as well as experimental
manipulations possible. There have been extensive studies on oxygen-based perovskite
materials and many exotic properties, e.g. colossal magnetoresistance (CMR), magnetocaloric effect, ferroelectricity, multiferroic properties etc. have been discovered [1].
Comparatively very less attention has been paid on oxygen-free or metallic perovskite
systems. In this thesis, we have studied various physical properties of rare earths and
transition metals based metallic perovskites and related compounds.
1
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This chapter is divided in to seven sections including the present introduction section. In
section 1.2 a brief description of perovskite compounds, both oxygen-based and oxygenfree, is presented. While some of the important features of oxygen-based perovskite
compounds have been summarized briefly, relatively more attention is paid on oxygenfree metallic perovskite compounds that constitute the main focus area of this work.
Magnetic behaviour of rare-earth (RE) elements is discussed in section 1.3. Brief reviews on some of the topics that are directly related to the content of the thesis, e.g.
phenomenon of Negative Thermal Expansion (NTE) (section 1.4), Negative Temperature Coefficient of Resistivity (NTCR) (section 1.5), valence fluctuation exhibited by
RE ions (section 1.6) etc., are also presented. Finally, a brief conclusion is presented in
section 1.7

1.2

Materials with perovskite structure

The general chemical formula of the compounds that crystallize in the perovskite structure is ABX3 [2]. A representative picture of the arrangements of atoms in an undistorted
cubic perovskite compound is shown in Fig. 1.1. The undistorted cubic perovskites crystallize with Pm3̄m space group symmetry (space group number: 221). In most of the
cases, the size (ionic and/or covalent radii) of the constituent elements, ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘X’,
are substantially different. In general, size of the atoms that occupy the cube corner site
(‘A’ in the present case) is relatively larger than that of the atoms situated at the body
centre site (‘B’ in the present case). In a cubic perovskite compound, as the one shown
in Fig. 1.1, the atom occupying the body centre site is 6-fold (octahedrally) coordinated
and the atom situated at cube corners is 12-fold coordinated with the atoms situated at
face-centre positions (X-atoms) [2].

A

B

X

Figure 1.1: Arrangement of atoms in a typical undistorted cubic perovskite structure
with general formula ABX3 . Atoms represented by ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘X’ occupy the cube corner
(0, 0, 0), body centre ( 12 , 12 , 12 ) and face centre ( 12 , 12 , 0) positions respectively.
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Although the ideal perovskite compounds crystallize in the above mentioned cubic structure [Fig. 1.1], many of them are prone to crystal distortions and thus lead to “pseudocubic” structures [2, 3]. As a consequence of such distortions, the symmetry of the crystals
gets reduced. In addition, crystal distortions also results in lower coordination numbers
of the constituents elements compare to that in the cubic structure. Most common crystal distortions from cubic structure are of orthorhombic, rhombohedral and tetragonal
in nature [2]. Other known deviations from the ideal cubic structures, that are not so
common, are with monoclinic and triclinic symmetry [2]. For example, the naturally
occurring compounds CaTiO3 was originally thought to be cubic, but its true symmetry
was latter found to be orthorhombic [4]. The distorted structures that exist at room
temperature, in general get transformed to the cubic structure at high temperatures [2].
A brief discussion on oxygen-based and metallic perovskite compounds is presented in
the following section.

1.2.1

Oxygen-based perovskite compounds

Oxygen-based perovskite compounds are one of the most thoroughly investigated materials. Ample amount of theoretical and experimental studies have been performed on
these systems. The general chemical formula of oxygen-based perovskite compounds is
ABO3 . Where ‘A’ and ‘B’ are in general metal ions that act as cations, while oxygen
atoms acts as anion. In most of the cases the size of the A cation is larger than B
[2]. It is interesting to note that around 90% of the natural metallic elements of the
periodic table are known to be stable in a perovskite-type oxide structures [2]. In addition, one can also synthesize multicomponent perovskites by partial substitution of
cations A and B by A0 and B0 , respectively, resulting in substituted compounds with
formula A1−x A0 x B1−y B0 y O3 . This compositional and substitutional flexibility leads to
a broad diversity of intriguing physical and chemical properties exhibited by this family
of compounds. Some of the properties exhibited by oxide perovskites are also pregnent
with the possibilities of technological applications. A few such propeties exhibited by
the oxygen-based perovskite compounds, that are of current interests, are summarized
below.
(i) Colossal magnetoresistance:
A very large change (a few orders of magnitude) in the resistivity upon application
of external magnetic field is termed as colossal magnetoresistance [Fig. 1.2]. Many
manganese-based perovskite oxides (manganites) are known to exhibit this phenomenon
in the form of polycrystalline powders, thin films, nano-composites and single crystals
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(ii) Charge ordering:
A real space ordering of different valence states of an element in a compound is know as
charge ordering. Some compositions of manganites are known to exhibit charge ordering
of Mn+3 and Mn+4 below certain temperatures [1, 9]. As shown in Fig. 1.3, in general
charge-ordered states is associated with insulating and antiferromagnetic phase of the
material [1]. In most of the cases lattice distortions play a crucial role in charge ordering
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[1]. The charge-ordered states can be destabilized upon application of external magnetic
field which sometimes results in large magnetoresistance and magnetocaloric effects.

(a)

Figure

(b)

1.3:

Temperature

dependence

of

magnetization

and

resistivity

for

Nd0.5 Sr0.5 MnO3 in (a) and (b) respectively. The Tc and TCO represent the Curie temperature and the critical temperature for the charge-ordering transition, respectively. In
the vicinity of charge ordering transition the resistivity jumps by several order of magnitude. Simultaneously, the ferromagnetic state disappeared and antiferromagnetic state gets
stabilized. The figure is reproduced from Kuwahara et al. Science 270, 961 (1995).

(iii) Diverse magnetic and electrical properties:
Oxygen based perovskites compounds exhibit vast diversity in their electrical and magnetic behaviour. On one hand these compounds are known to exhibit metallic, semiconducting as well as temperature dependent nature of electrical conduction mechanism, on
the other hand they show various kind of magnetic ordering as well. It is well established
that electronic conduction and magnetic properties in most of the oxide perovskites (especially manganites) are highly correlated. In general, the interactions that govern the
electrical conduction in these compounds also influence the magnetic behaviour and
vice-versa. The crystal-field effect, John-Teller distortion, electron-phonon interaction,
superexchange and double exchange mechanisms etc. are some of the phenomena that
influence the electrical and magnetic behaviour of oxide perovskite compounds.
(iv) Magnetocaloric effect:
The magnetocaloric effect is a magneto-thermodynamic phenomenon in which a reversible change in the temperature of a material can be achieved by exposing the material to a changing magnetic field. Magnetic refrigeration based on magnetocaloric effect
is a promising alternative to conventional gas cycle refrigeration [10]. There have been
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extensive studies on the observation of magnetocaloric effect in oxide perovskites, especially manganites that show large change of entropy (∆S) and adiabatic change of
temperature (∆T ) around magnetic transition temperatures [11].
(v) Ferroelectricity:
The materials that exhibit spontaneous electric polarization below certain temperature
(Curie temperature) are called ferroelectric [3]. Such materials are characterized by displacement of ions from their centrosymmetric positions. Ferroelectric materials can be
used in various device applications e.g. piezoelectric devices, capacitors with tunable
capacitance, ferroelectric random access memory devices etc. Many oxygen-based perovskites, e.g. BaTiO3 , PbTiO3 etc., are known for their rich ferroelectric behaviour and
have been attracting significant attention of researchers [12, 13].
(vi) Multiferroic materials:
By definition multiferroic materials are those that posses at least two ‘ferroic’ properties:
ferromagnetism, ferroelectricity and ferroelasticity [14, 15]. Recently ferrotoroidic order
is also been considered as one of the possible ‘ferroic’ properties. The multiferroic
materials can produce unprecedented cross coupling effects such as high tunability of
magnetically induced electric polarization and dielectric constant by applied magnetic
fields [14, 15]. This has raised hopes for there practical application as multifunctional
devices such as high quality magnetic sensors, transformers and gyrators, microwave
devices etc. [16]. Oxygen-based perovskite materials have been identified as one of the
most promising candidates for multiferroic functional materials. Study of such oxide
perovskites is a topic of current interest [14–16].

1.2.2

Metallic and other non oxide perovskite compounds

In contrast to the oxygen-based perovskite compounds (ABO3 ), metallic and other nonoxide perovskite compounds do not contain oxygen. Oxygen is in general replaced
by some transition metal atoms (T) in the case of metallic perovskites and by some
other light elements (X) in the case of other non-oxide perovskites respectively. Hence
the general chemical formula of metallic and other other non-oxide perovskites can be
written as AXT3 and ABX3 respectively. Similar to oxygen-based perovskite compounds
(section - 1.2.1), ideal metallic perovskite compounds also crystallize in a simple cubic
structure with Pm3̄m space group symmetry (space group number: 221). The metallic
perovskites (AXT3 ) are slightly different from the oxide perovskites (ABO3 ) in context to
the arrangement of atoms in the cubic unit cell. For example, in LaMnO3 the transition
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Metal ‘A’

Metal ‘B’
Light element ‘X’
Perovskite

Anti-perovskite

Figure 1.4: The atomic arrangements in perovskite and anti-perovskite structures. In
general the metal ’A’ is a RE ion, metal ’B’ is a transition metal and the atom. It is clear
from the picture that in anti-perovskite structure the position of transition metal and light
element is interchanged.

metal Mn is placed at the body centre position ( 21 , 12 , 12 ) while the light element (O)
is placed at the face-centre position ( 12 , 12 , 0) of the unit cell. In contrast, in the case
of metallic perovskite AXT3 , the transition metal T occupies face-centre lattice site
while the light element X occupies the body centre site [Fig. 1.4]. Hence in some cases
metallic perovskites are also referred as anti-perovskite or inverse-perovskite compounds
[Fig. 1.4].
Although relatively less attention has been paid on metallic perovskite compounds compared to the oxide perovskites, significant work in being carried out at present on such
compounds. [17–63]. These compounds have been reported to exhibit many interesting
and application oriented properties such as superconductivity, high-density magnetic
recording capacity, NTE etc. A brief summary of some of the known families of metallic
and other non-oxide perovskite compounds is presented below.

1.2.2.1

RT3 Bx C1−x (R: Sc, Y and rare-earth ions; T: transition metal)

Compounds with chemical formula RT3 Bx C1−x (R: rare-earth, T: transition metal) are
one of the most well-studied metallic perovskite compounds [17–25, 64–68]. In general
these compounds exhibit metallic character and crystallize in a cubic perovskite structure with Pm3̄m space group symmetry [Fig. 1.5]. Parent binary RT3 compounds also
crystallize in the cubic AuCu3 structure with Pm3̄m space group symmetry, however
the body centre position ( 12 , 12 , 21 ) remains vacant [Fig. 1.5]. The RE ions exhibit +3
valency in most of the RT3 and RT3 Bx C1−x compounds 1 .
In general, the introduction of light elements, e.g. B, C, Si etc., at the vacant body
centre site of the parent binary compounds RT3 generates negative chemical pressure
1

The properties of rare earth ions will be discussed in detail in section 1.3.
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RT3

RT3M
R

T

M

Figure 1.5: The atomic arrangements in undistorted cubic unit cell of a metallic perovskite
compound with chemical formula RT3 M (right) and the parent compound RT3 (left) having
vacant body centre cite. The insertion of light element (X) in the vacant body centre site of
parent compounds in general leads to lattice expansion resulting in hither lattice parameter
a0 of RT3 X compare to a of RT3 .
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Figure 1.6: Variation of lattice parameter (a) with RE elements that occupy the cube
corner positions in RPd3 and RPd3 B. Anomalous high increment in the value of a observed
in the case of CePd3 B and EuPd3 B are indicated. The data has been taken from Dhar et
al. Mat. Res. Bull. 16, 1557 (1981).

and results in a lattice expansion [Fig. 1.5 & 1.6]. Hence the lattice parameter of
boron (and/or carbon) incorporated metallic perovskite RT3 Bx C1−x is higher than the
parent binary RT3 compounds [Fig. 1.6]. In a few cases the observed lattice expansion
exhibits anomalously high value. For example, the observed lattice expansion upon
boron incorporation is anomalously high in the case of CePd3 B and EuPd3 B [Fig. 1.6].
Such anomalous increment in the lattice parameter values upon boron incorporation has
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been mainly attributed to the valence change of RE ions from mixed valent (+3 < ν <
+4) to normal +3 in the case of CePd3 → CePd3 B and from normal +3 to mixed valent
(+2 < ν < +3) in the case of EuPd3 → EuPd3 B [64–66, 69]. In addition to the lattice
expansion, in most of the cases the incorporation of light elements also significantly
modifies the electronic structure near the Fermi level. Formation of stable crystalline
phases, both in RT3 and RT3 Bx C1−x compositions, helps to perform a comparative study
with respect to the effect of negative chemical pressure, change in electronic structure
near Fermi level etc. induced by boron (and/or carbon) incorporation.
Most of the earlier studies on RT3 Bx C1−x compounds are concentrated on structural
[17, 70–72], valence [64–69] and elastic [17–22] properties. There are, however, very less
studies on magnetic, thermal expansion, electrical and magnetotransport properties of
these compounds. This thesis is based on the investigations of structural, magnetic, electrical, magnetotransport and thermal expansion properties of RPd3 and RPd3 Bx C1−x
compounds. The experimental data and their analysis along with the relevant introductions related to the main theme of the investigation will be discussed in the respective
chapters.

1.2.2.2

MCNi3 (M: Mg, Cd, In, Ga and Al)

After the discovery of superconductivity in Ni rich cubic metallic perovskite compound
MgCNi3 [Fig. 1.7], significant research is being carried out on this and other related materials MCNi3 (M = Cd, In, Ga, Al) [30–45]. Although the superconductivity occurs at
quite low temperature (∼ 8 K) in MgCNi3 , the material has attracted remarkable attention due to its puzzling behaviour. In fact, the partially filled Ni-d orbitals of MgCNi3
are expected to establish ferromagnetic ground state rather than the superconductivity.
Hence the observation of superconductivity in MgCNi3 is quite unconventional and produces the possibility to investigate the intriguing competition between ferromagnetism
and superconductivity in the same compound. It has been found that this compound
can be driven to ferromagnetism by partial (∼ 12%) replacement of Mg by a monovalent
metal such as Li and Na [31].

1.2.2.3

Sc3 MX (M: Al, Ga, In and Tl; X: B and N)

Discovery of unusual superconductivity in Ni rich MgCNi3 has stimulated intense search
of new metallic perovskite materials that could be the probable candidates for exhibiting superconductivity and other related phenomena. Recently Sc based Sc3 MX (M= Al,
Ga, In, Tl & X= B and N) are being investigated in this regard and attempts have been
made to understand the electronic, electrical, magnetic and elastic properties of these
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Wyckoff position 1a and/or 3c. The newly introduced atoms can be used to control the
crystal growth and yielding magnetic particles with a pronounced anisotropic shape as
well as a high coercive field, which makes the materials suitable for high-density storage
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Figure 1.9: Temperature dependence of (a) thermal expansion and (b) inverse molar
susceptibility of Mn3 AN. Solid lines represent data taken during cooling and dashed lines
exhibit the data taken during heating. Inset in (b) exhibits the antiferromagnetic Γ5g spin
structure of Mn3 ZnN and Mn3 GaN. The figure has been taken from Takenaka et al., Appl.
Phys. Lett. 87, 261902 (2005).

can provide a fine control on thermal expansion by compensating or controlling the
positive thermal expansion of normal metals. In these materials, the NTE occurs as
result of volume expansion associated with magnetic ordering. Such phenomena is in
general called magnetovolume effect. Efforts are being made to broaden the width of
the magnetovolume transition in these materials by substitution at cube corner lattice
site [54–56].

1.2.2.6

Few other relatively less studied metallic perovskite compounds

Synthesis and structural studies along with some initial magnetic and electrical measurements on a few other metallic perovskite phases, e.g. Mg3 MN (M = As, Sb), Ca3 MN
(M = P, As, Sb, Bi, Ge, Sn and Pb), R3 InZ (R = Y and La, Z=B, C, N and O) etc.,
are reported in literature [63, 74, 75]. Unlike the earlier discussed metallic perovskite
compounds these phases are not reported to exhibit any intriguing and(or) application
oriented properties and thus have received relatively less attention.

1.2.2.7

Other non-oxide, non-metallic perovskite compounds

Significant attention has been paid on a few other non-oxide perovskite compounds other
than metallic perovskites. These are the materials where some non metallic elements
other than oxygen, e.g. F, H etc., occupy the face centre position (occupied by oxygen
in ABO3 ) in the cubic unit cell. Fluorides perovskites viz. ABF3 (A: Na, Mg, K and
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Ca; B: Mn, Cu and Rb) are the most investigated members of this family [76–84]. One
of the such fluoride perovskite material KCuF3 is being investigated thoroughly as it
presumably present one of the best realizations of one dimensional (1D) antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain [76–78]. KCuF3 is an insulator and crystallizes in a pseudocubic
structure at room temperature with distorted CuF6 octahedra. Cooperative John-Teller
effect, orbital ordering and low dimensional magnetism exhibited by this compound
are the topic of current interest [76–78]. Another related fluoride perovskite material
RbMnF3 is believed to be the closest realization of isotropic 3-dimensional (3D) Heisenberg antiferromagnet [85–92]. In contrast to KCuF3 , RbMnF3 crystallizes in simple
cubic structure without any noticeable distortion [89–91]. In this materials manganese
Mn+2 ions have large spin moment of S = 5/2 that arises from a half-filled 3d-shell. The
magnetic moments are arranged on a simple cubic lattice and are antiferromagnetically
coupled by a Heisenberg nearest neighbor interaction that originates from superexchange
mediated by fluorine F− ions [90].
Similar to the fluoride perovskites, some hydride perovskite compounds, viz. MTH3 (T
= Pd, Mg & M = Na, K, Rb, Ca, Sr, Eu, Yb) and BeLiH3 are also investigated [93–95].
These materials have attracted some attention due to their high gravimetric hydrogen
densities, which may be useful for mobile hydrogen storage application. However, such
applications often require many other characteristics besides high hydrogen density such
as appropriate thermodynamics and kinetics of hydrogen uptake and release etc. Such
thorough investigations on these materials are not reported so far.

1.2.3

Some underlying differences between oxide and metallic perovskite compounds

Although the metallic perovskites are structurally related to the oxide perovskites, there
are indeed several underlying differences between both the families of compounds. As
mentioned earlier, while the oxide perovskites are extensively investigated and many
of the underlying features are well established, in contrast the metallic perovskites are
relatively less explored. Lack of thorough investigations and established facts makes it
difficult to compare in detail the physical properties of metallic perovskites with that of
their oxygen-based counterparts. However, some of the major differences can be drafted
as follows;
(i) As discussed earlier in the section 1.2.2, the position of transition metal and light
element are interchanged in metallic perovskites when compared with oxide perovskites.
Even though the crystal structure remains unchanged (considering the structure to be
ideal cubic) electronic structure, that depends sensitively to the atomic arrangements in
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the unit cell, gets immensely modified. This in general results in significant differences
in the physical properties of metallic perovskites compared to oxide perovskites.
(ii) In comparison to oxide perovskites, metallic perovskite are in general less prone to
crystal distortions from ideal cubic structure at normal pressure and room temperature.
Many families of metallic perovskites e.g. RT3 X, MgCNi3 , MFe3 N, Mn3 MC etc. are
known to exist in the ideal cubic perovskite structure. Predominantly metallic character
of bonding in the case of metallic perovskites compared to ionic or covalent bonding in
the case of oxide perovskites could be one of the possible underlying reason for the more
stable cubic structure in the former compared to the latter. In addition, the JahnTeller effect which is often considered to be responsible for structural distortion in oxide
materials are rarely observed in metallic systems.
(iii) In contrast to oxide perovskites, the phenomenon like superexchange and double
exchange interactions are in general not reported in the case of metallic perovskites.
The different atomic arrangement (i.e. interchanged positions of light element X and
transition metal T) and absence of ligands like oxygen and fluorine that facilitate such
phenomena in oxide and other non-oxide perovskites are the possible reasons why one
does not observed superexchange or double exchange interactions in metallic perovskites.
(iv) The metallic perovskite compounds in general exhibit usual metallic character in
electrical transport measurements. This is due to the presence of sufficient density of
states at Fermi level contributed mainly by transition metal occupying the face centre
lattice site. In contrast, oxide perovskites exhibit very rich electrical transport behaviour
that ranges from metallic to semiconducting as well insulating in some cases.
(vi) The oxide perovskites in general exhibit highly correlated magnetic and electrical
properties that lead to intriguing phenomena such as CMR, multiferroic behaviour etc.
Although, metallic perovskite also exhibit some correlation between structural, magnetic
and electrical properties, the observation of CMR, multiferroic behaviour etc., to our
knowledge, are not reported so far.
In the present section, we have presented a brief survey of perovskite materials (both
oxide and non oxide perovskites). We have discussed their crystal structure and various
other physical properties. We have also tried to compare some of the features of oxide
and non-oxide perovskite compounds. In the next section, we will discuss about the
magnetic behaviour of RE ions that occupy the cube corner position of the cubic unit
cell of RPd3 and RPd3 Bx C1−x compounds.
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Magnetic behaviour of rare-earth elements

It is fairly safe to say that two series of elements play most important role in the field of
magnetism, both for fundamental understanding as well as in technological applications:
one hand, we have iron group elements characterized by a progressive filling of 3d-shells,
and on the other hand, the RE elements characterized by progressive filling of 4f -shells.
Here we focus on magnetic behaviour of RE elements.

1.3.1

Properties of trivalent rare earth ions

Magnetism in RE elements (R) arises from their deep lying unfilled 4f -shell that does
not overlap with f electrons of adjacent ions. Due to the localized behaviour of the 4f shell, magnetic behaviour of rare-earths can be reasonably described by the respective
free trivalent ion properties. In most of the alloys and compounds (except in the case
of valence fluctuating materials described latter in this chapter), the RE ions are in
trivalent state (R+3 ). This happens because the loosely bound 5d1 6s2 electrons are
removed from the RE ion to contribute in bonding. The magnetic moment of the free
R+3 ions are satisfactorily described by their total angular momentum J (L + S, L:
orbital angular momentum and S: spin angular momentum) under Russel-Saunder’s
coupling scheme with ground state angular momentum governed by Hund’s rule [96].
The magnetic moments and other relevant parameters are summarized in table 1.1.

Paramagnetic susceptibility of RE ions can be, in general, described by the the relation;

χ(T ) =

N g 2 J(J + 1)µ2B
C
=
3kB (T − θp )
T − θp

(1.1)

Where χ is susceptibility, N is total number of ions, J is total angular momentum
quantum number, µB is the Bohr magneton, kB is the Boltzmann constant, θp is paramagnetic Curie temperature and C is the Curie constant. Some times an additional
temperature independent Van-vleck susceptibility term (χ0 ) is added on the right hand
side of the equation 1.1 to describe the paramagnetic susceptibility of RE ions. Compared to the susceptibility of magnetic RE ions, the Van-vleck susceptibility is usually
negligible.
In the case of materials having Eu and Sm ions, the next higher excited state of multiplet
levels of J lies at an energy comparable to kB T . Therefore, in these two cases, the
susceptibility gets modified considerably compared to Curie-Weiss (CW) law and can
be written as [97],
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Table 1.1: The table summarizes the ground state properties of free R+3 ions. The
physical quantities listed in the table are: the number of electrons in 4f level (4f n ), ground
state configuration (2S+1 LJ ), spin (S), orbital (L) & total (J) angular momentums, Lande
g factor (g), effective paramagnetic moment (µef f ), de Gennes scaling factors for J and S
(GJ and GS respectively) and separation between ground level and first excited level (δ).
The data presented in the table have been taken from C. Mazumdar, Superconducting,
valence fluctuating and magnetic properties of some rare-earth intermetallic compounds,
Ph.D thesis submitted to Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay (1995).

PJ=|L+S|
χ=N

2 2
J=|L−S| {[gJ µB J(J + 1)/3kB T ] + αJ }(2J
PJ=|L+S|
−Ej0 /kB T
J=|L−S| (2J + 1)e

0

+ 1)e−Ej /kB T
+ χ0

(1.2)

where the αJ is the term that arises from the joint contribution of the high frequency
elements of the paramagnetic moments (particularly, when the multiplet intervals are
small compared to kB T ) and the diamagnetic contribution. This term originates from
the ‘non-permanent’ behaviour of the resulting magnetic moment which can have different relative alignment of L and S (J = |L − S| to |L + S|). EJ0 is the zero-th order
energy of J-th level.
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Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida interaction

Magnetic order in RE intermetallic compounds is in general determined by RudermanKittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) type interaction. The RKKY interaction was originally
proposed by Ruderman and Kittel [98] to describe the interaction between nuclear magnetic moments, and later on extended by Kasuya [99], Yosida [100] and de Gennes [101]
to consider the coupling between highly localized 4f -electrons. The spatial extent of
4f -electrons is very limited and far less than the inter atomic distances, and correspondingly there can be no direct interaction between the 4f -electrons of different atoms [102].
The magnetic moments associated with localized 4f -electrons interact with each other
though indirect RKKY interaction mediated via conduction electrons. This interaction
can be expressed in terms of the 4f spins Si localized at lattice site Ri and the spins of
the conduction electrons σ(r) as;

E=−

X

J(Ri − r)Si σ(r)

(1.3)

Ri ,r

This interaction is highly localized and correspondingly we can write it in the form,
J(Ri − r) = δ(Ri − r). The equation 1.3 infers that the conduction electrons interact
with RE ions at site Ri through a field created by the spins of RE ions. This local field
polarizes the conduction electrons and this polarization propagates through the lattice,
creating at any other site Rj a magnetization of the conduction electrons. This indeed
amounts to an indirect interaction between the spins (or magnetic moments) associates
with two different lattice sites Ri and Rj . It can be shown that this indirect exchange
interaction between two RE sites varies as [102];

Jex ∼ f (2kF Rij ) = [2kF Rij cos(2kF Rij ) − sin(2kF Rij )]/(2kF Rij )4

(1.4)

Where kF is the Fermi wave vector that determine the wavelength of the oscillation and
Rij is the distance between two RE ions situated at Ri and Rj . This exchange interaction
oscillates between positive and negative values as a function of Rij [Fig. 1.10]. These
interactions are of the same order of magnitude in nearly all the rare-earths. However,
the ordering temperatures that they lead to can vary substantially (19 K for Nd and 289
K for Gd). This disparity is due to the variation in the magnitude of magnetic moments
of different RE ions [102].
An estimate of the magnetic ordering temperature Tmag can be obtained from RKKY
type of interaction through the paramagnetic Curie temperature, θp , which is proportional to Tmag . The θp can be obtained from a combination of molecular field model
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Jex

0

x = 2kFRij
x
Figure 1.10: Schematic representation of the oscillation in strength of the interaction
between two magnetic moments of RE ions.

[101, 103] with the expression of the second order perturbation energy associated with
the s − f exchange interaction as [100];

X
3πn2 Jex (0)2
θp = −
S(S + 1)
f (2kF Ri )
kB EF


(1.5)

i

Where Jex (q) ≡ Jex (k0 − k) is the exchange integral, k and k0 are the wave vectors of
the conduction electrons before and after the scattering with localized spin respectively,
Jex (0) ≡ Jex (q) is a constant and the function f (2kF Ri ) is described in the equation 1.4.

1.3.3

de Gennes scaling

In the case of rare-earths, J being the good quantum number instead of S, the term
S(S+1) in equation 1.5 has to be replaced by (g−1)2 J(J +1). Since kF is proportional to
reciprocal lattice vector, the product kF Ri is more or less unchanged (strictly obeyed
by cubic structure, but approximately for the structure with lesser symmetry) even
though there is a decrease of lattice parameter across a RE series of compounds and will
P
therefore leave
f (2kF Ri ) also scarcely changed in the whole RE series. Therefore, θp
should be proportional to (g − 1)2 J(J + 1) which is the well known de Gennes scaling
of magnetic ordering temperatures of isotropic compounds in the RE series.
de Gennes scaling predicts that among the RE series of compounds isotopic Gd-based
compounds should have the maximum ordering temperature as, L = 0 and J = S = 7/2
for Gd3+ ion. This also suggests that the ordering temperatures of other members of
the series should be scaled accordingly with respect to that of the Gd-based compound.
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Sometimes, however, it has been observed that de Gennes scaling is not obeyed. A possible reason for such a behaviour has been given by Kaplan and Lyons [104]. They have
shown that the extension of the concept of exchange interaction from Si .Sj to Ji .Jj being
not strictly valid, can lead to a modified exchange interaction between the 4f -moments.
It has been shown [105] that when one uses the bilinear scalar exchange interaction appropriate to indirect exchange via conduction electron, the actual paramagnetic Curie
temperature can be expressed as;

θp = (3kB )−1 J(J + 1)[(g − 1)2 Q0101 + (2 − g)Q1010 + Cn2 Q2121
+ 2(g − 1)(2 − g)Q1001 + 2(g − 1)Cn Q0121 + 2(2 − g)Cn Q1021 ]

Where Qp1 k1 p2 q2 is the generalization of the term Jex (0)

P2
i

(1.6)

f (2kF Ri ) [105]. They orig-

inate from the pair interaction described by orbital and spin tensor operators of ranks p
and k. The last three terms are present only if there is an appreciable spin-orbit splitting
in the conduction electron states which carry the indirect exchange interaction [106]. It
is to be noted here that even the θp derived by above considerations may differ from
the actually observed values (obtained by extrapolating the inverse susceptibility above
the transition temperature to zero) due to crystal field effects. The proper θp can only
be derived from a measurement made on a single crystal, from where the Cn ’s can be
determined.

1.3.4

Crystalline electric field

In an intermetallic compound, the constituent elements contribute their valence electrons
to the conduction band and thus may be considered to be a system having a lattice of
positive charges immersed in a sea of conduction electrons. In a RE system, the 4felectrons of the RE experience the electric field produced by the screened charge of the
surrounding ions. This electric field, which is known as crystalline electric field, when
acts on the 4f electronic state, completely or partially remove the (2J+1) fold degeneracy
of the ground J-multiplet levels. Because of this, below a certain temperature (less than
the total splitting of the ground state) the sublevels would have a population distribution
as per Boltzmann distribution function which would result in a deviation of physical
properties from that of free ion behaviour. In the cases of rare-earths, normally the
crystalline electric field splitting is small compared to the spin orbit interaction. Hence,
one can consider the CEF as a small perturbation and J can still be considered as a
good quantum number. The CEF Hamiltonian can be expressed as,
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Hc = −e

X

V (ri )

(1.7)

i

where V (ri ) is the electrostatic potential, experienced by a single electron, due to other
electrons surrounding it and the summation extends to all 4f electrons at distance ri
forming part of the RE ion under consideration.
The CEF depends on the site symmetry and charge of the surrounding ions. Though
the assumption of point charges in the calculations is not very realistic, in the case of
4f -systems one can get a qualitative features of the system. In the case of magnetic
property, the CEF effect can reduce the RE magnetic moment. It should be cautioned
that such reduced moments can often be mistaken for effects of valence fluctuation. In
the case of RE ions having even number of electrons, the CEF splitting can lead to
a singlet ground state with zero magnetic moment. A direct information on the level
scheme on the CEF ground state can be determined by inelastic neutron scattering
measurements.
In the present section, we have discussed some aspects of magnetic behaviour or RE
ions that are relevant to the discussions present in the subsequent chapters. In the
next section, we discuss the phenomena of NTE that constitute a important part of this
thesis.

1.4

Phenomenon of thermal expansion

In general, volume of solids changes in response to a change in temperature. Most of
the solids, especially metals, expand upon heating as the average distance between their
constituting atoms increases with increase in thermal energy. This usual behaviour is
known as positive thermal expansion. However, there are indeed some materials that
shrink with increase in temperature and lead to what is known as negative thermal
expansion. In the case of solid materials, in respective of the nature of thermal expansion,
the linear thermal expansion coefficient (α) can be defined as,
  
dl
1
α=
l
dT

(1.8)

where l is the length of the solid. We discuss below the mechanisms that lead to positive
and negative thermal expansion in materials.
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Mechanism of positive thermal expansion of materials

In most of the solid, the pair potential or sum of the forces (both attractive and repulsive)
between two neighboring atoms has anharmonic dependence on inter atomic distance
[Fig. 1.11]. This is indeed the anharmonic nature of the forces that lead to the positive
thermal expansion in most of the solid materials with increase of temperature. In the
absence of any thermal vibration, the preferred state of atoms is at bottom of the
potential well, with a mean inter atomic distance of r0 [Fig. 1.11]. As shown in the
Fig.1.11, in the anharmonic potential well, the mean inter atomic distance increases
with increase in temperature. Although this picture is primitive, this indeed reveals the
most important mechanism for positive thermal expansion and successfully indicates
that atomic vibrations give rise to thermal expansion only because of the anharmonicity
of the potential. It may be mentioned here that a harmonic potential well will always
keep the mean inter atomic distance fix and would not produce any thermal expansion
or contraction with increase or decrease in temperature [Fig. 1.11].

T2
T1

r0

T1 < T2

Figure 1.11: The typical representation of anharmonic pair potential (or in other words,
sum of the forces between two atoms) as a function of inter atomic distance. The figure
shows that the inter atomic distance increases with increase in temperature. The figure is
reproduced from A. Sleight, Nature (London) 425, 674 (2003). A partial modification
has been introduced in the figure by indicating two different inter atomic distances at two
different temperatures and the mean inter atomic distance r0 .
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Negative thermal expansion of materials and underlying mechanisms

As discussed above (section 1.4), some materials shrink when they are heated and lead to
NTE. Probably the most familiar material that exhibits NTE in a certain temperature
range is water, which exhibits an increase in its density between 0 and 4 0 C. Such
NTE of water is indeed very crucial for the preservation of aquatic life during very cold
weather. There are also examples of anisotropic structures that exhibit positive thermal
expansion in some direction(s) and NTE in other direction(s) [107–109]. The overall
thermal evolution of the volume in such materials depends upon the resultant of the two
I
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temperature range, the same is a sharp first order in nature in Mn3 MX [55]. Such a
sharp first order transition leads to sudden change in the lattice volume over a very
limited temperature range [Fig. 1.9]. This in fact is a drawback as far as industrial
applications are concerned. The efforts to widen the temperature width of transition in
Mn3MX are underway [54–58].

1.4.2.2

Vibrational mechanisms driven negative thermal expansion

Vibrational mechanisms are one of the most common phenomena that produce NTE in
variety of materials. This phenomena is in general observed in the case of framework
materials and the compounds that have low density open structures rather than the
close-packed ones [112]. The most common vibrational mechanisms that lead to NTE
can be broadly divided in two categories: the vibration of bridging atom and rigid unit
modes. These are briefly discussed below.
(A) Vibrational of bridging atom in two-fold coordination:
This mechanism can be understood by a primitive picture shown in the Fig. 1.14. The
figure depicts the two metal atoms (M) that are connected with a bridging atom (say,
oxygen for example) such that the M-O-M bond angle is nearly 1800 . As shown in the
figure 1.14(b), if due to thermal excitations the bridging oxygen atom vibrates transverse
to the M-O-M bond direction then the effective distance between the two metal atoms
would essentially decrease. However, there are certain conditions that must be met for
this mechanism of thermal contraction to be effective. (i) The coordination of oxygen
should be only two. This is indeed a very essential criterion as any additional atom
bound to the oxygen atoms, even if only weakly, will suppress the vibration of oxygen
atom perpendicular to M-O-M linkage [121]. (ii) The M-O bond must be strong. The
strong M-O bond would have two important consequences: First, the thermal expansion
of M-O bond will be small and second, the thermal vibration of oxygen will be very
small in the direction of M atoms [121].
In addition to such decrease in the effective distances between the atoms induced by
the above mentioned transverse vibrations, there would indeed be an increase of the
same induced by positive thermal expansion driven by the anharmonic nature of forces
(section 1.4). The overall thermal expansion behaviour of the material, whether it is
positive or negative, would be governed by the mechanism that dominants over the
temperature range of interest. The transverse vibrations that induced NTE do not
induce any bond stretching, i.e. increase of M-O bond length and so have low energy
(or frequency). Such low frequency excitations are in general achieved at relatively
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Figure 1.14: The picture depicts the apparent decrease in the average inter atomic
distance of two metal atoms (M) due to the transverse thermal vibrations of bridging
oxygen atom.

low temperatures. In contrast, the mechanisms that lead to positive thermal expansion
involve bond stretching that cost more energy and hence are excited at relatively high
temperatures [112]. Thus, the vibrational phenomena that leads to volume contraction
is more effective at low temperature while at high temperatures the mechanisms that
produces positive thermal expansion dominates. The NTE observed in CO2 , SiO2 ,
rubber etc. can be explained using the above discussed transverse vibration mechanism
[121].
(B) Rigid unit modes:
There are many materials (mainly oxygen based) that are built up with rigid polyhedra
(SiO4 , WO4 . ZrO6 etc.) linked at their corners by shared oxygen atoms [111, 112].
Such rigid polyhedra consist of highly covalent M-O bonds with almost unaffected bond
lengths. In such materials, large amplitude transverse vibrations of the oxygen atoms
can occur only through coupled vibration of the tetrahedra and octahedra forming the
framework structure [Fig. 1.15]. Such coupled vibrations are termed as rigid unit modes
[112]. The rigid unit modes do not involve any change in intra-unit bond distance and
angles, and so have relatively large amplitude and low frequencies. One such example
in two dimension is shown in figure 1.15(a), where rigid MO4 squares are connected to
their neighbors by share oxygen atoms. Figure 1.15(b) exhibits a possible rigid unit
modes in which neighboring square lattice of MO4 librate in opposite directions. As
shown in the figure, such modes lead to a reduction of the effective lattice parameter
from a0 to a0 cos θ, where θ is average deformation angle.
The above described rigid unit modes are responsible for the NTE in well known compound ZrW2 O8 [111, 112] (also see section 1.4). This cubic compound exhibits a large
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Each solid thus must be considered separately. A valuable (though oversimplified) model
developed for this purpose [37] is based on the recognition that many of these materials
are built up of more or less rigid polyhedra (SiO4 , WO4 , ZrO6 etc) linked at their corners
by shared oxygens. Large amplitude transverse vibrations of the oxygens can then occur
only through coupled librations of the tetrahedra and octahedra forming the structure. Such
vibrations are termed rigid unit modes or RUMs [38]. They involve no changes in intra-unit
bond distances and angles, and so have relatively large amplitudes and low frequencies. The
concept is illustrated by the 2D square lattice shown in figure 8(a), where rigid MO4 squares
are hinged to their neighbours by shared O atoms. Figure 8(b) shows a possible RUM, in
which neighbouring squares librate in opposite directions. The librations reduce the lattice
parameter by a factor 1 − 12 θ 2 T , as in equation (13).
This approach has been developed extensively by Dove, Heine and others at
Cambridge [37–42] and related to the standard Grüneisen theory. Detailed analysis is needed
to find out whether a given structure can support RUMs and, if so, of what type. In some
materials (e.g., ZrW2 O8 ) there are large families of RUMs. In some others (e.g., ZrV2 O7 ) there
are no RUMs, but there are many vibrations involving libration with only small distortions
of the polyhedra. These are termed quasi-rigid unit modes (QRUMs), and can also give rise
to negative expansion. In other structures neither RUMs nor QRUMs can occur, and large
negative expansion is unlikely. These concepts have helped greatly in our understanding of the
expansion of framework
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up to the metastability limit of 1050 K. Throughout this metastable range the thermal expansion
is negative down to at least 15 K, and there is some evidence that it remains negative below
temperature. Above 50 K the volumetric coefficient β ≈ −27 × 10−6 K−1 up to about
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2.3.6. Cubic AM2 O7 (A = Th, Zr, Hf, Sn; M = P, V). For many AM2 O7 compounds the
structure is again cubic. It is closely related to that of ZrW2 O8 , but each pair of unlinked
tetrahedra in the ZrW2 O8 structure is replaced by a M2 O7 unit in which the two MO4 tetrahedra
are linked by a common oxygen. The higher coordination has been found to allow some
QRUMs, but no RUMs [37].
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readily accommodate the changes in M-O-M bond angles due to transverse vibrations
[111]. The theoretical and experimental investigations have established that the low
energy phonon modes corresponding to these coupled rotations are indeed responsible
for the observed NTE in this material [111, 112].

1.4.2.3

Valence instability driven negative thermal expansion
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Figure 1.17: The temperature dependence of the lattice parameter of Sm2.75 C60 . The
figure has been reproduced from Arvanitidis et al. Nature (London) 425, 599 (2003).

The mechanisms described above are successfully used in explaining the NTE behaviour
observed in many materials. There is indeed significant current interest in materials
that exhibit such unusual behaviour and more quantitative descriptions are expected to
come in the future. In the next section, we discuss about the occurrence of NTCR in
metallic compounds and alloys.
2

The phenomenon of valence fluctuation is discussed in detail in the section 1.6.
Figure 2 Temperature evolution of structural parameters of Sm2.75C60. a, The
orthorhombic lattice constants; b, the unit cell volume. The inset in b shows an expanded
view of the volume dependence on temperature in the range between 4.2 and 40 K.
600

Figure 3 Building block of the orthorhombic s
obtained by doubling along all three lattice dire
samarium cations are depicted as dark- and
tetrahedral samarium defect is shown as a b
rotated about local three-fold symmetry axes
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Figure 1.19: (A) XRD patterns and (B) temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity of Zr4 8Nb8 Cu1 2Fe8 Be2 4 at various annealing temperatures; (a) as prepared, (b)
annealed at 573 K for 2 h, (c) 663 K for 2 h, (d) 693 K for 2 h, (e) 733 K for 2 h, (f) 813
K for 2h, and (g) 873 K for 4 h. The figure is reproduced from H. Y. Bai et al. J. Appl.
Phys. 95, 1269 (2004).

Nearly all the crystalline metals and intermetallic compounds are characterized by a
positive value of α near room temperature. There are, however, examples of metallic
compounds and alloys that exhibit NTCR [Fig 1.18]. The materials that exhibit such
behaviour are in general structurally [124] and chemically [125] disordered materials,
liquid metals [126] and quasi crystals [127]. It has been found that the sign of α is very
sensitive to the degree of crystallinity and changes substantially with heat treatments
and other processes that modify the structural order in the material [124]. One such
example is shown in the figure 1.19, where magnitude of the room temperature resistivity
decreases and α changes sign from negative to positive upon annealing [124].
There exists a well known Mooij criterion that correlates the sign of the TCR with
the value of resistivity for conductors and suggests that the TCR calculated at room
temperature changes sign and becomes negative when the resistivity crosses the critical
value, ρc ∼ 150 µΩ−cm [128]. Later Tsuei collected more than 500 data over various
samples and modified the Mooij criterion with a modified value of ρc that can vary from
30 to 400 [Fig. 1.20] µΩ−cm [129].
As discussed above, the nature of atomic structure of a material plays a crucial role
in determining its electrical transport properties and the underlying mechanisms. In
the following section, we discuss and compare the atomic structure of liquid metals,
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Figure 1.20: TCR vs resistivity for various crystalline disordered metallic conductors
(open squires) and amorphous metals (open circles) at room temperature. The solid lines
are used to outline the region where the original Mooij data points were distributed. The
figure is reproduced from Tsuei et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 57, 1943 (1986).

amorphous solids and crystalline materials, and in subsequent section we discuss the
mechanisms that govern the electrical transport in these materials.

1.5.1

Atomic structure of liquid metals, amorphous solids and crystalline materials

The atomic structure of a material can broadly be classified in terms of its pair distribution function g(r), which can be defined as;

n(r) = ρ0 g(r)4πr2 dr

(1.11)

where n(r) is the number of atoms found in the volume element 4πr2 dr at the radius
r from an atom present at r = 0 and ρ0 is average number density of atoms given by
the ratio of N atoms over the volume of V . It is clear from the equation 1.11 that the
volume of spherical shell, 4πr2 dr, as well as number of atoms contained therein, n(r),
both increase with increasing r. Thus, if we divide the both side of the equation 1.11
by the cell volume 4πr2 dr, we will essentially end up with an average number density
ρ0 , which leads to the relation;

lim g(r) = 1

r→∞

(1.12)
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Figure 1.21 illustrates the atom distribution and corresponding g(r) for gas, liquid metals, amorphous solid and crystalline materials [130]. The atomic arrangement in a crystalline material can be uniquely determined within a well defined unit cell [Fig. 1.21].
Such materials possess various translational and rotational symmetries. On the other
hand, such unit cell can not be defined in the case of liquid and amorphous metals
because of the disordered distribution of atoms [Fig. 1.21].

Figure 1.21: Distribution of atoms with radius a/2 (left column) and the corresponding
pair distribution function g(r) (right column) in (a) gas, (b) liquid, (c) amorphous solid,
and (d) crystalline materials. The figure (b) and (c) are drawn on a plane projected from
the three-dimensional space so that the atoms are positioned as if they are overlapped.
The figure is reproduced from U. Mizutani, Introduction to the electron theory of metals,
Cambridge University Press, Chapter 15 (2001).

If we take one of the atoms as the origin and plot the g(r), the results will be entirely
different for gas, liquid metals, amorphous solids and crystalline materials [Fig. 1.21].
In the case of crystalline materials, the distribution of atoms is described by a series of
delta functions. This happens because a definite number of atoms are found at a definite
distance. In contrast, the density of atoms in a gas is so low that their distribution is
independent of the distance r except for the region below the diameter of the atom, a,
where two neighboring atoms can no be geometrically overlapped. On the other hand,
liquid metals and amorphous solids exhibit some correlation in atomic distribution. The
distribution is zero for r ≤ a because of geometrical restrictions mentioned above. Additionally, there is a prominent peak at the nearest neighbor distance, both in liquid metals
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and amorphous solids, indicating that the probability of finding atoms at this distance
is high. Further peaks occurring at second, third etc. neighbor distance appear with
decreasing intensities and eventually converge to an average density. Such oscillating
behaviour is a characteristic feature of liquid metals and amorphous solids.
As described above, the atomic arrangement inside the liquid metals and amorphous
solids is entirely different to that of crystalline materials. Such random distribution of
atoms causes the Bloch theorem to fail in liquid metals and amorphous solids and also
leads to relatively high resistivity values in these material phases compared to crystalline
metallic compounds. The mechanisms that govern the electrical transports in liquid
metals and amorphous solids will be briefly discussed in the next section. In addition
to liquid metals and amorphous solids, there is one more family of metallic materials,
quasicrystals, that exhibit characteristics entirely different to that of crystalline metals.
Quasicrystals exhibit five-fold symmetry that is incompatible with the translational
symmetries [130]. Such incompatible symmetries lead to break down of Bloch theorem in
the case of quasicrystals as well. Hence, these compounds can also be grouped together
with liquid metals and amorphous solids in to the category of non-periodic systems, in
spite of the possession of a high degree of ordering evidenced by sharp Bragg reflections
[127, 130].

1.5.2

Mechanisms of electron transport in non-periodic systems

The mechanisms of electron transport in non-periodic liquid metals and amorphous
solids are substantially different from those in periodic crystalline materials. Significant
understanding has been developed regarding the nature of electrical transport in such
non-periodic metallic systems. There are various proposed mechanisms and models, viz.
Ziman model, Structural Kondo model, Incipient localization, Baym-Meisel-Cote theory,
Narrow band gap semiconductors etc., that successfully explain the NTCR observed in
many highly disordered materials. Some of them are are briefly discussed below.

1.5.2.1

Ziman model

The resistivity behaviour of liquid metals at sufficiently high temperatures was successfully explained by Ziman [130, 131]. The expression derived by him is given in the
equation 1.13;


ρ=

3πΩ0
2
4e ~vF2 kF4

2kF
Z
0

|Up (K)|2 a(K)K 3 dK

(1.13)
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Where, Ω0 is volume per atom, vF is Fermi velocity, kF is Fermi wave vector, |Up (K)|
is atomic form factor and a(K) is called interference function or static structure factor.
The formula considers the interaction of conduction electrons with static distribution of
ions in liquid metals. This is indeed equivalent to elastic scattering of the conduction
electrons with ions [130].
There are three basic assumptions in the Ziman expression: (i) The linearized Boltzmann transport equation is assumed, which implies that the mean free path of the
conduction electrons must be longer than average inter atomic distance. (ii) The Born
approximation is assumed to calculate the transition probability, which is justified by
the pseudopotential approach that holds only for systems in group-V but fails to systems
in group-IV. (iii) Elastic scattering is considered as the dominant scattering mechanism.
This limits the applicability of the Ziman formula only to liquid metals, because elastic
scattering dominates either at very low temperature of at temperatures well above the
Debye temperature. As the equation 1.13 contains the weight factor K 3 , the contribution
of a(K) and |U (K)|2 becomes substantial only in the K region near to upper limit of
2kF .
The elastic scattering of conduction electrons always takes place on the Fermi surface.
The magnitude of the scattering vector (K) is related to the scattering angle (θ) and
Fermi wave vector (kF ) through the following relation;

sin

K
θ
=
2
2kF

(1.14)

As the allowed range for θ is 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, hence the possible K values are 0 ≤ K ≤ 2kF .
This indicates that scattering vector is limited by the diameter of the Fermi sphere. The
figure 1.22 illustrates the K dependence of both a(K) and |U (K)|2 for a typical liquid
metal. In general, the K dependence of |U (K)|2 is fairly small and almost flat in the
region of our interest (1.0 ≤ e/a ≤ 4.0, where e/a is the number of valence electrons
per atom) [Fig. 1.22]. Thus the contribution of a(K) is more important. The a(K) is
characterized by the first main peak centered at wave number Kp , the inverse of which
roughly corresponds to average inter atomic distance of the liquid metal (section 1.5.1).
Using the resistivity expression given in equation 1.13 and the variation of a(K) shown
in the Fig. 1.22, one can make a comparative estimate of the resistivity values of liquid
metals with various e/a values. For monovalent metals with e/a = 1 like Na, the
2kF value is relatively small and the condition 2kF < Kp holds. As shown in the
Fig. 1.22, the relatively small a(K) (∼ 1) values yield fairly small resistivity values.
The main peak of a(K) gets broadened with increase in temperature due to increase in
free volume and structural disorder. However, as in the case of monovalent metals we
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Figure 1.22: The wave number dependence of the integrands a(K) and |U (K)|2 appearing in the Ziman expression given in equation 1.13. The position of 2KF corresponding to
various e/a (number of valence electrons per atom) values are shown by the vertical lines.
The figure is reproduced from U. Mizutani, Introduction to the electron theory of metals,
Cambridge University Press, Chapter 15 (2001).

have a(K)T =T2 > a(K)T =T1 (T2 > T1 ), hence the resistivity values monitor increase in
with increase in temperature leading to a positive TCR. The situation is nearly same
for polyvalent metals (e/a = 3.0 − 4.0) that also produce small resistivity value and
a positive TCR. In contrast, in divalent metals with e/a = 2.0 like Zn and Cd, the
condition 2kF ∼ Kp holds. As the upper limit of 2kF coincides with the main peak of
a(K) [Fig. 1.22], the resistivity values are relatively higher. In addition, the decrease
in the height of main peak of a(K) with increasing temperature reduces the resistivity
values and results in a NTCR in divalent metals.

1.5.2.2

Baym-Meisel-Cote theory

The Ziman theory, discussed in the last section, works well for liquid metals but it fails
to describe the resistivity behaviour of amorphous alloys. Among the three underlying
assumptions of Ziman theory (section 1.5.2.1), the linearized Boltzmann transport equation and Born approximation are equally applicable for amorphous alloys. However, the
assumption of the elastic scattering fails in the case of amorphous alloys [130]. This
happens because the electron transport properties of the amorphous alloys are discussed
at temperatures well below their Debye temperature (θD ) or even below 300 K in most
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of the cases. In contrast to the liquid metals, the ions in amorphous alloys can no
longer be treated as independent particles at such low temperatures. Thus, the concepts
of collective excitations of phonons and inelastic electron-phonon scattering are essential to describe the electron-transport properties of amorphous alloys of group-V. The
resistivity behaviour of amorphous alloys can be well described by using Baym-MeiselCote theory [132–135]. In this theory, the temperature dependence of resistivity can be
approximates as;

ρ(T ) = [ρ0 + ∆ρ(T )]exp[−2W (T )]

(1.15)

Where, ρ0 is the residual resistivity, ∆ρ(T ) is the term arising from the inelastic electrophonon scattering and exp[−2W (T )] represent the Debye-Waller factor. In first approximation, ∆ρ(T ) exhibits +T 2 temperature dependence at low temperatures (∼< 20 K)
and +T at higher temperatures. The Debye-Waller factor exhibits (1−αT 2 ) dependence
at low temperatures and (1 − βT ) at high temperatures (∼> 50 K) [130].
If ρ0 value is small (∼ 50 − 60µΩ-cm), the term ∆ρ(T ) dominates and +T dependence
of resistivity is observed at high temperatures leading to a positive TCR. On the other
hand, when the ρ0 values are relatively higher (∼> 60µΩ-cm), then the Debye-Waller
factor begins to play a more important role. In such cases the resistivity exhibits (1 −
αT 2 ) dependence at low temperature and (1 − βT ) dependence at high temperatures
leading to NTCR. This means that the sign of TCR in amorphous solids is determined
by the interplay between ρ0 exp[−2W (T )] and ∆ρ(T )exp[−2W (T )] instead of 2kF /Kp
in liquid metals (section 1.5.2.1).

1.5.2.3

Localization theory

The compounds and alloys possessing high residual resistivity often exhibit localization
effects. The high residual resistivity arises from the elastic scattering of conduction
electrons from the random distribution of ions at absolute zero temperature. We have
discussed in the previous section (equation 1.15) that although the inelastic electronphonon scattering plays an important role in determining the temperature dependence
of electrical resistivity in amorphous alloys, its contribution becomes less important as
the value of residual resistivity increases.
If we consider a conduction electron with energy E0 in a periodic potential then the
Bloch wave derived from the tight-binding approximation will form a narrow band of
width W [Fig. 1.23(a)]. If we introduce some disorder in the potential by incorporating
some external impurities, the periodicity of the lattice will get destroyed. Figure 1.23(b)
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illustrates the distribution of such potential that vary irregularly in the range −V0 /2 <
V < V0 /2. Anderson [136] showed that electrons in such non-periodic lattices can
not form the Block wave and get localized if the ratio V0 /W exceeds a critical value
[130, 136]. At finite temperatures, such localized electrons are able to exchange their
energy with phonons and hop from one lattice site to another. This phenomenon is
termed as hopping conduction.
E

(a)
E0

W

V

N(E)
E

(b)

V0

N(E)

Figure 1.23: Variations of potential in (a) periodic and (b) non-periodic lattices. In the
case of periodic potential, electrons with energy E0 form the Bloch state with band width
W . On the other hand, in the case of non-periodic potential with V0 degree of disorder,
electrons get localized if V0 /W exceeds some critical value.

It can be shown that the multiple elastic scattering accompanying the momentum transfer of 2kF become more frequent in systems possessing high residual resistivity. This
results in enhanced probability of having electron at the same position where it was
before the scattering took place [130]. This scattering is also often called as quantum
interference effect or 2kF scattering. The elastic scattering dominates at low temperatures, while at finite temperatures electrons begin to get scattered inelastically with
phonons. Which results in a gradual loss of phase coherence during successive scatterings leading to delocalization of electrons. The delocalization of electrons with increasing
temperature results in NTCR of disordered material under consideration.
It was later pointed out by Altshuler and Aronove [137] that electron-electron Coulomb
interaction gets enhanced when electrons tend to localize. The enhanced electron√
electron interaction coupled with weak localization leads to T -dependence of electrical
conductivity at low temperatures (say below 20 K) that can be expressed as;
√
σ(T ) = σ0 (1 + α T )

(1.16)
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At relatively high temperatures (say above 30 K), the conductivity follows σ ∝ T .

1.5.2.4

Narrow band gap semiconductors

The temperature variation of the resistivity of a typical semiconductor can be be described as;


−Eg
1
= σ0 exp
ρ(T )
2kB T

(1.17)

Where Eg is the band gap, which is of the order of one eV is most of the common
semiconductors. Thermal excitation of electrons across such energy gaps is not possible
at temperatures comparable to room temperature. However, if the band gap is reduced
to the size of a few meV then electrons can be thermally activated at temperatures
comparable to room temperature and conduction will occur [138]. Such small band gap
semiconductors are in general referred as narrow band semiconductors [139]. The activated temperature dependence of the resistivity, given by equation 1.17, leads to NTCR
in these compounds [139]. In general, the resistivity of the narrow band semiconductors is of the order of a few mΩ−cm, which higher than metals and lower than usual
semiconductors.
In the present section, we have tried to discuss most of the mechanisms that lead to
NTCR in metallic compounds and alloys. In the next section, we discuss an entirely
different topic of valence fluctuation in RE elements.

1.6

Valence fluctuation in some of the rare-earth elements

As discussed in section 1.3, in general, RE ions are in trivalent state (R+3 ) state in
most of the RE intermetallic compounds and physical properties of these materials are
determined by the number of localized f -electrons. However, there are a class of RE and
actinide materials that exhibit a non-localized and correlated behaviour of f electrons.
This leads to various interesting phenomenon, such as valence fluctuation, Kondo lattice,
heavy fermion behaviour etc., that have been extensively studied [140–147]. Here, in
this section, we will mainly focus on the phenomenon of valence fluctuation.
In the phenomenon of valence fluctuation, valency of the RE ion, instead of being stable
and integral (usually +3), fluctuates between two configurations, 4f n and 4f n−1 . This
happens when the two configurations are energetically very closely spaced or the levels
are broad enough to mix or overlap. In the fast fluctuation limit, which usually is the
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case, with fluctuation frequency of about 10−13 sec, the average valence and many of the
physical properties are a thermal population weighted average of the two valence states.
It may be mentioned here that for the phenomenon of valence fluctuation, various terms,
such as, intermediate valence, mixed valence, interconfiguration fluctuation, etc. are
in general interchangeably used. However, there are indeed some distinction in the
terminologies. The term mixed-valence (which is most often used in the literature for
valence fluctuation) normally implies the static mixed-valence state i.e., different valence
states of RE ions at two inequivalent crystallographic sites of a lattice. This is some
times also termed as heterogeneous mixed valence. Whereas, valence fluctuation is a
continuous dynamic change of the valence at one crystallographic site and is sometimes
termed as homogeneous mixed valence. The term intermediate valence could apply to a
situation where the average valence is non integral and unaffected by external parameters
such as temperature.
Some of the properties in which the phenomenon of valence fluctuation is reflected
are: lattice parameters, resistivity, magnetization, X-ray LIII -edge absorption,

151 Eu-

Mössbauer measurement (for Eu-based systems only) etc. Valence fluctuation phenomenon has been found in the f -elements such as Ce, Sm, Eu, Tm, Yb and U. While
many Ce-based valence fluctuating systems are known, relatively fewer are known in Eu
and Yb and only rarely in Sm, Tm and U.
Amongst the valence fluctuation systems, Eu-based materials provide ideal systems to
investigate the phenomenon as

151 Eu-Mössbauer

spectroscopy is a powerful tool to de-

termine the valence state of Eu in its compounds. For a trivalent Eu-ion, the

151 Eu-

Mössbauer resonance occurs with an isomer shift (with respect to EuF3 ) in the range
-1 mm/sec to +4 mm/sec while for a divalent Eu-ion, the isomer shift turns out to be in
the range −8 mm/sec to -14 mm/sec. This difference in isomer shift for the two valence
states is quite large compared to the width of the resonance (≈2.5 mm/sec) which allows
one to determine the valence of Eu in a given material unambiguously. If Eu ion is in
valence fluctuation state, usually, the fluctuation time (≈ 10−13 sec) being smaller than
the probe time (≈ 10−9 sec), Mössbauer resonance shows a single line with an isomer
shift intermediate (population weighted average of the isomer shift of the two individual
valence states) to that of Eu2+ and Eu3+ ions. Further, the value of isomer shift of a
valence fluctuation system would be temperature dependent, as the relative population
of the two valence states depends on temperature. In general, the fluctuation frequency
remains faster than the probe time even at lowest temperature, and thus the resonance
line remains a single line down to lowest temperatures. Apart from these, any presence
of impurity is not likely to interfere with the signal, as the Mössbauer line of impurity
is likely to have a different isomer shift and can be recognized and taken care of in the
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analysis. Thus, Mössbauer spectroscopy gives a distinct advantage in identifying and
analyzing Eu-based valence fluctuation materials.

1.6.1

Interconfigurational fluctuation model

Interconfigurational fluctuation (ICF) model is a phenomenological model to describe
the magnetic susceptibility of valence fluctuating systems. It was firs proposed by Hirst
[148–151] and latter implemented successfully by Sales and Wohlleben [152].
According to Hirst, a f -electron system has a discrete spectrum of many electron levels
characterized by a different integral occupation number n. The total energy of the system
depends on n and consists of the repulsive Coulomb interaction energy Uf f between two
localized f -electron (taken as a pair) and the binding energy V of the f electron with
the nucleus. The energy En of a f n ionic configuration is then given by;

En = Uf f

n(n − 1)
+ nV
2

(1.18)

The above expression can be rewritten as;

1
En = Uf f (n − nmin )2 + constant
2

(1.19)

where;

nmin = −

V
1
+
Uf f
2

(1.20)

Thus, from equation 1.19, we see that En is a parabolic function of n and nmin is the
minimum of the parabola [Fig. 1.24]. If the state with occupation number n is the ground
state and that with n−1 is the higher state, then the excitation energy, Eex , which would
take the system from configuration n to configuration n − 1 would be Eex = En−1 − En .
It can be easily seen that the value of Eex varies between zero (when the value of nmin
is half integral) to Uf f /2 (when the value of nmin is integral). If Eex is comparable to
the thermal energy then one would observes an interconfiguration fluctuation between
two valence states of the RE ions.
In addition to the above consideration, one must note that the f -levels can be broadened
by the hybridization due to the conduction electrons. The width, ∆, of the broadening
can be obtained using the Friedel-Anderson theory [153, 154] as;
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∆ = πρ(E)h|Vcf |i

(1.21)

Where |Vcf | is the matrix element of Coulomb (mixing) interaction due to the conduction
electron wave function and the f -electron wave function, ρ(E) is the density of states
of the conduction electrons. It must also be noted that this broadening is associated
with each configuration energy state and can also be treated as an intrinsic fluctuation
temperature, Tsf ' ∆/kB , and the fluctuation frequency is given by ω ' kB Tsf /~,
where kB is the Boltzmann constant. We may recall that the fluctuation frequency is
≈ 10−13 sec. If ∆ << Eex and Eex >> kB T then the valence state of the f -element
would be a stable integral one. If ∆ ≥ Eex , then the fluctuation between the two
configurations, f n and f n−1 , would be temperature independent and would persist even
at T → 0.

4f energy configuration (En)

(a)

(b)
Eex < D

Eex >D

Eex
Eex

D
n-1

n

n-1

n

Number of electrons in 4f level
Figure 1.24: Energy levels in the ICF model as a function of occupation number n of the
4f -shell. The stable 4f -configuration is illustrated in (a), while the situation in intermediate
valence regime is shown in (b).

Sales and Wohlleben [152] applied the above ICF model to explain the thermal susceptibility of a valence fluctuating material. In this model, any physical property, such as
magnetic susceptibility is assumed to be the population weighted average of the property
of the individual configuration state of the two levels with the distinct energies En and
En−1 [106]. The population at each of these two levels is given by the usual exponential
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Boltzmann relation controlled by Eex . Sales and Wohlleben proposed [152] that the
broadening of levels due to hybridization, as discussed above, can be taken into account
by replacing the thermodynamic temperature T by an effective temperature T ∗ where
T ∗ = T + Tsf . This also takes care of finite and nearly temperature independent value
of susceptibility at T → 0. However, later it had been pointed that this form of T ∗
violets Nernst’s law which requires the first-derivative at T=0 to be zero [155]. This
q
2 . Under these
problem was overcome by Franz et al. [156] by defining T ∗ as T 2 + Tsf
conditions, at high temperatures where T >> Tsf , the quantum mechanical fluctuations
would be dominated by thermal fluctuations, while at low temperatures, T << Tsf , the
quantum mechanical fluctuations would dominate [106].
Using the above mentioned conditions and assumptions the magnetic susceptibility of a
valence-fluctuating compounds can be expresses as;


χ(T ) =

N
kB





µ2 P (T )
 n n

+

q



µ2n−1 Pn−1 (T )


(1.22)

2
T 2 + Tsf

Where Pn (T ) and Pn−1 (T ) are the fractional occupation of ground state (En ) and first
excited state (En−1 ) configurations, respectively (with the condition, Pn + Pn−1 = 1).
The µn , µn−1 are the effective paramagnetic moments of the states En and En−1 , respectively
The temperature dependence of Pn (T ) can be described as;
(2Jn + 1)

Pn (T ) =

(2Jn + 1) + (2Jn−1 + 1)exp(−Eex /

(1.23)

q

2 )
T 2 + Tsf

Where, Jn and Jn−1 are the total angular momentums of the ground and excited states
respectively. As discussed above, Tsf is the intrinsic fluctuation temperature. At high
temperatures where T >> Tsf , the equation 1.22 predicts a CW behaviour of susceptibility but with an effective magnetic moment which is the population weighted average
of the moments of the individual states.
Figure 1.25 exhibits the temperature variation of the magnetic susceptibility of Ce2 Ni3 Si5
[157], where Ce ions are in temperature dependent intermediate valence state. The χ(T )
has been interpreted using ICF model and an additional CW term originating from
stable impurities of Ce+3 ions. As can be seen from the figure the resultant fit is quite
satisfactory in the entire temperature range of measurement. This demonstrates the
appropriateness of the ICF model in describing the temperature dependence of magnetic
susceptibility of a material containing valence fluctuating ions.
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Figure 1.25: Temperature variation of the magnetic susceptibility of Ce2 Ni3 Si5 . The solid
line is a fit to the experimental data using ICF model. The dashed line is the susceptibility
obtained from the fit after subtracting a impurity component coming from stable Ce+3 ions.
The figure is reproduced from Mazumdar et al. Phys. Rev. B 46, 9009 (1992).

1.7

Conclusions

In the present chapter, we have tried to provide a brief background survey of the topics
that directly relate to the main contents of the thesis discussed in the subsequent chapters. As mentioned in section 1.1, the thesis is based on the experimental investigations
performed on a set of RE and transition metals based metallic perovskite compounds.
In the present chapter, first of all we have briefly discussed in section 1.2 the main
features of perovskite structure and the oxygen-based perovskite compounds. We have
then introduced most of the known families of metallic perovskite compounds and briefly
discussed their important characteristics. We have also tried to compare some of the
main features of oxide and metallic perovskite compounds. As the only magnetic elements present in the materials investigated in this thesis are the rare earth ions, we
have discussed the magnetic behaviour of rare earth ions in section 1.3. Observation of
NTE and NTCR in ordered crystalline metallic perovskite compounds is one of the main
focus area of the thesis. The mechanisms that lead to NTE and NTCR are elaborated
in section 1.4 and 1.5, respectively. The phenomenon of valence fluctuations observed
in the case of some of the RE elements is discussed in section 1.6.

Chapter 2

Experimental techniques and
their basic principles
2.1

Introduction

In this chapter, a brief description has been presented about the sample preparation
techniques used in this work as well as various experimental tools used for their characterization. The underlying theoretical concepts related to some of the experimental
techniques are also briefly discussed. All the compounds studied here have been prepared using an argon arc-melting furnace (Centorr Associates Inc.) followed by vacuum
annealing. X-ray diffraction measurements have been performed using in house X-ray
diffractometers (Rigaku-D/max-2500/PC, Rigaku-Miniflex and Phillips-PW). Magnetic
measurements have been performed by a super conducting quantum interference device
magnetometer (MPMS-7, Quantum design-Inc., USA). Transport (electrical resistivity
and magnetoresistance) measurements have been performed in a liquid-He cryostat (Oxford Instruments, UK) consisting a superconducting magnet (Oxford Instruments, UK).
Temperature dependent Eu-Mössbauer measurements were performed is a close-cycle
refrigerator based setup using SmF3 source.

2.2

Preparation of intermetallic compounds

The compounds investigated in this thesis have been prepared by melting the stoichiometric amount of high purity (> 99.9%) constituent elements in an argon arc-melting
furnace (Centorr Associates Inc.). In most of the cases we were succeeded in preparing
a regular cylindrical rod-shaped samples [Fig. 2.1] using an indigenous home-made die.
43
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Figure 2.1: The rod of a metallic sample prepared in arc furnace using the die described
in section 2.2.2. The approximate length of the rod is 30 mm.

The cylindrical rod shape of the sample is very useful for magnetization and resistivity
measurements as it minimizes the effect of demagnetization factor in magnetization data
as well as reduces the errors in resistivity values due to more accurate measurement of
shape parameters. The detailed description of sample preparation procedures related
to specific samples will be presented in the respective chapters. Basic features of argon
arc-furnace and the design of indigenous die to prepare circular rod-shaped samples are
discussed below.

2.2.1

Argon arc-furnace attached with vacuum set-up

Figure 2.2 shows a representative block diagram of the arc-melting furnace setup used in
the sample preparation process. Main brass body of the furnace, DC-power supply (not
shown in the figure), copper hearth and resistance box (not shown in the figure) attached
with electrodes are cooled using a chilled water circulation system (not shown in figure).
Constituent elements are placed on the copper hearth (part 13, Fig. 2.2) and inserted in
the quartz chamber (part 5, Fig. 2.2). The quartz chamber is first evacuated with the
help of a vacuum pump (attached to part 7, Fig. 2.2) and then purged several times by
filling argon gas purified by a guttering furnace (attached with part 19, Fig. 2.2), and
subsequent flushing using the same vacuum pump. This procedure was repeated several
times. After the purging is over, vacuum pump is disconnected using vacuum locks
(parts 6 and 8, Fig. 2.2) and a steady flow of argon is maintained through the quartz
chamber. Argon outlet pipeline (part 20, Fig. 2.2) is connected to the top of the brass
structure (part 3, Fig. 2.2) and attached with a one-way gas valve (Part 15, Fig. 2.2).
One-way gas valve prevents any gaseous impurity from the atmosphere entering in the
melting chamber. The argon gas comes out from the quartz chamber and passes through
two cylindrical glass chambers (part 16, Fig. 2.2) and finally detected in the oil kept in
second glass chamber (part 17, Fig. 2.2). With the help of this arrangement one can
visually see the outflow of the argon through the speed of bubble formation and regulate
it. The melting can be started once a steady flow of argon is achieved. In most of
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of argon arc-furnace used in the preparation of the compounds investigated in this work. The individual important parts of the setup have been
indicated below the figure.

the cases, the melting was performed using electrode current values ranging 50 to 200
Amperes. At first the constituent elements are melted using a normal copper hearth.
The resultant irregular button shaped compound is then used for casting the rod-shaped
samples.

2.2.2

Design of the die for preparation of circular rod-shaped samples

A representative picture depicting design of the home-made die used for rod-shaped
sample preparation is shown in Fig 2.3(a) [158]. Cross-sectional view of the same is
presented in Fig. 2.3(b). The body of the die can be divided in to three separable parts;
top, middle and bottom, marked as T, M and B respectively in Fig. 2.3(b). As cast
button of the material synthesized using the arc-furnace described in section 2.2.1, is
placed on the sample stage and then the die is placed inside the quartz chamber. Most
of the bottom part of the die and the vacuum pump connector remain out of the quartz
chamber. After the die is properly placed, a vacuum line is connected to the die through
part 9 [Fig. 2.2]. Now there are two connections with the vacuum pump − one directly
connected to the quartz chamber and another to the die. Once the die is mounted and
the vacuum lines are connected, purging is performed in the similar fashion as discussed
in the previous section. After purging quite a few times, the vacuum pump is kept
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Figure 2.3: A representative picture of the copper die used for preparation of circular
rod-shaped metallic samples. (a) Full view (b) Cross-sectional view.

running but disconnected with the quartz chamber and the die using the vacuum locks
(parts 6 and 8 in Fig. 2.2). Now the argon flow is maintained and the setup is left
for approximately half an hour so that a good vacuum gradient is build-up just out
side the vacuum connector of the die. As mentioned in the previous section, chilled
water circulation is used for cooling down the various component of melting furnace and
metallic die.
Now the setup is ready to cast rod-shaped sample. The button is melted using a bit
high electrode current. In a few cases, the molten sample flows immediately in to the
cylindrical hole and gets solidify in the form of a shiny cylindrical rod. However, in many
cases the surface tension of the molten phase (the tendency to remain in the spherical
shape) is sufficiently high to counter the effect of gravity. In such cases we need to use
the vacuum gradient present just out side the vacuum lock (part 8 in Fig. 2.2) to suck
the sample inside the cylindrical hole. This id done by quickly opening the vacuum lock.
Excess amount of the sample flows in to the available hollow space in the bottom part
of the die [Fig. 2.3(b)]. As an example, a picture of the rod-shaped sample casted using
this arrangement is shown in Fig. 2.1. The cylindrical samples of various diameters can
be casted using the separate middle parts of the die having different diameters of the
cylindrical hole. The rod shown in figure 2.1 is of 1.9 mm diameter and approximately
30 mm in length.
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Structural characterization

Structural characterization of the compounds was performed by non destructive powder
X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique. A typical wave length of X-rays is of the order of
a few Angstroms. This makes it suitable for probing the crystals of the compounds
comprised of atoms of nearly the same dimensions. In the course of this work, the
basic room temperature XRD measurements to check the phase formation were performed in Phillips-PW and Rigaku-Miniflex X-ray diffractometer. More specific and
temperature dependent measurements were performed in Rigaku-D/max-2500/PC high
resolution powder X-ray diffractometer, which based on a rotating anode X-ray source in
the temperature range 12-300 K. This diffractometer operates in the Bragg- Brentanno
geometry. It is fitted with a curved crystal monochromator in the diffraction beam
which enables the detection of even very weak reflections. A He close-cycle refrigerator
based attachment supplied by Rigaku was used for varying the sample temperature.
Most of the temperature dependent measurements were carried out at 8 kW generator
power, which was found adequate for resolving some very low intensity peaks appearing
at low angles in the compounds investigated in this work. Different scan speeds were
used according to the need of the specific measurements. The step interval was kept
fixed at 0.02 degrees in most of the measurements. FullPROF package [159] was used for
powder pattern simulations and powder XRD data refinement by Le-Baile and Rietveld
refinement techniques. The Bragg’s diffraction relation, which is the basic principle for
the operation of X-ray diffractometers, is described below.

2.3.1

Bragg’s Law

Bragg’s law is one of the most fundamental principles of X-ray crystallography and
widely used in XRD and neutron diffractions studies. This law is named after Sir
William Lawrence Bragg and his father Sir William Henry Bragg, who were awarded
Nobel prize in 1915 for their pioneering work.
According to Bragg’s law, the condition for constructive interference between the x-ray
beams diffracted from crystal planes [Fig. 2.4] is,

nλ = 2dsinθ

(2.1)

where n is the integer defining the order of diffraction, λ is the wave length of X-rays
or neutrons, d is the spacing between the crystal planes of the crystalline lattice of the
material and θ is the angle between the incident ray and the scattering planes. d is the
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(b)

Figure 2.4: A cartoon depicting the conditions of (a) constructive and (b) destructive
interference of X-rays in a crystalline material. The picture is reproduced from English
wikipedia.

intrinsic property of the crystalline material under investigation whereas λ and θ are
tunable parameters.

2.3.2

Diffraction methods and powder X-ray diffraction technique

Phenomenon of X-ray or neutron diffraction occurs only when the condition of Bragg
law, given in equation (2.1), is satisfied. It is not very straight forward to satisfy the
stringent condition of Bragg’s law for any given single crystal. For example, for any
monochromatic radiation and for a known crystal plan and spacing, it is extremely
difficult task to perfectly set the crystal orientation to get any diffracted beam. One
way to satisfy this condition is the continuous variation of λ or θ over a wide range of
values. A beam of white radiation (a continuous spectrum from X-ray source) is used for
varying the λ. Variation in θ is achieved by rotating the single crystal or using powder
specimen [160].
There are basically three different experimental methods for studying the diffraction
phenomenon. (i) Laue method: λ is variable and θ is fixed, (ii) Rotating-crystal
method: λ is fixed and variation of θ through rotation of the single crystal, and (iii)
Powder method: λ is fixed and θ is variable due to random orientation of the tiny
crystals.
In this study, we have used versatile powder diffraction technique to analyse the crystal
structure of our polycrystalline compounds. Indeed, the powder technique is the only
available diffraction method for structural investigations of polycrystalline materials.
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Other methods, e.g. Laue and Rotating-crystal method, can only be used in the case
of single crystals. In the powder diffraction technique, polycrystalline compound under
investigation is reduced to very fine tiny particles, may be of the size of few microns.
Each such fine particle is made-up of several tiny single crystals randomly oriented in
all possible directions. Thus the assembly of these fine particles produce the effect of
a single crystal having gone through all the possible rotations along all the possible
axes. Due to such a random distribution of crystals, for any particular lattice plane
there will be a number of tiny single crystals oriented in such a fashion that Bragg’s
diffraction condition would satisfy for specific values of 2θ. Hence, every lattice plane
would produce diffraction phenomenon.

2.4

Transport measurement

We have carried out temperature and applied magnetic field dependent electrical resistivity and magnetoresistance measurements on rod shaped samples [Fig. 2.1] using four
probe technique. The details are described below.

2.4.1

Electrical resistivity

Electrical resistivity (ρ) measurements were performed using a conventional four-probe
method [Fig. 2.5]. In this method, current is supplied through two outer leads while
the voltage is measured across two inner leads. This method is of particular importance
for ρ measurement of low-resistance materials, e.g. metals and metallic compounds etc.,
as it eliminates the contribution from contact resistance which may be sometimes even
higher than the actual resistance of the specimen. The ρ of any material is defined as,

ρ=R

A
L

(2.2)

where A and L are the cross-sectional area and the distance between two voltage leads
respectively. R is the electrical resistance defined as, R = (V + − V − )/I.
The measurements were performed in a commercial cryostat purchased from Oxford Instruments. In this cryostat system, by pumping the He the temperature of the sample
space can be lowered down to ∼ 1.5 K. The data were taken using a home-made indigenous sample insert [Fig. 2.6(a)], where total 22 samples can be mounted at time and data
can be collected for 8 samples simultaneously [161]. A calibrated Cernox sensor is used
for the measurement of sample space temperature. The electrical connections between
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the sample insert and various electronic devices.L e.g. nano voltmeter (Keithley-2182),
current source meter (Keithley-2400), temperature controller (Lakeshore-DRC93CA),
Switching system (Keithley-7002) and scanner cards (Keithley-7056 and Keithley-7168)
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Figure 2.5: Leads contact scheme in the four-probe method. The length between two
voltage leads has been marked as ‘L’ while the cross-sectional area has been indicated as
‘A’.
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Figure 2.6: (a) Schematic diagram of the sample insert used for resistivity and magnetoresistance measurements. (b) A block diagram of the circuitry of the measurement setup.
Electrical connections to only one sample has been shown in the figure.

2.4.2

Magnetoresistance

Measurements of magnetoresistance, which is the measure of change in resistivity upon
application of an external magnetic field, were also performed by conventional four-probe
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method [Fig. 2.5] as discussed in the previous section. Depending upon the requirement
of particular measurements, the DC-magnetic field generated by the superconducting
magnet was varied in the range of 0-7.5 T. The direction of the external field, which is
always parallel to the axis of the cylindrical cryostat, was varied in both positive (upward) and negative (downward) directions.

2.5

Magnetic measurement

Temperature and field dependent DC and AC magnetic measurements were performed
for the magnetic characterization of the compounds. These measurements were carried
out using a Superconducting QUantum Interference Device (SQUID) magnetometer
(MPMS-7, Quantum design-Inc., USA). Most of the measurements were performed in
the temperature range 2-300 K.

2.5.1

DC-magnetic measurements

SQUID-magnetometer is the most sensitive (sensitivity ∼ 10−15 T) device for magnetic
measurements and can be easily operated up to the field of ∼ 7 T. Liquid-He was used
for achieving low temperatures during the measurement. Two block-diagrams of the
SQUID-magnetometer, first depicting the main components of the setup and second
showing the basic circuitry, have been shown in figures 2.7 and 2.8 respectively. The
magnetometer contains various superconducting components, e.g. SQUID, superconducting magnetic shield surrounding the SQUID, superconducting magnet and a superconducting detection coil [Fig. 2.7 and 2.8]. A brief description of the superconducting
components, that together constitute the most important part of the magnetometer
operation, is presented below.
(i) SQUID: The sensitivity of the magnetometer depends entirely upon SQUID, which
is a very small device connected in detection circuit. SQUID contains a few Josephson
junctions in a closed superconducting loop [162, 163]. The Josephson effect exhibited
by Josephson junctions [162] is the phenomenon of tunneling across two weakly coupled
superconductors, separated by a very thin insulating barrier. This effect is named after
British scientist Brian David Josephson, who received the Nobel prize in 1973 for this
pioneering discovery. In a Josephson junction, the phase of electron wave function in
one superconductor maintains a fixed relationship with the phase of the same in another
superconductor. This linking up of phase is called phase coherence or phenomenon of
quantum interference [164]. The magnitude and phase of oscillating Josephson current
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Figure 2.7: Schematic diagram of various components of Quantum design SQUIDmagnetometer. Superconducting components of the setup are shown in blue. The figure
has been taken from the operation manual of MPMS-7, Quantum design-Inc., USA.

flowing across the Josephson junctions depends delicately upon the change of flux of
external magnetic field crossing the superconducting ring. The flux of external field is
quantized in terms of quantum magnetic flux, Φa = h/2e ∼ 2 × 10−15 T-m2 , which sets
the accuracy limit of the device. It may be mentioned as an example of the accuracy of
the instrument, that the strength of the magnetic flux associated with brain waves is of
the order of 10−14 T and hence can it be detected using SQUID magnetometer.
(ii) Superconducting Magnetic Shield: As the SQUID present in the detection
circuit is extremely sensitive to the small fluctuations in the magnetic field, it requires
a very efficient shielding from the magnetic fields present around its components. A
superconducting shield is employed to provide the requisite shield around the SQUID
and its coupling transformers. The operation of SQUID does not necessarily require
that the field around its component be extremely small, however it does require that
the field inside the shield be extremely stable. Hence one of the main functions of
the superconducting magnetic shield is to trap and stabilize the ambient fields present
in the laboratory besides providing shielding from large magnetic field generated by
the superconducting magnet. The requirement of shield can be appreciated when one
considers the magnetic flux produced by a small sample could be even less than a Φa ,
while the magnetic field produced by earth is of the order of a million Φa .
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Figure 1.20: Schematic diagram of a SQUID magnetometer

is based on the scheme given in the operation manual of MPMS-7, Quantum design-Inc.,
USA.

1.9.5 SQUID Magnetometer

(iii) Superconducting
Detection
Coil: Detection
coil isis aa set
of sensitive
three coils made
Superconducting QUantum
Interference
Device or SQUID
highly
by a single superconducting wire in the form of second order gradiometer placed at

magnetic field detector.

the centre of the superconducting magnet outside the sample chamber [Fig. 2.8]. In
this configuration, the upper coil is a single turn wound clockwise, the centre coils is

Quantum interference and the SQUIDs – Basic principle

made by two turns wound in counterclockwise direction while the bottom coils is again
single turnAwound
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of theofdetection
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SQUID inusesthetwoclockwise
Josephsondirection.
junctions and
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on the interference
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the currents through two different paths. The external current Jtotal will be the

is relaxing uniformly then the flux change in clockwise wound top and bottom coils gets

sum of currents through the two junctions a and b. Let J and J be the currents

exactly canceled with the flux change of counterclockwise awoundb centre coils.

through the two junctions and let their phases be δa and δb . Now the phase
(iv) Superconducting Magnet: The superconducting magnet is made of supercon-

difference of the wave functions between 1 and 2 must be the same whether you

ducting wires wound in solenoidal configuration in a completely closed loop. This con-

go on one route or the other. Along the route through the junction a the phase

figuration enables it to operate in a persistent mode without using any external power

difference between 1 and 2 is δ plus the line integral of the vector potential along

supply. A persistent current switch,awhich is basically a heater, is used to turn a portion

the upper route.loop in to a normal stateZ during changing the current flowing
of the superconducting
2qe
~open by switching
~isds
(1.55)the heater
across the solenoid. Once the∆phase
superconducting
loop A.
1→2 = δa +
h̄

upper

on, a power supply is used to charge the magnet at a desired current level. After the

charging is over, the persistent current switch is put off. Liquid-He is used for cooling
the superconducting wires of the solenoid below their critical temperature.
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Measurement Procedure:
The sample under investigation is usually wrapped in a teflon tape and placed in a
non-magnetic straw. The straw is then attached to the sample rod and inserted in
the sample space. The sample space is purged several times during the sample insertion
process. Optimum position of the sample is set by scanning the output signal as function
of position of the sample. Once the proper sample position is obtained, the setup is
ready for the measurement. The setting up and control of the required magnetic fields,
temperatures, time intervals and field-frequencies (in the case of AC measurements)
are all performed with the help of a software package provided with the instrument.
During the measurements, the sample moves up and down through the detection coils
in steps with the help of a stepper motor. Change in the sample position modifies the
flux associated with the detection coils and manifests in a change of current flowing
in the detection circuit. During the measurement, the sample is stopped at number of
positions over the specified length and at each step several reading of the SQUID voltage
are collected and then averaged. The voltage as a function of sample position output
signal is analysed with the help of fit routines and exact magnetic moment of the sample
is determined in terms of emu.

2.5.2

AC-magnetic measurements

AC-magnetic measurement, where an external AC-magnetic field is applied and ACmagnetic response of a sample is measured, is an important tool for characterization of
magnetic materials. In contrast to DC-measurements, time dependent induced moments
obtained in AC-measurements provide information about magnetization dynamics in the
material. AC-susceptibility is defined as slope of the magnetization curve, (dM/dH),
and can be expressed in terms of a complex quantity,

0

χac = χ + iχ

00

(2.3)

0

where, real or in-phase component (χ ) is similar to DC-susceptibility and exhibit mag00

netic response of the material, while imaginary or out-of-phase component (χ ) shows the
dissipative loss in the system. AC-susceptibility measurements were carried in SQUIDmagnetometer (described in the previous section). The most of the measurements were
performed in frequency range 1 Hz-1 kHz while keeping the magnitude (rms value) of
the applied AC-field at 1 Oe.
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Mössbauer Spectroscopy

Nobel Prize winning Mössbauer effect was discovered by Rudolf Mössbauer in 1958 [165].
Classically, the Mössbauer effect may be stated as the recoilless emission and recoilless
resonance nuclear absorption of a gamma ray. Under normal circumstances, it is not
possible to achieve nuclear resonance absorption of gamma ray between an identical
pair of emitting nucleus (in excited state) and absorbing nucleus. This is because when
gamma ray is emitted from a free nucleus, in order to conserve the momentum taken away
by the gamma photon, the nucleus recoils with the an equal and opposite momentum.
The energy, Er , used up in this process of recoil is taken from the emitted gamma photon.
Thus the emitted gamma photon would have an energy Ee , which is less compared to
excited state energy Eγ (Ee = Eγ − Er ). A similar consideration is applicable in the
process of absorption and therefore, the incoming gamma photon should have an energy
Eγ + Er , if the resonance absorption has to take place. Thus, there is an over all deficit
of 2Er in the gamma energy with respect to energy required to achieve resonance. If
this deficit (2Er ) is larger than the nuclear excited state level width (which is the case
for a free nucleus/atom) then, resonance absorption cannot take place.
In the phenomenon of Mössbauer effect, both the emitter and the absorber nuclei are not
free but embedded in a solid. In such a case, the whole recoiled momentum is distributed
in entire solid. It may be mentioned that even a sample of very small dimension contains
about 1020 atoms. Hence the recoil energy, which would be distributed among all such
atoms, would be less by the same factor and becomes almost negligible compared to the
excited state line width. Under such condition, resonance absorption can readily take
place. Quantum mechanically, recoil would mean excitation of phonons. A recoilless
emission and absorption is therefore a process with zero phonon excitation. It can be
shown that there is a non-zero probability for zero phonon excitation process. This
probability is called the ‘f -factor’ or Lamb-Mössbauer factor and can be expressed by,


 Z


T 2 ΘD /T xdx
−6ER 1
+
f = exp
kB ΘD 4
ΘD
ex − 1
0

(2.4)

where ΘD is the Debye temperature of the material and ER is the recoil kinetic energy of
the lattice. At any given temperature, the f -factor and hence the resonance absorption
will be significant if the temperature is less compared to the Debye temperature of
the solid in which the nucleus is embedded. Thus, one would get a better Mössbauer
absorption at room temperature if the Debye temperature of the host lattice is large. The
line shape of the resonance is the overlap integral of emission line shape and absorption
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cross section. For a thin absorber, assuming that line width of source and absorber are
same, it is given by the Lorentzian relation,

I(E) =

1
Γ
2
2π (E − E0 ) + (Γ/2)2

(2.5)

where E0 is the resonance energy and Γ is twice the full width at half maximum of the
γ-ray energy distribution.
The resonance absorption process described above assumes that the emitting and absorbing nuclei are under identical environments. Under normal circumstances, the energy
levels shift/split due to hyperfine interactions (interaction of nucleus with electrons of
the ion) and the extent of shift and splitting would be different in source and absorber.
If this difference is greater than the line width of the resonance, again one would not
achieve the resonance. However, this shift in resonance energy would usually be of the
order of a few line widths and the resonance condition can be brought back by means of
Döppler shift produced by moving either the source or the absorber with a velocity, v,
relative to each other. The velocity required to produce a shift of energy ∆E is Eγ (v/c)
where c is the velocity of light. This feature of varying the energy in a controlled manner with a resolution of about 10−8 eV makes Mössbauer effect as a research tool and
provides a means of studying the hyperfine interactions in solids.
Due to considerations of energy of γ-ray 1 , life time of parent nucleus producing the
Mössbauer nucleus in excited state, line width of Mössbauer γ-ray 2 , abundance of
Mössbauer isotope etc., Mössbauer spectroscopy can be performed only in certain favorable isotopes of certain elements.

57 Fe, 119 Sn

and

151 Eu

are amongst them and are

convenient to study.

2.6.1

Hyperfine interactions

The hyperfine interactions occurring between the nucleus and the electrons of the atom
have been reasonably understood [166]. The three most common and dominant terms of
the interactions and the modification of the nuclear energy level under these interactions
are given below.
(i) Electric monopole interaction:
Electric monopole interaction arises due to interaction of nuclear charge with the selectron density at the nucleus 3 . It also arises because of the non-zero and different
1

For Eγ >∼100 keV, f -factor would be very small at room temperature
Narrow line widths make experiments difficult and large widths makes resonance insensitive
3
It can be shown that only s-electrons have non zero density at the nucleus
2
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Magnetic dipole splitting
Figure 2.9: Schematic representation of the nuclear level scheme and allowed transitions
in

151

Eu-Mössbauer spectrum. The possible transitions represented by solid lines are for
∆m = ±1 and the same represented by dashed lines are for ∆m = 0.

spatial extent of the nucleus in the ground state and in the excited state. This interaction
causes a shift in both ground state as well as excited state levels. The shift would be
different in source and absorber if they have different chemical environments. The net
shift in resonance position is given by,

2
δ = πZe2 {|ψA (0)2 |2 − |ψA (0)2 |2 }{hRe2 i − {hRg2 i}
3

(2.6)

where hRe2 i and hRg2 i are the root mean square radii of excited and ground states,
ψS (0) and ψA (0) are the non-relativistic Schrödinger wave functions of the s electrons
at absorber and source nuclei, respectively. Since this energy difference or the shift in
resonance originates from the s-electrons, which depends on the chemical state or valence
state, this shift is termed as chemical shift or isomer shift (IS). The energy level scheme
corresponding to this interaction is shown in Fig. 2.9. Thus, in the Mössbauer spectrum
of materials with different chemical state, e.g., the spectrum of Eu2 O3 obtained using a
151 Eu

source in EuF3 host, a single resonance line at a position away from zero velocity

would be observed. The isomer shift is one of the most useful parameter for investigating
the phenomenon of valence fluctuations in Eu- based materials.
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(ii) The magnetic dipole interaction:
Under a magnetic field, the nuclear energy levels, both the ground state and excited
state get split due to magnetic dipole interactions. The interaction energy is given by
the relation,

EM = −µHmI /I = −gµN HmI

(2.7)

where µ is the magnetic dipole moment of nucleus, H is the magnetic field at the nucleus,
g is the nuclear Lande-factor, µN is the nuclear Bohr magneton, I is the nuclear spin
quantum number, and mI is the magnetic quantum number (with values from −I to
+I). The schematic representation of energy level scheme under magnetic hyperfine
field for the case of

151 Eu

is shown in Fig. 2.9. The transitions follow the selection

rule, ∆ m = 0, ± 1. In the case of

151 Eu,

which is of our interest, there are 18 allowed

transitions. However, because of overlapping of different lines, normally, one observes 8
lines in a magnetically split Eu-Mössbauer pattern. Internal field generated at the Eu
nucleus of a magnetically ordered system is mainly from the local moment on Eu ion
and usually one gets a well resolved magnetically hyperfine split spectrum. The extent
of line splitting represents the strength of the magnetic hyperfine field at the Mössbauer
nucleus.
(iii) The electric quadrupole interaction:
It can be shown that electric dipole term does not exist in the expression for hyperfine
interaction. The next order electric term is the quadrupole interaction which is an
interaction between the quadrupolar moment of the nucleus (ground state and/or excited
state) and an electric field gradient (efg) present at the nucleus. The interaction term
is given by the relation,


1
η2 2
e2 qQ
2
3mI − I(I + 1) 1 +
EQ =
4I(2I − 1)
3

(2.8)

where Q is the nuclear quadrupole moment, and η is the asymmetry parameter of the
efg tensor, given by

η=

Vxx − Vyy
Vzz

(2.9)

where V is the electrostatic potential. Customarily, the principal axis of the system
is defined in such a way that Vzz = eQ is the maximum value of field gradient. In
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Figure 2.10: Block diagram of the circuitry of a typical Mössbauer setup.

most of the cases of

151 Eu,

due to the weak quadrupolar interaction of Eu nuclei in

comparison to the line width, the effect of quadrupolar interaction is observed only as
an asymmetry in the line. Often, quadrupolar interaction is a perturbation compared
to magnetic interaction. In such a case, the interaction energy is an algebraic addition
of the energies due to the two interactions. If the two interactions are comparable, then
the Hamiltonian will have to be appropriately solved. Numerical solutions for standard
cases are available in literature [167].

2.6.2

Experimental setup for recording Mössbauer spectrum

The schematic diagram of the Mössbauer spectrometer is shown in Fig. 2.10. A closecycle He-cryostat was used for cooling the system during measurements.
matrix as

151 SmF
3

151 Eu

in EuF3

has been used as source material. The Mössbauer source is mounted

on the shaft of the Mössbauer drive, also known as transducer [Fig. 2.10].
For recording the Mössbauer spectrum of any specimen (or absorber), at first the material is pulverized in the form of very fine powder and then spread uniformly on an
aluminum foil or a thin metal-free adhesive tape. The specimen is mounted in between
the source and the detector. The thickness of the absorber (expressed in mg/cm2 ) should
have an optimum value. Though increasing thickness increases Mössbauer absorption,
it also reduces the intensity of transmitted gamma rays thereby reducing the signal.
The optimum thickness of the specimen can be calculated from the known characteristic
absorption thickness of the individual elements present in the absorber. The gamma
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rays from the source after passing through the absorber are detected by the detector
(usually a gas proportional counter or a thin NaI(Tl) scintillation detector). The source
is moved at different precisely controlled velocities by the drive and a ‘spectrum’ of the
counts are obtained a function of velocity. The resonance position and the line shape
gives the required information on the hyperfine interactions taking place in the solid
(section 2.6).
One of the most important constituent parts of the spectrometer is the Mössbauer drive,
which is an electromagnetic system, effectively, formed out of a pair of mechanically
coupled (along the axis) loud-speakers but without their diaphragms. One of them
(the driving coil) is for achieving the motion and the other (the pick up coil) is for
monitoring the motion and stabilizing the motion through feedback electronics. The
drive is operated in constant acceleration mode in which the velocity varies linearly with
time. It can be easily shown that the voltage wave form that one must feed to the drive
coil to achieve a linear velocity is a parabola. Hence, sometimes this type of drive is
also called a parabolic drive. In this system, the velocity is scanned through a cycle,
Vmax → 0 → −Vmax → 0 → Vmax . The Mössbauer data is recorded in an electronic
data collection system, known as multi scaler analyzer.
The electronics for the Mössbauer spectrometer consists of three major parts, the drive
electronics, the nuclear electronics and the data acquisition system. In order to maintain synchronism of the drive with respect to data collection, the parabolic wave form
(∼10 Hz) to drive the transducer is derived from the clock pulses (from a crystal controlled oscillator, for stability in time) of the multichannel analyzer of the data acquisition part. The frequency of drive is chosen to match with the mechanical response of
the transducer and the response of the data acquisition system.
Once the transducer is set into motion, a voltage would be induced across the pick-up
coil which would be proportional to the velocity of the drive at any instant of time.
This signal, which is a triangular wave form, is fed back to the circuit for comparison with the triangular wave form which in turn would produce the driving parabola.
Appropriate feed back circuitry takes care of the stability of the velocity wave form,
i.e., a precise linear variation of velocity with time. A precision and stability of about
1% is usually required to avoid broadening of Mössbauer line. The nuclear electronics
[Fig. 2.10] consists of a high voltage (∼600 V) unit to accelerate the photo-electrons in
the photomultiplier of the scintillation detector, a pulse amplifier to amplify the pulses
arising from detected gamma rays, a single channel analyzer to select only the pulses
arising from the Mössbauer gamma rays (21.6 keV for
pulses.

151 Eu),

and a scaler to count the
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The data acquisition part, which is also called the multi scaler analyzer, is a circuit
block whose functions are as follows. The time period of the Mössbauer drive is divided
into a number (usually 512) of smaller time intervals (called channels) so that at each
time interval, the change in velocity of the transducer could be considered negligible
for practical purposes (say, about 0.1 of the line width of the resonance). The counts
originating during each of these intervals are counted in separate ‘counters’ (also called
scalers) of the data acquisition system. The system effectively averages a Mössbauer
spectrum over a certain duration of time. The above data accumulation process is carried
out till the required statistical accuracy of the spectrum is attained. The statistical
√
accuracy is proportional to N where N is the number of counts in any given channel.
It may be mentioned that the Mössbauer resonance line widths are of the order of fraction
of mm/sec and any vibration of this magnitude will be superposed on the velocity of
the transducer and/or the absorber and this will result in line distortion/broadening
and the data will be unreliable to that extent. To avoid the effects of such unwanted
vibrations, the transducer is kept on a vibration free table. The final data that one
gets is the accumulated counts as a function of channel number. The channel number
represents velocity. The calibration of channel number in terms of velocity (or energy)
is obtained from the Mössbauer spectrum of a known sample. Usually 57 Fe resonance of
Fe metal is used for this purpose where one gets the standard six line spectrum due to
magnetic hyperfine splitting of the energy states of

57 Fe

first and last line is known to be 10.6245 mm/sec [168].

nuclei. The separation of the

Chapter 3

Studies on Gd and Pd based
metallic perovskite compounds
3.1

Introduction

As remarked earlier in chapter 1 (section 1.2.2), the RT3 Bx C1−x (R: rare-earth, T: transition metal) compounds are one of the most investigated metallic perovskite compounds.
In this chapter, we will discuss the various physical properties of Gd and Pd based metallic perovskite compounds with chemical formula GdPd3 Bx C1−x (x = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and
1.00) along with the parent binary compound GdPd3 . We have attempted to study the
structural, magnetic, transport and thermal expansion properties of these compounds.
In addition to the experimental investigations, the electronic structure calculations have
also been carried out to elucidate some of our observations. The GdPd3 Bx C1−x compounds exhibit novel behavior of negative thermal expansion (NTE) [169], Negative
Temperature Coefficient of Resistance (NTCR) [170] and correlated structural, magnetic and transport properties [169–171].
The chapter is primarily divided in eight sections (including the introduction). We have
briefly summarized the sample preparation technique and the experimental methods
used for various physical properties measurements in section 3.2. In section 3.3, we have
discussed the structural characterization of the compounds. The analysis of the temperature dependent powder X-ray diffraction data presented in this section constitutes
the basis of the underlying crystal structure of the compounds studied in this thesis.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Some of
Abhishek
Abhishek
Abhishek
Abhishek

the contents of this chapter are published in the following articles;
Pandey et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 92, 261913 (2008).
Pandey et al. Europhys. Lett. 84, 47007 (2008).
Pandey et al. J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 321 2311 (2009).
Pandey et al. (Communicated).
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Since the compounds discussed in the other chapters (chapter 4 and 5) also crystallize in the same structure, this analysis is indeed relevant to them as well. We have
investigated the thermal expansion behavior of GdPd3 Bx C1−x (x = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75
and 1.00) in section 3.4. The electrical transport properties and results of electronic
structure calculations have been reported in section 3.5. In section 3.6, the magnetic
and magneto-transport properties of GdPd3 and GdPd3 Bx C1−x have been discussed.
In section 3.7, the study of off-stoichiometric metallic perovskite compounds GdPd3 Bx
(x = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75) is presented and the results are compared with that obtained
in the case of stoichiometric compositions GdPd3 Bx C1−x . Finally, a short conclusion of
the work is presented in section 3.8.

3.2

Experimental details

The polycrystalline sample of GdPd3 , GdPd3 Bx C1−x and GdPd3 Bx were prepared by
arc-melting technique described in chapter 2.The highly pure (>99.9%) constituent elements were used for sample preparation. The constituent elements were cleaned thoroughly to minimize any external impurity. At first, surface of yttrium was removed by
a fine cleaning bit using DREMEL kit (DREMEL, The Netherlands) to minimize the
surface impurities. Before use, the bit was cleaned in an ultrasonic bath. After removing
the suface of yttrium, both Y and Pd were cleaned in ultrasonic bath.
The sample chamber was first vacuumed and then a steady flow of argon coming from
guttering furnace was maintained for several minutes before the start of melting process. We first thoroughly melted a titanium ball to insure that the argon coming from
guttering furnace does not contain any oxygen. The shining surface of melted titanium
ball insured for oxygen free argon. The sample was then melted quite a few times after
flipping each time to insure proper homogeneity and then casted in the form of a rod of
1.9 mm diameter. The sample was then wrapped in a molybdenum foil and sealed in a
quartz tube and then annealed for 240 hours at 1000 0 C to increase the homogeneity.
Structural characterization was performed by powder XRD technique using CuKα radiation on a Rigaku-D/max-2500/PC high resolution powder diffractometer having a rotating anode X-ray source. This diffractometer is fitted with a curved crystal monochromator in the diffraction beam, that enables the detection of even very weak reflections.
The powder XRD measurements were carried out in the temperature range 12-300 K.
He-close cycle refrigerator based attachment supplied by Rigaku was used for varying the
sample temperature. The DC zero field cooled (ZFC) magnetization (M) measurements
were carried out in the temperature range 2-300 K at H = 1 kOe applied magnetic
field. Isothermal magnetization (hysteresis) measurements were carried out at T = 2 K
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by varying the applied field from -7 to +7 T in all quadrants. The AC-susceptibility
(χac ) data were taken in the temperature range 2-30 K and the ac-field amplitude was
maintained at 1 Oe. The measurements were performed at four different field frequencies, ν = 1, 10, 100 and 1000 Hz. Resistivity measurements at H = 0 and 7 T were
carried out by four-probe method in the temperature range 2-300 K. Magnetoresistance
(RH ) measurements were also performed by the conventional four-probe method at four
different temperatures, T = 1.6, 4.2, 10 and 40 K by varying the applied dc-magnetic
field in the range 0-7 T.

3.3

Structural characterization

As mentioned earlier in chapter 1 (section 1.2.2), GdPd3 Bx C1−x compounds crystallize
in a cubic perovskite structure with Pm3̄m space group symmetry [Fig 3.1]. The parent
binary compound GdPd3 also crystallizes with the same space group symmetry but
the body centre position remains vacant. We have carried out powder X-ray diffraction
measurements, both at room as well as at low temperatures, to characterize the samples.
The results are discussed in the following section.

Gd

Pd

X

Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the crystal structure of GdPd3 Bx C1−x . In the
cubic unit cell of the compound, Gd atoms occupy the cube corner positions (0, 0, 0). The
face-centre sites (1/2, 1/2, 0) are occupied by Pd atoms and the B and (or) C atoms occupy
the body-centre position (1/2, 1/2, 1/2). The atom at the body-centre site (marked by
‘X’) denotes the position of B and (or) C.

3.3.1

Room temperature powder X-ray diffraction measurements

Figure 3.2 exhibits the room temperature powder X-ray diffraction patterns for GdPd3
and GdPd3 Bx C1−x (x = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00) along with Rietveld fits and difference
profiles. Although the Rietveld fits appears to be satisfactory, they are not sufficient to
rule out any antisite disorder.
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Figure 3.2: Room temperature powder XRD patterns of GdPd3 and GdPd3 Bx C1−x
(x = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00). The experimental data are shown along with the Rietveld
fits, difference profile and Bragg positions.

To further probe the quality of our polycrystalline compounds and the presence of any
antisite disorder, we performed very slow scan powder XRD measurements with 33%
extra power (8 kW) and four times slower scan rates (0.5 degree/min.). These results
are shown in figure 3.3 that exhibits the XRD profiles for two extreme compositions;
GdPd3 and GdPd3 B along with one intermediate composition GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 . All the
peaks in this figure could be indexed with respect to the cubic unit cell. In principle,
GdPd3 may be ordered or disordered with primitive or face centered cubic lattices (fcc),
respectively. In the uniformly disordered GdPd3 , the space lattice would be fcc for
which the permitted reflections are those whose Miller indices correspond to either three
odd or three even integers only, but not to odd-even mixed integers. For the ordered
GdPd3 , the space lattice becomes primitive for which even mixed (i.e. both odd and
even) integer indices are permitted. In order to verify if GdPd3 is ordered or disordered,
we depict in the inset to Fig. 3.3(a), zoomed profile for 2θ range 20 to 32 degrees. The
presence of 100 and the 110 cubic peaks in the insets clearly rules out a completely
disordered fcc lattice.
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Figure 3.3: Powder XRD patterns at room temperature of (a) GdPd3 , and GdPd3 Bx C1−x
with (b) x = 0.50 and (c) x = 1.00. The insets in each layer depict low angle primitive
cubic peaks ,(100) and (110), on a magnified scale along with Rietveld fits and difference
profile.

The simulated powder pattern using Pm3̄m space group for the fully ordered GdPd3
matches very well with the observed one, as can be seen from Fig. 3.4, which depicts the
observed and calculated profiles for the 100 and 110 reflections. The results suggest the
formation of an ordered GdPd3 compound free from disorder and are in agreement with
the reported data for this family of compounds [64]. For the other extreme composition,
i.e. GdPd3 B, the situation is a little complex. In contrast to GdPd3 , the space lattice
of GdPd3 B shall always be primitive even if Gd and Pd are fully disordered. This is
because of the B atom sitting at the body center position of the cubic unit cell. It is
evident from figure 3.4(b) that the presence of B modifies the relative intensities of 100
and 110 reflections in the sense that 110 is now stronger in intensity than 100, whereas
it was just opposite for the pure GdPd3 .
In the case of GdPd3 B, intensities of the characteristic primitive cubic reflections (e.g.
100 and 110) would be modified drastically by inclusion of even a partial Gd/Pd disorder. We illustrate this in Fig. 3.5, which depicts the simulated powder patterns for
GdPd3 B considering the fully ordered (i.e. with no cross site substitution) and partially
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Figure 3.4: (a) Experimentally observed (normalized with respect to 111 Bragg peak)
powder XRD patterns of GdPd3 and GdPd3 B, depicting (100) and (110) Bragg peaks. A
polynomial fit has been used to subtract the background. (b) Simulated pattern of the
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Figure 3.5: (a) Simulated XRD patterns of GdPd3 B. Bottom row exhibits the pattern with
an ordered arrangement. Top row exhibits the pattern of a partial disordered arrangement
(where 1/6th of Pd atoms have exchanged their positions with Gd atoms). (b) The same
simulated pattern on an enlarged scale to depicting 100 and 110 Bragg peaks.

disordered arrangements of Gd and Pd atoms at the cube corner and face-centered positions, keeping always boron at the body-centered position. In the absence of ordered
arrangement of Gd and Pd, the intensities of the two peaks are reduced drastically (from
about 1 and 1.5% to about 0.12 and 0.4% , respectively, when one-sixthof Pd atoms have
exchanged their positions with Gd atoms). Figure 3.4 compares the observed and simulated profiles for the fully ordered GdPd3 B compound. The agreement between the two
profiles is very good in terms of the relative intensities of the 100 and 110 peaks. The
presence of Gd/Pd disorder would have reduced the intensities of 100 and 110 reflections
well below 0.5%, as can be inferred from Fig. 3.5. We may thus infer that GdPd3 B is
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Figure 3.6: Observed, calculated and difference profiles of ordered and different disordered
arrangements in GdPd3 and GdPd3 B.

also ordered. Further, for the intermediate compositions (GdPd3 Bx C1−x ) also, the 100
and 110 reflections are not only present but their intensities are of the order of 1 and
1.5%, respectively (see Fig. 3.3 for x = 0.50), as expected for the ordered arrangement
of Gd and Pd atoms.
For a more quantitative confirmation of the ordered arrangement of atoms, we carried
out full pattern Rietveld refinements for the ordered (i.e. Gd at (0, 0, 0) and Pd
at ( 12 , 21 , 0), ( 12 , 0, 12 ) and (0, 21 , 21 )) and partially disordered (i.e. Gd1−x Pdx at (0, 0,
0) and Pd3−x Gdx at ( 12 , 21 , 0), ( 21 , 0, 12 ) and (0, 12 , 12 ) with x = 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75)
arrangements. Figure 3.6 depicts the fits between the observed and the calculated profiles
along with the difference profiles, for the (100) and (110) Bragg peaks of two extreme
compositions, GdPd3 and GdPd3 B. As can be seen from this figure, the fully ordered
structure gives the best fits for both the compounds. It is also evident that exchange
of even 10% Gd sites with Pd deteriorates the fits considerably, the effect being more
pronounced for GdPd3 B. With further increase in disorder, the fits worsen drastically.
We can therefore conclude that GdPd3 , GdPd3 B and GdPd3 Bx C1−x are ordered phases.
We have also performed the total energy and force calculations [172–175] to check the
most stable configuration of atoms in the lattice. These calculations suggests that the
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minimum energy configuration is achieved only when B/C are in body centered position
and Gd/Pd antisite disorder is absent. Movement of B to any other sites, e.g. ( 12 , 0, 0),
is energetically not favorable. In short, we did not find any detectable disorder and
antisite movements in these compounds. We can thus conclude that within the limit of
the resolution of our XRD measurements (> 0.2%) the GdPd3 and GdPd3 B compounds
form well-ordered structures. However, more detailed microscopic characterizations will
be helpful to further establish the above-mentioned ordered structure of the compounds.

3.3.2

Low temperature powder X-ray diffraction measurements

We have also carried out low temperature powder X-ray diffraction measurements to
investigate the evolution of crystal structure with temperature. The low temperature
powder XRD data and calculated Rietveld profiles for GdPd3 Bx C1−x are shown in figures 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10, respectively for x = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00. In the
case of GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 [Fig. 3.7], GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 [Fig. 3.8] and GdPd3 B [Fig. 3.10]
the crystal structure and the underlying symmetries remain conserved down to T = 12
K. In contrast, in the case of GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25 , although the structure remains simple
cubic with Pm3̄m space group symmetry for T ≥ 50 K, we observe a redistribution of a
few peak intensities below 50 K [Fig. 3.9]. As a result of the redistribution of the peak
intensities, we could not obtained any satisfactory Rietveld fit of XRD data using Pm3̄m
space group symmetry for temperatures below 50 K. This redistribution of peak intensities can be considered as a signature for the modification of structural symmetries due
to some change in the average atomic positions of various constituting elements. The
possible underlying reasons for the observed structural modification obtained in the case
of GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25 and there implications will be discussed in the following sections.
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Figure 3.7: Observed and calculated powder XRD profiles of GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 taken at
various temperatures between 12 and 100 K.
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Figure 3.9: The powder XRD profile of GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25 taken at six different temperatures. The calculated profiles are shown for T = 50, 60 and 70 K. The powder XRD profiles
below 50 K exhibit redistribution of a few peak intensities.
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Figure 3.10: Observed and calculated powder XRD profiles of GdPd3 B taken at various
temperatures between 12 and 100 K.
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Thermal expansion behavior of GdPd3 Bx C1−x (x = 0.25,
0.50, 0.75 and 1.00)

As mentioned earlier in chapter 1 (section 1.4), negative and zero thermal expansion
materials [109] have attracted enough attention after the discovery of invar alloys [110] in
1896 because of their promising technological applications. The interest in such materials
is regenerated recently after the observation of NTE in ZrW2 O8 over a large temperature
range of 0.3 to 1050 K [111]. These materials are widely used for many industrial and
technological applications, where one needs a controlled thermal expansion properties,
e.g., in many precision instruments, laboratory devices, shadow masks, antimagnetic
watches etc. The materials with such anomalous properties even find their application
in medical industry e.g., as a filling material for dental cavity. However, most of the usage
demand materials that do not creep as well as metallic and nonmagnetic and in nature.
The materials exhibiting NTE are mainly non-metals and oxygen based materials [112]
but there are also a few metallic compounds which show NTE, e.g., above discussed
invar alloys [110]. The basic mechanism that leads to NTE in metals is either valence
instability [119] of lattice ions or magnetic [110] in nature.
In our study, we have investigated the thermal expansion behavior of metallic perovskite
compounds GdPd3 Bx C1−x (x = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00). We have observed isotropic
NTE in GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 for temperatures below ∼ 50 K. In our analysis, we have proposed an alternative mechanism for the observed isotropic NTE in GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 and
show that transverse vibrations at low temperatures, arising from site anisotropy, can induce lattice contraction thereby resulting in an isotropic NTE in this metallic compound.
Structurally related compound GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 exhibits approximately zero thermal expansion at low temperatures. Another structurally related compound GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25
exhibit structural transition at low temperature [Fig. 3.9] (section 3.3.2) and hence its
thermal expansion behavior can not be compared with other three compounds with
x = 0.25, 0.50 and 1.00. The GdPd3 B exhibits normal positive thermal expansion in the
entire temperature range of measurement. We have also demonstrated the pronounced
effect of lattice contraction on electrical conduction behavior, which could be observed
due to the metallic nature of the compounds.
In our analysis, we find that to understand the nature of the underlying mechanism that
lead to NTE in GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 and normal positive thermal expansion in GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50
(and also in GdPd3 B) the comparative study of the atomic arrangements in both the
compounds is necessary. We discuss the proposed atomic arrangements in GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75
and GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 in the next section.
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Atomic arrangement in GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 and
GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50

As already discussed in detail in the section 3.3, the Rietveld refinements of XRD data using FullPROF package[159], indicates that both, GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 and GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 ,
crystallize in a cubic perovskite structures [Fig. 3.1] with Pm3̄m space group symmetry, possessing room temperature lattice parameters a = 4.109 and 4.121 Å respectively.
Boron is larger in size than carbon, thus higher B stoichiometry naturally causes a larger
value of lattice parameter. The Gd atoms have 12 Pd as nearest neighbors (NN) and
8 B(and/or C) as second nearest neighbors (2NN). In contrast, Pd atoms have just 2
B(and/or C) atoms as NN, and 4 Gd and 8 Pd as 2NN. Thus the Pd atoms are arranged
in the crystal lattice with the low coordination number of 2 and hence they are relatively
loosely packed. The total energy and structural optimization calculations [172–175] support the atomic arrangements presented in Fig. 3.11. It may be noted that in order to
minimize the strain and maintain the symmetry, in the lowest energy configuration, two
B atoms sit on the extreme diagonal positions in an arrangement of eight corner-sharing
octahedra of GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 [Fig. 3.11(b)]. On the other hand, in GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 ,
four B and four C atoms are uniformly distributed as shown in Fig. 3.11(c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.11: (a) Schematic representation of crystal structure. Gd atoms (blue spheres)
occupy the cube corner positions (0, 0, 0). The face center positions ( 12 , 12 , 0) are occupied
by Pd atoms (black spheres) and the body center position ( 12 , 12 , 12 ) is occupied by either B
(red spheres) or C (green spheres). Eight corner sharing octahedra surrounding central Gd
atom in (b) GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 and in (c) GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 .

3.4.2

Negative thermal expansion in GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75

Figure 3.12 shows the temperature dependence of lattice parameter (a) of GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 ,
which exhibits a minimum around 50 K. The increase in a with decrease of temperature below 50 K is anomalous and indicative of NTE. On the other hand, the lattice
parameter of GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 does not display such an anomaly and decreases with
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Figure 3.12: Lattice parameter(a) of GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 as a function of temperature. The
solid line is guide to eye. Error bars have been doubled for better visibility. The inset (a)
and (b) show the same for GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 and GdPd3 B, respectively. The solid lines in
the insets are guide to eye. The error bars in the insets equal the size of the symbols.

decreasing temperatures and levels off at low temperatures [inset (a), Fig. 3.12]. Similarly, temperature variation of the lattice parameter of GdPd3 B exhibits normal positive
thermal expansion behavior [inset (b), Fig. 3.12]. As discussed in section 3.3.2 and also
mentioned earlier in section 3.4, GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25 exhibits structural transition below
50 K [Fig. 3.9], hence its thermal expansion behavior can not be compared with other
three compositions mentioned above. As evident from low temperature powder XRD
data and their analysis presented in section 3.3.2, GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 , GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50
and GdPd3 B maintain the structure and symmetry throughout the temperature range
of XRD measurements. The preservation of symmetry implies that the observed NTE
in GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 as well as the positive thermal expansion in GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 and
GdPd3 B are isotropic in nature. Thus it precludes the development of micro-cracks
during thermal processing, as anisotropic thermal expansions may lead to development
of such cracks. This makes such materials useful for technological applications.
The observed NTE also casts its signature in electrical transport properties. In the
case of GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 , resistivity decreases linearly with the decrease of temperature
undergoes an abrupt change of slope around 50 K, below which the resistivity decreases
at much faster rate with temperature [Fig. 3.13]. We attribute this abrupt change in
slope of resistivity to the anomaly in thermal expansion of the material, observed in
the same temperature range. In contrast GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 which does not show any
anomaly in thermal expansion behavior also does not display any anomalous resistivity
behavior [Fig. 3.13].
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isothermal magnetization as a function of applied field.

To check any possible magnetic origin of observed NTE and anomaly in electrical resistivity, we carried out DC-magnetization measurements. The data exhibits antiferromagnetic (AFM) transition in both GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 and GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 with corresponding N èel temperature of 15 K and 12 K, respectively [Fig. 3.14]. The inverse susceptibility (χ−1 ) is linear in T in paramagnetic region (Curie-Weiss Law) [Fig. 3.14]. The
effective paramagnetic moments (µef f ) calculated from the inverse susceptibility data
are 8.59 and 8.19 µB for GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 and GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 , respectively. Slightly
higher value of µef f obtained here can be attributed to partial polarization of conduction
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electrons upon carbon doping (section 3.6). No unusual behavior in magnetization has
been noticed around 50 K, below which GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 exhibits NTE. The absence
of any magnetic anomaly around 50 K implies that the magnetism related effects do
not in any way bear a relation to the observed NTE in GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 . The detailed
magnetic measurements of this series of compounds will be discussed in section 3.6.
Similar conclusion can be derived from the resistivity measurements in the presence of 7
T magnetic field, which retraces the values obtained for zero magnetic field for T > TN ,
in both the materials [inset, Fig. 3.13]. We can also rule out the influence of valence
fluctuation due to hybridization caused by the proximity of 4f level to the Fermi level,
which are known to yield NTE in some cases [118, 119], because for Gd ions the 4f levels
lie much deeper and hence they do not exhibit valence fluctuation effects. In addition,
the closed packed structure of compounds studied here precludes the occurrence of rigid
unit modes(RUM), which lead to NTE in the flexible framework structure of ZrW2 O8
[111].
To discuss the possible origin of observed NTE, we consider the atomic arrangement in
cubic unit cells presented in Fig 3.11. It may be noted here that in oxides materials
exhibiting NTE, the vibration of bridging oxygen atom manifests in NTE only when
it has a coordination number of 2 [111]. Since the coordination number of Pd atoms
is 2 in these compounds, the transverse vibration driven mechanism seems suitable for
underlying NTE phenomenon in this compound. The atomic arrangement in the eight
corner sharing octahedral of GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 indicates anisotropy in site occupancy at
body center of the cubic unit cell. Due to the bigger size of B, the B-Pd bond length
is bigger than the C-Pd bond length. The bond lengths have been calculated through
structural optimization procedure [172–175]. In the case of GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 , at T = 300
K, the B-Pd and C-Pd bond lengths are 2.069 and 2.049 Å, respectively. However,
in the case of GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 , B-Pd and C-Pd bond lengths are 2.064 and 2.052 Å,
respectively, at T = 300 K. The increase in C-Pd bond length, which is in majority in
GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 , implies the presence of a stretch along this bond direction. Because of
this additional stretch in the C-Pd-C arrangement, the vibration of the Pd atoms, which
are relatively loosely packed (having coordination number 2), along this bond direction
in expected to be more prominent in GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 . This vibrational motion of Pd
atoms is perpendicular (transverse) to the face of the unit cell [Fig. 3.11(a)] and causes
the Gd atoms to move closer to each other. Accordingly the effective lattice parameter
of the unit cell is reduced, which indeed has been observed for GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 below 50
K. Our electronic structure calculations show that, partially filled B−p (and/or C−p)
states appear close to Fermi level and strongly hybridize with Pd−d states and form
directional B−p (and/or C−p) bonds 1 . In addition, the hybridization between C−p
1

Discussed in detail in section 3.5.1
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and Pd−d is more prominent as the C−p level lies much closer to Pd−d level than
B−p to Pd−d. This leads to more directional C-Pd bond compare to B-Pd bond. This
could be a stimulating force behind the above discussed transverse vibrations. On the
other hand, in the case of GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 , where we have equal distribution of B and
C atoms, the bond arrangements around Pd atoms are of B-Pd-C type. The kind of
transverse modes discussed above will also be present for a B-Pd-C arrangement but
will not be so effective because of the asymmetry in the bond arrangement on the both
sides of Pd atoms. As a result, the NTE observed in GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 is absent in
GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 , where the lattice parameter almost saturates below 50 K [inset (b),
Fig. 3.12].
In order to arrive at a quantitative estimate of NTE, we estimate the thermal expansion
coefficient (α) which is defined as α = (1/a)[da/dT ]. Thermal expansion coefficient
for GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 turns out to be negative below 50 K and has a value equal to 15.1 p.p.m K−1 at T = 12 K. This may be compared to the value of α = −9.39 ppm
K −1 for ZrW2 O8 [115] and much larger value of -130 ppm K−1 for the valence fluctuating
Sm2.75 C60 [119]. In the case of GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 , α vanishes in the temperature range 6070 K where the high-energy longitudinal phonon modes (responsible for normal thermal
expansion) neutralize the effect of the low energy transverse modes (responsible for
NTE). Above 70 K, α becomes positive and reaches a value, α(300K) = +11.3 ppm K −1 .
The temperature T = 50 K, below which α is negative, defines an energy scale for the low
energy phonon modes responsible for NTE in GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 : E = hω = kT ∼ 5meV .
In general, the oxygen-based compounds that exhibit NTE, e.g., ZrW2 O8 etc., are semiconductors or insulators [176]. In such systems, the electrical conduction mechanism is
an activated one and thus relatively unaffected by the phonon modes that lead to NTE.
In contrast, the compounds discussed here are metallic and hence the electrical transport properties are dominated by electron-phonon scattering. Thus the phonon modes
that lead to the NTE, would have a pronounced effect on the electrical properties of the
compound. Our thermal expansion and resistivity data clearly exhibit such correlation.
Close correlation between thermal expansion and resistivity behaviors suggests that the
gradual freezing of the above discussed low energy transverse modes below 50 K is responsible for the sharp fall of the resistivity below this temperature in GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 .

3.5

Electrical transport properties of GdPd3 and
GdPd3 Bx C1−x (x = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.0)

As discussed in chapter 1 (section 1.5), the electrical transport in metals is in general
characterized by a positive temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR), defined as α(T)
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= 1/ρ(T )[dρ(T )/dT ]. However there are also examples of materials whose resistivity
(ρ) decreases with increasing temperature [124, 125, 177]. Such materials with negative
TCR (NTCR) are amorphous metals, highly disordered compounds (both structurally
[124] and chemically [125]), liquid metals [126] and quasicrystals [127]. There exists
a well known Mooij criterion that correlates the sign of TCR with the value of ρ for
conductors and further suggests that the TCR changes sign and becomes negative when
the value of ρ crosses the critical value, ρc ∼ 150 µΩ−cm [128]. Later Tsuei collected
more than 500 data over various samples and modified the Mooij criterion with a value
of ρc that can vary from 30 to 400 µΩ−cm [129].
In our study, we find the unusual result of a NTCR in an ordered, non-Kondo crystalline
intermetallic compound, GdPd3 B. Our data suggest that chemical disorder is not the
causative factor for NTCR; on the contrary, we are able to tune the sign of the TCR of
GdPd3 Bx C1−x in a controlled fashion from negative for x ≥ 0.75 to positive for x ≤ 0.50
by introducing disorder at the B site through partial substitution with C. We find this
effect by analyzing the electrical transport and structural properties of the compounds
GdPd3 and GdPd3 Bx C1−x (x = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.0). For comparison we have also
investigated off-stoichiometric compounds GdPd3 Bx (x = 0.50 and 0.75). Experimental
studies are accompanied by electronic structure calculations for gaining more insight
into the conduction mechanism.

3.5.1

Electrical transport and electronic structure

Figure 3.15 shows the temperature dependence of ρ(T )/ρ300K for GdPd3 and GdPd3 Bx C1−x .
We notice that room temperature resistivity increases with increase in B content [inset,
Fig 3.15]. The residual resistivity ratio (RRR) for the host compound, GdPd3 , can
be approximately estimated to 0.7. The value of RRR for non-magnetic analogues of
GdPd3 , viz. YPd3 and LuPd3 , are 0.68 and 0.66, respectively. A similar magnitude of
RRR in polycrystalline GdPd3 and its diamagnetic analogues suggests a non-magnetic
origin of observed high RRR in these compounds. It may be noted that for electronphonon (e-ph) interaction in crystalline materials, RRR depends sensitively on Debye
temperature. Focusing on the high temperature behavior, the important feature to notice is that the sign of the TCR varies from a positive for GdPd3 to negative value for
GdPd3 B. In other words, the sign of TCR varies from positive to negative value as the
B content (x) is increased in the GdPd3 Bx C1−x series. On partial replacement of B
with C, the TCR can be tuned from negative value for x = 0.75 to a positive value
for x = 0.25. The other feature to notice is a transition in ρ(T) around T ∗ ≈ 45 K
in GdPd3 Bx C1−x series; below T* the TCR has positive sign for all values of x. The
crossover at T ∗ is relatively less sharp for the stoichiometrically symmetric compounds
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with x is linear as
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α changes sign from positive to negative [inset, Fig. 3.15].
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stoichiometry. The x = 0.0 datum represents the value for GdPd3 .

Magnetic measurements exhibit that all the five compounds investigated are paramagnetic in the discussed temperature range (20-300 K). However, compounds undergo AFM
like ordering at further low temperatures with TN = 6 K for host compound GdPd3 ,
consistent with reported value [178]. Among these compounds, highest observed TN is
15 K for x = 0.25. Details of magnetic properties shall be discussed in section 3.6.
We have carried out electronic structure calculations within the local density approximation(LDA) within density functional theory (DFT) in the linear muffin-tin orbital
(LMTO) basis [179]. The calculations for mixed compounds, GdPd3 Bx C1−x , were made
with supercells of dimension 2×2×2 containing 8 formula units. Although the attempts
to prepare single phase GdPd3 C were not successful, its electronic structure calculations
were found to be useful for a systematic comparison. Although the band structure calculations have been carried out for all the five compounds presented in figure 3.15, the
results are shown for only GdPd3 , GdPd3 B and also for GdPd3 C [Fig. 3.16]. The calculations were carried out considering the room temperature crystal structure data. These
suggest that all the compounds are metallic. This conclusion has been checked in the
presence of magnetism of Gd-4f states and correlation effects beyond LDA in Gd and
Pd via LDA+U calculations. We have also verified our results from energetically more
accurate, full potential augmented plane wave (LAPW) calculations [180]. The effect
of spin-orbit coupling in the presented electronic structure calculation has been checked
and found to be not important for the paramagnetic phases under consideration.
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Figure 3.16: Non-spin polarized LDA band structure of GdPd3 , GdPd3 B and GdPd3 C,
plotted along the high symmetry directions of the cubic BZ, Γ=(0,0,0)-M=(π,π,0)X=(π,0,0)-R=(π,π,π). The zero of energy is fixed at Fermi level. The bars indicate the
dominant band characters.

Figure 3.17: Charge density plots in (111) plane for GdPd3 B and GdPd3 C contributed
by bands in ±1 eV around the Fermi energy.

The basic electronic structure of GdPd3 consists of nearly full Pd−d and nearly empty
Gd−d bands. With introduction of B, B−p states which are partially filled appear close
to the Fermi level and strongly hybridize with Pd−d. The hybridization between Gd−d
and B−p is small due to large inter atomic separation of the second nearest neighbors.
Replacing B by C results in three primary effects: (i) The hybridization between C−p
and Pd−d is enhanced since C−p level is much closer to Pd−d level than B−p is to
Pd−d. (ii) The C−P d bond becomes more directional, as can be seen from the charge
density plot given in Fig. 3.17. (iii) C has one more electron than B, which acts as a
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band filling effect, moving the Fermi level up in energy. For both GdPd3 and GdPd3 C,
highly dispersive bands cross the Fermi level, therefore it is expected that the Fermi
velocity and the mobility of the carriers will be high and hence the effective mass (mef f )
will be low. On the other hand for GdPd3 B the Fermi level lands in a region of flat
bands with low velocity. The mobility of the carriers is therefore expected to be low
with high mef f . One would therefore predict the resistivity of GdPd3 and GdPd3 C
to be lower than that of GdPd3 B and the compounds with relatively higher carbon
stoichiometry in GdPd3 Bx C1−x to be more conducting. Accordingly, we have calculated
the conductivities of GdPd3 B and GdPd3 C using the density of states at Fermi level
and Fermi velocity. The electrical conductivity of GdPd3 C is found to be about 3 times
to that of GdPd3 B. This trend is also found in experiments [inset, Fig. 3.15].
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Figure 3.18: Density of states of one formula unit of GdPd3 Bx C1−x . Line at zero denotes
the position of the EF .

The computed density of states presented in figure 3.18 show a hump-dip-hump kind
of structure which arises due to hybridization between Pd−d and B−p. We observe
the systematic effect of band filling and simultaneous pronouncing of hump-dip-hump
structure as one changes the B concentration from 1.0 to 0.0. Therefore, one would also
expect a systematic, monotonic decrease in resistivity as the B concentration is reduced
from 1.0 to 0.0, as is also observed in experiment.
Figure 3.19 shows that as long as x is ≥ 0.75, the NTCR persists in the stoichiometric
compositions. However, NTCR can result even for x < 0.75 in the off-stoichiometric
composition, e.g., GdPd3 B0.50 [Fig. 3.19]. The introduction of C in the off-stoichiometric
compound GdPd3 B0.50 , thereby turning it to GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 , causes drastic changes in
that the sign of the TCR reverts from negative to positive. This suggests that disorder
at B site is not the causative factor for observed NTCR. This conclusion is in conformity
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with electronic structure calculations, which indicate that the introduction of C in the
lattice makes the compound more conducting. We notice from the inset of figure 3.19
that GdPd3 B0.50 and GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 which show large difference in the value and sign
of TCR also concurrently show large difference in lattice parameter. The compounds
GdPd3 B0.75 and GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25 that have nearly same lattice parameter also show
similar resistivity behavior. This suggests that along with chemical stoichiometry the
structural parameters also play an important role in determining the sign of TCR in
these materials. The size of B is more than the size of octahedral void at the center of
the cubic unit cell; thus its introduction causes a negative pressure or a tensile stress
and results in the lattice expansion [64]. By substituting B with C, which is smaller in
size than B, the lattice parameter decreases [inset, Fig. 3.19] and one can fine tune the
magnitude of negative pressure generated by oversized B atom. We believe that this
negative pressure is crucial to the NTCR behavior in our system.
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Figure 3.19: Resistivity ratio, ρ(T )/ρ300K , for GdPd3 Bx and GdPd3 Bx C1−x (x = 0.50
& 0.75) as a function of temperature. T∗ has been marked by a dotted vertical line. Inset
shows lattice constant (a) as a function of B content (x).

3.5.2

Origin of NTCR behavior in high boron stoichiometry compositions

Focusing on the possible explanations for observed NTCR in high B stoichiometry compounds, we may rule out oft-quoted mechanisms e.g., the Ziman model [131], incipient
localization [181] etc., as all these refer to highly disordered systems and exhibit a nonlinear ρ(T ) behavior, except the Ziman model which yields a linear T-dependence for
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T ≥ θD (θD : Debye temperature) 2 . But the Ziman model is relevant only for liquid
metals where there is no structural correlation between atoms. In addition, the presence
of sufficient density of states at Fermi level [Fig. 3.18] rules out the possibility of narrow
band gap semiconductor like behavior [139]. Grain boundary effects can also be ruled
out as they primarily cause a change in magnitude of resistivity by a constant factor
in metallic systems [182]. Moreover, grain boundaries are present in all the compounds
studied here, irrespective of negative or positive TCR. In addition, optical micrograph
of the host compound, GdPd3 , suggests a good quality of the sample. We believe long
duration of annealing has homogenized the ordered phase and the grain size in large
enough so that the grain boundary volume fraction becomes negligible in comparison to
the grain volume.
One might be tempted to use Baym-Meisel-Cote theory (BMC) [130, 133] to explain
the observed NTCR, as it predicts occurrence of NTCR and a linear variation of ρ(T ).
However, this theory is valid only for non-magnetic amorphous compounds exhibiting
weak Pauli paramagnetism. In contrast, as mentioned earlier, the crystalline compounds
studied here undergo AFM like ordering at low temperature and exhibit Curie-Weiss
paramagnetic behavior at high temperature. Hence, the possibility of weak Pauli paramagnetism can be ruled out. Considering the above deviations, the application of BMC
theory does not seems suitable here. For example, let us consider GdPd3 B, which shows
largest NTCR. This compound exhibit magnetic ordering at low T (TN = 8 K) and paramagnetic character at high T (µef f = 8.04µB and θP = −20.2 K) 3 . To use the BMC
theory for GdPd3 B, we need to consider the presence of significant structural disorder
(which is not distinctively discernible in XRD measurement discussed in section 3.3)
and extend the validity of the theory to compounds having substantial paramagnetic
moment. Thus, under the present experimental observations, this approach does not
seems applicable.
The other possible scenario could be the interpretation of observed ρ(T ) within the
Drude framework in which the temperature dependence arises from the product of ν
(scattering rate) and mef f which occur in the numerator of ρ(T ) in a product form
(ρ = νmef f /ne2 ). Because ν is known to increase linearly with T for e-ph scattering in
crystalline metals, this increase must be offset by a more accelerated decrease of mef f
with T. Such a scenario is indeed possible as size of the octahedral void would increase
with T due to the linear thermal expansion of metal, resulting in reduction of strain
and thereby causing a decrease in strain-modulated e-ph mass enhancement. The rate
at which mef f decreases with T is expected to increase with increasing B stoichiometry.
The strong temperature dependence of mef f on higher B stoichiometry is discernible
2
3

The mechanisms that lead to NTCR are discussed in detail chapter 1 section 1.5
For details, see the section 3.6
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in the experiments. We do not, however, need exceptionally large change in mef f to
observe this effect. Indeed for GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25 , where the change is maximum, reduction
of mef f by a factor of ∼ 1.78 can produce the observed results. This value is close to
those reported for some alkali metals [183]. We must mention here that this decrease
in strain modulated e-ph mass enhancement with the increase in temperature should
not be confused with normal lattice expansion effects that leads to band narrowing and
hence in turn results in increase in mef f . Our electronic structure calculations suggest
that the lattice expansion in the discussed temperature range does not produce any
significant band narrowing.

3.5.3

Low temperature structural anomalies and their effect on electrical transport behavior
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Figure 3.20: Peak width (FWHM) of (111) Bragg peak as a function of temperature.
FWHM of (200) peak for GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25 has also been presented. Lines are guide to eye.
Inset shows XRD profile of GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25 at two different temperatures.

Turning to the low temperature behavior and issues of existence of T ∗ , we now discuss
the low temperature structural analysis, where we observe quite distinct behavior of the
compounds with symmetric distribution of B and C (x = 0.50 and 1.00) and the compounds with asymmetric distribution (x = 0.25 and 0.75). The low temperature XRD
pattern of GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25 exhibits a redistribution of peak intensities of (111)/(200)
and (331)/(420) Bragg peaks below T ∗ [inset, Fig. 3.20], associated with redistribution
of peak width of (111) and (200) peaks [Fig. 3.20]. For example, below T ∗ , peak width of
(111) peak exhibits a sudden increase though the peak intensity gets reduced, while the
reverse is true for (200) peak. No such behavior is observed in the XRD pattern of other
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compositions (x = 0.25, 0.50 and 1.00). The detailed analysis of the structural changes
in GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25 below T ∗ is not straight forward and beyond the scope of this thesis
work. However, our observations suggest that the change from NTCR to positive TCR
at T ∗ in this compound may be linked with a structural phase transition occurring in
the same temperature region. This again infers that electrical transport in this series
exquisitely depend upon the structural parameters. In contrast, in GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 ,
which also has the asymmetric distribution of B and C, the sign of the coefficient of
thermal expansion becomes negative below T ∗ i.e. the cubic lattice parameter decreases
down to about T ∗ and then increases with further decrease in T below T ∗ leading to
NTE.
In the case of GdPd3 B and GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 , where we have symmetric distributions of B
and C, no NTE is observed and no remarkable change in ρ(T ) behavior below T ∗ is noted
either [Fig. 3.15]. In the case of GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25 , where we have asymmetry with higher
B stoichiometry, the effect seems stronger causing more significant changes in structural
parameters [inset, Fig. 3.20], leading probably to a structural phase transition.

3.6

Magnetic properties of GdPd3 and
GdPd3 Bx C1−x (x = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00)

We have performed the detailed study of magnetic and magneto-transport properties of
GdPd3 Bx C1−x , and also the undoped parent compound GdPd3 . As discussed in the section 3.4 and 3.5, few members of GdPd3 Bx C1−x series exhibit novel properties of NTCR
and NTE in an ordered crystalline state. Hence, in order to investigate any possible
correlation with the observed NTCR and NTE, it is of fundamental interest to make
detailed investigation of magnetic properties of this series. As discussed in section 3.3,
in GdPd3 Bx C1−x compounds, B and C occupy the body centered site of the cubic unit
cell (see Fig. 3.1). As boron is bigger than carbon, the lattice parameter can be tuned by
varying the stoichiometric ratio of these two elements. This in turn causes an alteration
of the distances between the localized 4f -electrons carrying Gd+3 ions. The resultant
change in the nature and strength of RKKY interaction can yield dominating ferromagnetic (FM) to AFM ordered states and sometimes even manifests canted magnetic
structures. It may be mentioned that, the only magnetic ion in the compounds studied
here is Gd+3 , which is a spherically symmetric S state ion and thus reduces the possibility of complexity due to additional interactions, viz. magnetocrystalline anisotropy,
crystal-field effect etc.
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DC and AC magnetic measurements

Figure 3.21 shows the temperature dependence of zero field cooled (ZFC) magnetization
(M) of GdPd3 and GdPd3 Bx C1−x measured in an applied DC-magnetic field of H = 1
kOe. The M(T) of three compounds, GdPd3 , GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 and GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50
exhibits a peak at T = 6, 15 and 12 K, respectively [insets, Fig. 3.21], resembling AFM
like ordering. In the case of other two compounds, GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25 and GdPd3 B, the
change in slope (dM/dT) exhibits a maxima at temperatures 7 and 8 K respectively,
which have been taken as their respective Néel temperatures (Table 3.1). The variation
of inverse susceptibility (χ−1 ) with temperature is presented in Fig. 3.22. The values of
lattice parameter (a) and the parameters derived from the magnetization and inverse
susceptibility data e.g. Néel temperature (TN ), paramagnetic Curie temperature (θp )
and the effective paramagnetic moment (µef f ), have all been summarized in Table 3.1.
It is interesting to note that except for GdPd3 , the value of θp is negative for all other
compounds. The small and positive value of θp (3.5 K) observed for GdPd3 is consistent
with the reported value [178] and suggests that the nature of magnetic interactions in
this compound are different from that in pure AFM systems for which a negative θp is
expected.
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Figure 3.21: ZFC DC-magnetization of GdPd3 and GdPd3 Bx C1−x as a function of
temperature. Inset (a) shows the same in restricted temperature range close to magnetic
ordering. Inset (b) exhibits the M(T) values for the two AFM compounds GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75
and GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 .

Results of hysteresis measurements performed at 2 K are presented in Fig. 3.23. The
compounds studied here do not show any magnetic hysteresis, hence we have presented
only one quadrant data for easy visualization. Isothermal magnetization varies linearly
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Compounds

a(Å)

TN (K)

θp (K)

µeff (µB )

χ(T = 0)/χ(T = TN )

GdPd3

4.089

6

3.5

8.03

0.82

GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75

4.112

15

-7.2

8.60

0.92

GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50

4.118

12

-18.5

8.19

0.73

GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25

4.141

7

-25.3

7.99

2.72

GdPd3 B

4.143

8

-20.2

8.04

2.96

Table 3.1: The lattice parameter (a), Néel temperature (TN ), paramagnetic Curie temperature (θP ), effective paramagnetic moment (µef f ) and ratio of susceptibilities at T = 0
K (determined by extrapolation of the data) and T = TN for GdPd3 and GdPd3 Bx C1−x .
TN has been taken as the temperature where the change in the slope of susceptibility is
maximum. Both DC and AC susceptibilities produce the same value of TN .

with H at high fields (H > 1 T) for all the compounds, except GdPd3 in which it
saturates [Fig. 3.23]. We have also performed AC-susceptibility (χac ) measurements
to further probe the nature of magnetic ordering and to obtain information about the
relaxation and dissipation mechanisms. In the case of GdPd3 , GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25 and
GdPd3 B both χ0 (T) and χ00 (T) exhibit peak at TN [Fig. 3.24]. In contrast, in the case
of GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 and GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 , χ0 (T) exhibits a peak at TN but the value
of χ00 (T) vanishes in the whole temperature range of measurements [inset, Fig. 3.24].
The values of TN derived from AC-susceptibility data are the same as those derived
from DC-magnetization data (Table 3.1). The AC-susceptibility of data this series of
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compounds do not show any frequency dependent shift in frequency range 1 Hz to 1
kHz.
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Figure 3.23: Isothermal magnetization of GdPd3 and GdPd3 Bx C1−x as a function of
applied DC-magnetic field. The inset shows the same in small field range for four compositions, x = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00. The lines in inset are fit, which are linear in H for
1

x = 0.25 and 0.50, and proportional to H 2 for x = 0.75 and 1.00.
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Saturation of moments at high fields, occurrence of positive θp and non-zero value of
χ00 below TN clearly indicate that the dominating magnetic interaction in GdPd3 is
not purely of AFM in nature, as it was reported earlier [178]. Anomalous magnetic
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properties suggest the presence of competing interactions in this compound. Since the
value of θP is small and positive, the dominating interaction is expected to be of FM
in nature. One possibility of the existence of such competing interaction could be the
importance of second nearest neighbor interaction.
As mentioned earlier, when we introduce B and C in the lattice and thus increase the
distances between the moment carrying Gd+3 ions (Table 3.1), we monitor remarkable changes in the magnetic properties of GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 and GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 in
comparison to GdPd3 . For example, we observe (i) significant reduction in the amplitude of DC-magnetization maxima close to TN [Fig. 3.21], (ii) absence of saturation
in isothermal magnetization [Fig. 3.23], (iii) vanishing out-of-phase component of ACsusceptibility [Fig. 3.24] etc. In the case of GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 and GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 ,
ZFC-magnetization data exhibit a peak, thus suggesting the existence of AFM ordering
[inset (b), Fig. 3.21]. The negative θp (Table 3.1) and linear variation of M with H in
entire field range of measurement [Fig. 3.23] further imply the presence of AFM ordering. In addition, the absence of absorption term (χ00 ) for T ≤ TN in AC-susceptibility
measurements confirms the AFM ordering in these two compounds. The observation
of vanishing absorption component in the AC-susceptibility data is of particular importance as it establishes the presence of strong AFM coupling in GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 and
GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 below TN with no dissipation loss and hysteresis. We would also like
to point out here that among these two compounds, the ratio of susceptibilities at T = 0
K and T = TN (Table 3.1) for GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 is closest to the theoretical value 2/3
expected for a strongly-coupled two-sublattice ideal antiferromagnet [184].
When we further increase the lattice parameter by substituting more B in to the lattice
(x = 0.75 and 1.00), the amplitude of M(T) increases for GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25 and GdPd3 B
below their respective magnetic ordering temperatures and becomes comparable to that
of undoped GdPd3 [Fig. 3.21]. Although the M(T) resembles more like that of a ferromagnet, the large and negative values of θp (-25.3 and -20.2 K for x = 0.75 and 1.00,
respectively) suggest the dominance of AFM interaction. However, the possibility of
ideal AFM ordering can also be ruled out by the appearance of a peak in χ00 (T ) data
in the AC-susceptibility measurement [Fig. 3.24], which indicates the hysteresis (and/or
dissipation) loss below TN . In addition, the value of χ(T = 0)/χ(T = TN ) is relatively
high (>1) (Table 3.1) which also refutes the presence of AFM ordering. Further, in contrast to the linear M −H behavior expected for AFM systems at moderate applied fields,
1

M varies as H 2 at lower fields (up to H = 1 T) and then linearly for higher fields [inset,
Fig. 3.23]. All these observations concurrently suggest that the magnetic interactions in
high-boron stoichiometry compounds, GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25 and GdPd3 B, can not be classified either as FM or as AFM in nature. The ‘S’ shape nature of M vs. H data taken at
T = 2 K [Fig. 3.25] suggests the possibility of presence of a canted magnetic structure
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[185, 186] in these two compounds. The suggestion of the canted structure also gets
credence from the inverse susceptibility behavior that gets reduced as one approaches
the respective transition temperature [Fig. 3.22]. Such behavior has been observed in
other magnetic materials that posses a canted AFM structure [187].
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Figure 3.25: Magnetic hysteresis of GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25 and GdPd3 B measured at T = 2
K.

However, it must be pointed out that the proposed canted magnetic structure of
GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25 and GdPd3 B is only a hypothesis based on magnetization measurements. To find out the exact magnetic structure of the compounds one needs to perform
a detailed neutron diffraction studies. As

157 Gd

(as well as natural boron) is highly

neutron absorbing, studying neutron diffraction in these systems is extremely difficult
task and remains out of the purview of this work.
In the compounds studied here, the values of µef f derived from the linear part of χ−1 (T )
data (T > 50 K) are close to 7.94 µB expected for a free Gd3+ ions (Table 3.1), except for
the high-carbon stoichiometry compounds (x = 0.25 and 0.50) that posses slightly higher
values (Table 3.1). The outcome of our electronic structure calculations helps to resolve
this discrepancy. As discussed in section 3.5.1 the electronic structure of the compounds
under investigation reveals that the introduction of C, which has one more electron than
B, acts as a band-filling effect and in that the Fermi level moves up in the energy. The
relatively high values of µef f obtained for x = 0.25 and 0.50 suggest the partial polarization of conduction electrons in these two compounds induced by the presence of highly
dispersive C−p states. Further, the values of µef f derived from the experiments indicate
that only the localized moments of Gd3+ ions are responsible for magnetism in GdPd3
and GdPd3 Bx C1−x compounds. The electronic structure calculations also suggest that
there is no induced moment on palladium and boron (and/or carbon) atoms. We have
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also calculated Rhodes-Wohlfarth ratio [188], pC /pS , to investigate any possible contribution from itinerant magnetism due to Pd and the effect of hybridizations, if any. The
pC can be derived from µef f through the relation µ2 ef f = pC (pC + 1) and pS is spontaneous moment per magnetic ion. The latter can be estimated from the Arrot plot for
FM compounds below the transition temperature [188]. We have calculated this ratio
for GdPd3 as this is the only compound in present investigation with dominant FM interaction and exhibits saturation at higher fields. We find pC /pS ∼ 1.037 which is close
to the value 1, expected for a FM compound with localized moments. Thus the experimental values of µef f , electronic-structure calculations and the Rhodes-Wohlfarth ratio
calculated for GdPd3 , concurrently establish that the magnetization in these compounds
in entirely due to localized moments of rare-earth (RE) Gd+3 ions.
From the experimental data and their analysis discussed so far we have established that
competing magnetic interactions exist in undoped GdPd3 . However, when we dope it
with metalloids like B (and/or C) and in turn increase the distance between magnetic
Gd+3 ions, compounds with x = 0.25 and 0.50 become AFM. Further increment of lattice
parameter by introducing more B (x = 0.75 and 1.00) in to the lattice, the magnetic
structure evolves toward a canted one. Absence of frequency dependent shift in ACsusceptibility data rules out the possibility of spin-glass like behavior and existence of
uncorrelated short-range magnetic orders in the compounds. It may be worth mentioning
here that we find GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 to be an interesting system exhibiting a combination
of various properties, viz., metallic behavior, NTE and antiferromagnetism with an
isotropic cubic structure.
The value of θp directly correlates to the strength and nature of magnetic interactions
present in a localized moment systems. In GdPd3 Bx C1−x compounds, the nature of
variation of θp with lattice parameter [inset, Fig. 3.22] suggests the presence of RKKY
oscillations, realization of which is not so common in bulk systems. In the case of
multilayers, where one can tune the thickness (up to a few Angstroms) of non-magnetic
spacer layer sandwiched between two magnetic layers, the observation of such oscillations
is comparatively easy [189]. In contrast, in the case of bulk compounds one can tune
only a very restricted spatial span. In the present study, we could only slightly vary
the distance between magnetic ions (by insertion of appropriate amount of B and/or
C), maintaining the isotropy and crystal symmetry. Due to such a restricted range of
variation of lattice parameter, and hence the distance between magnetic RE ions, it is
difficult to provide any quantitative estimate for the wavelength of the RKKY oscillation
in the present case.
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Magneto-transport measurements

3.6.2.1

Temperature dependence of resistivity

We have performed the magneto-transport measurements to further elucidate the nature of magnetic ordering present in the compounds. Depending upon the resistivity
(ρ) behavior in the presence of external DC-magnetic field, the compounds studied here
can be classified in two groups; (i) compounds exhibiting pure AFM ordering (x = 0.25
and 0.50) [Fig. 3.26(a)] and (ii) compounds possessing considerable FM or competing
interactions (GdPd3 , x = 0.75 and 1.00) [Fig. 3.26(b)]. The variation of ρ as a function
of T at two different externally applied DC-magnetic fields H = 0 and 7 T is presented
in Fig. 3.26. As discussed in section 3.5, the ρ(T) behavior of GdPd3 Bx C1−x exhibits
a change in slope around T ∗ ∼ 45 K. One of the interesting aspect of the magnetotransport data is, the compounds that exhibit antiferromagnetism (x = 0.25 and 0.50)
do not exhibit any appreciable magnetoresistance in the entire temperature range of
measurement [Fig. 3.26(a)]. Other three compounds (GdPd3 and x = 0.75, 1.00) that
have significant presence of FM and (or) competing interactions, exhibit considerable
negative magnetoresistance even in the paramagnetic range above their respective transition temperatures [Fig. 3.26(b)].
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Figure 3.26: ρ(H, T ) as a function of temperature for GdPd3 Bx C1−x [(a) x = 0.25 &
0.50, and (b) x = 0.75 & 1.00]. Inset in (b) exhibits the ρ(H, T ) behavior for GdPd3 .
Filled and open symbols represent measurements taken under H = 0 and 7 T respectively.
The respective magnetic transition temperatures have been indicated by arrows.

The another aspect of ρ(T) behavior is the increase in ρ values below the respective magnetic ordering temperatures of the compounds. This increase has been monitored in all
the compounds studied except GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 [Fig. 3.26]. Such an increase in ρ values
below TN has been mainly attributed to the opening of AFM super-zone gap [190, 191].
Super-zone gap appears due to presence of AFM magnetic-structure incommensurate
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with the periodicity of crystal lattice. In that, the magnetic superlattice distorts the
Fermi surface leading to the formation of an energy gap in the conduction band that
affects the electrical transport and results in sharp increase of ρ below TN . This effect
reflects in the negative divergence of temperature derivative of ρ (dρ/dT ) below TN
[190, 191]. We have presented the variation of (dρ/dT ) with T in Fig. 3.27. It can be
noticed from this figure that H = 0 data for all the compounds, except GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 ,
exhibit a negative divergence below their corresponding magnetic ordering temperatures.
However, in the case of GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 the value always remain positive. It suggests
that in this compound the magnetic ordering, which was argued above as pure AFM, is
also commensurate with the periodicity of the crystal lattice. On the other hand, the
ρ(T) data for other four compounds suggest the opening of super-zone gap and in turn
the existence of the incommensurate magnetic structures.
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In most of the cases the effects of super-zone gap can be suppressed by the application
of external magnetic fields [190, 191]. This collapse of super-zone gap in the presence
of external magnetic field suppresses the ρ values below TN and thus lead to negative magnetoresistance. This indeed is the case with three compounds, viz. GdPd3 ,
x = 0.75 and 1.00 [Fig. 3.26(b)]. However, the results are different for remaining two
compounds, GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 and GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 . As discussed above, AFM compound GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 does not show any signature of the presence of super-zone gap
and hence its magnetic structure appears to be commensurate with the lattice periodicity. Application of moderate lab magnetic fields are not expected to alter the electrical
properties, below TN , of such systems. On the other hand, the situation is different for
GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 , which shows the signature of the presence of super-zone gap (the ρ
increases below TN ), but the application of external magnetic field of 7 T does not effectively alter the ρ values below TN . This suggests that in this compound, the moments
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are strongly coupled in an AFM arrangement which is incommensurate with the lattice
periodicity and the strength of coupling between magnetic moments is strong enough to
refute the effect of externally applied magnetic field of 7 T. Thus it leads to negligible
value of magnetoresistance below TN .

3.6.2.2

Magnetic field dependence of resistivity

We have measured ρ as function of applied DC-magnetic field (magnetoresistance, RH )
at various temperatures (above and below the magnetic ordering temperatures of the
compounds), viz. 4.2, 10 and 40 K [Fig. 3.28]. In addition, the MR of GdPd3 has also
been measured at a further lower temperature of 1.6 K [Fig. 3.28(a)] to investigate the
oscillating behavior that has been observed at 4.2 K in this compound [Fig. 3.28(b)]. The
results of data refinement and fitting parameters taken close to or above the ordering
temperatures (T = 10 and 40 K), are reported in table 3.2. The value of MR for GdPd3
is highest among the compounds studied here. In addition, MR for GdPd3 exhibits
oscillations between positive to negative values [Fig. 3.28 (a) and (b)], indicating the
occurrence of spin-reorientation transitions on the application of external magnetic field.
The MR data taken at T = 1.6 K exhibits the oscillatory behavior with more pronounced
amplitude compare to that at T = 4.2 K. One would expect the appearance of such a
phenomenon for a compound having competing magnetic interactions. In addition, the
MR values for GdPd3 tend to saturate above H = 2.5 T [Fig 3.28(a)], where the
isothermal magnetization taken at 2 K [Fig. 3.23] also exhibits the tendency towards
saturation, suggesting a common origin of both the observations.
The value of MR for GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 and GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 is very small at T = 4.2 K
[Fig. 3.28(b)]. This is expected for a strongly coupled AFM systems below the ordering
temperature, and has also been discussed in the previous section. For other two compounds (x = 0.75 and 1.00), the MR values are comparatively higher at this temperature
[Fig. 3.28(b)]. At T = 10 K, the MR values for GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 , GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 and
GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25 exhibit H 2 dependence in the whole range of applied field (Table 3.2).
This behavior (H 2 dependence), which is a manifestation of the effect of external magnetic field on paramagnetic spin fluctuations, is expected in the paramagnetic temperature region [192, 193]. However, in the case of two extreme end-compositions (in the
sense of lattice parameters values), GdPd3 and GdPd3 B, the H 2 dependence persists
only at low field and data at high fields deviate from this dependence [Fig. 3.28(c)].
This observation indicates that in these two compounds short-range magnetic correlations persists up to 10 K, which is slightly higher than their respective magnetic ordering
temperatures. At T = 40 K, which is well above the magnetic ordering temperatures of
all the compounds, the values of MR for AFM GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 and GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50
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magnetic field, at four different temperatures, (a) T = 1.6, (b) 4.2, (c) 10 and (d) 40 K.
The lines in plot (a) and (b) are guide to eye, whereas the lines in plot (c) and (d) are fit
to the data with fitting functions and parameters described in Table 3.2. Inset in plot (b)
shows the same in restricted field range at T = 4.2 K.

become very small and could not be fitted to any desirable function (Table 3.2). However, MR exhibits H 2 dependence for other three compounds in the whole range of
applied magnetic fields.
The field and temperature dependent electrical-transport behavior suggests that the
electrical transport in this series of compounds critically correlates with the nature of
magnetic ordering present in the compounds, particularly at low temperature.
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Compounds

Nature of Ordering

MR (T=10 K)

MR (T=40 K)

GdPd3

Competing interactions

aH 2 (0 ≤ H < 1.6 T)
(a = −0.728)
aH 2 + bH + c (1.6 ≤ H ≤ 7 T),
(a = 0.142, b = −2.633, c = 2.150)

aH 2 (0 ≤ H ≤ 7 T)
(a = −0.031)

GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75

AFM (Commensurate)

aH 2 (0 ≤ H ≤ 7 T)
(a = −0.024)

RH < 0.07% (0 ≤ H ≤ 7 T)

GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50

AFM (incommensurate)

aH 2 (0 ≤ H ≤ 7 T)
(a = −0.013)

RH < 0.02%(0 ≤ H ≤ 7 T)

GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25

Canted structure

aH 2 (0 ≤ H ≤ 7 T)
(a = −0.034)

aH 2 (0 ≤ H ≤ 7 T)
(a = −0.010)

GdPd3 B

Canted structure

aH 2 (0 ≤ H < 2.9 T)
(a = −0.104)
bH + c, (2.9 ≤ H ≤ 7 T)
(b = −0.747, c = 1.462)

aH 2 (0 ≤ H ≤ 7 T)
(a = −0.023)

Table 3.2: The type of ordering present in the compounds, nature of the fit and corresponding parameters for magnetoresistance, RH = ρ(H) − ρ(H = 0)/ρ(H = 0), at T = 10
and 40 K for GdPd3 and GdPd3 Bx C1−x (x=0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00).

3.7

Study of off-stoichiometric metallic perovskite compounds GdPd3 Bx (x = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75)

As discussed in the previous section, the magnetic interactions present in Gd and Pd
based metallic-perovskite compounds, GdPd3 Bx C1−x , can be modified by changing the
distance between the magnetic Gd+3 ions. The variation in the distance between the
Gd+3 ions, that occupy the cube corner positions (0, 0, 0) of the cubic unit-cell of this
compound, is achieved by introducing non-magnetic light metalloids (boron and carbon) at the body center lattice site of the unit-cell. Magnetic behavior of the parent
binary compound, GdPd3 , suggests the presence of competing interactions in this compound i.e. the significant presence of both FM as well as AFM interactions. On the
other hand, depending upon their lattice parameter (a) values, boron and (or) carbon
doped compounds exhibit dominating AFM behavior or occurrence of canted magnetic
structures.
It has been found that while the off-stoichiometric compositions with boron, GdPd3 Bx ,
crystallize with the same crystal-structure [Fig. 3.1] as that of GdPd3 Bx C1−x , the
same with carbon, GdPd3 Cx , do not form in a single phase. However, in contrast
to the stoichiometric GdPd3 Bx C1−x where all the body-center sites are filled either with
boron or with carbon, the off-stoichiometry of boron in GdPd3 Bx leads to vacancies
at the body-center sites of a fraction (1-x) of the unit cells. In addition, similar to
GdPd3 Bx C1−x , the lattice parameter of of GdPd3 Bx can also be modified by varying
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the boron-stoichiometry. As the electrical and magnetic properties of GdPd3 Bx C1−x
exhibit a strong-dependence on the value of lattice parameter, it is worth to make a
comparative study of the various macroscopic physical properties of GdPd3 Bx vis-à-vis
GdPd3 Bx C1−x compositions having nearly the same value of lattice parameter.
In this work, we present the magnetic, electrical and magneto-transport properties
of the off-stoichiometric metallic-perovskite compounds GdPd3 Bx (x = 0.25, 0.50 and
0.75). The present study of GdPd3 Bx and comparison of the results with those of
GdPd3 Bx C1−x helps us to investigate the role played by carbon in stabilizing the pureAFM structure in some of the compositions of GdPd3 Bx C1−x . It also helps in resolving
the underlying reason for the observed high effective paramagnetic moment values (µef f )
in high carbon-stoichiometric compositions of GdPd3 Bx C1−x . Our results suggest that
similar to GdPd3 Bx C1−x , the magnetic behavior of GdPd3 Bx depends sensitively on
the Gd+3 − Gd+3 distance and changes considerably with the increment in the value of
lattice parameter induced by the boron doping.

3.7.1

Crystal structure of GdPd3 Bx

The powder XRD data analysis suggests that similar to stoichiometric GdPd3 Bx C1−x
(section 3.3), all the GdPd3 Bx compositions crystallize in a single phase cubic structure
with Pm3̄m space-group symmetry [Fig. 3.29]. The values of lattice parameters of cubic
unit-cells deduced from the XRD data refinement have been listed in Table 3.3. The XRD
data analysis suggests that insertion of boron at the body center site leads to isotropic
lattice expansion, in that the value of a increases with boron stoichiometry (x). However,
this increment in a becomes negligible for x ≥ 0.50 where the value tends to saturate
(Table 3.3). This observation is different from that in the case of GdPd3 Bx C1−x , where
the a tends to saturate for x ≥ 0.75 (Table 3.3). It may be mentioned that for any
particular value of x (x=0.25, 0.50 and 0.75), the value of a for GdPd3 Bx is greater than
that of GdPd3 Bx C1−x . For example, the value of a for GdPd3 B0.50 is 4.141 Å, which is
significantly greater than that of GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 for which a is 4.118 Å. It may also
be mentioned here that the outcome of our electronic-structure calculations performed
on GdPd3 Bx C1−x suggests that, C-Pd bonds are more directional compared to B-Pd
bonds (section 3.5.1). It appears that insertion of carbon, which is smaller than boron
and forms a more directional bond with Pd, leads to stabilize the cubic unit-cells with
relatively small volume.
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Figure 3.29: Powder-XRD patterns of GdPd3 Bx (x = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75) measured at
room temperature. The picture exhibits experimental data points, calculated and difference
profiles along with Bragg positions.

3.7.2

DC and AC magnetic measurements

Temperature variation of zero-field-cooled (ZFC) magnetization (M) of GdPd3 Bx (x =
0.25, 0.50 and 0.75) is shown in Fig. 3.30. For comparison, the data for GdPd3 (x = 0.00)
and GdPd3 B (x = 1.00) are also presented in the figure. The figure exhibits that the
increase in lattice parameter by introducing a small amount of boron (x = 0.25) leads
to a significant decrease in the M(T ) values. The results exhibit that the M(T ) of
GdPd3 B0.25 , near the ordering temperature, is approximately an order of magnitude
smaller than that of undoped GdPd3 . Further increase of lattice parameter generated
by increasing the value of x, reverses this trend and in that the M(T ) starts increasing
with increase in the value of x for x ≥ 0.50. A similar behavior was earlier observed in
the case of stoichiometric compositions, GdPd3 Bx C1−x , and was attributed to variation
of the strength and nature of magnetic interactions with Gd+3 − Gd+3 ions distance
(section 3.6.1).
Temperature dependence of inverse-molar susceptibility (χ−1 ) is shown in Fig. 3.31.
The values of various parameters, e.g. Néel temperature (TN ), paramagnetic Curie temperature (θp ) and the effective paramagnetic moment (µef f ) etc., deduced from M(T )
and χ−1 (T) data have been summarized in Table 3.3. For comparison, we have also
included the values of all these parameters (section 3.6.1) for the stoichiometric compositions GdPd3 Bx C1−x . The values of θp , for all the three off-stoichiometric compositions
(x = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75), are high in magnitude and negative in sign. This infers the
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0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00). The data for two extreme compositions, x = 0.00 and
1.00, have been already been discussed in section 3.6.1. Inset (a) exhibits the same in low
temperature region. Inset (b) shows M(T ) behavior of x = 0.25 composition. For this
composition, M(T ) is nearly one order of magnitude less compare to that of GdPd3 .
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Figure 3.31: Temperature dependence of inverse-molar susceptibility of GdPd3 Bx (x =
0.25, 0.50 and 0.75).

domination of AFM-interaction in these compound. In the case of GdPd3 B0.25 , the
nature of the observed M(T) behavior, that exhibits a peak at 10 K, is close to that expected from an AFM system. On the other hand, the χ−1 (T) that gets reduced with the
decrease in temperature and then tends to saturate at low temperatures, indicates that
the magnetic structure for GdPd3 B0.50 and GdPd3 B0.75 compositions could be of canted
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in nature [187]. A similar behavior was earlier observed in the case of stoichiometric
compositions GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25 and GdPd3 B (section 3.6.1). As already mentioned in
the case of GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25 and GdPd3 B in section section 3.6.1, the proposed canted
structure for x = 0.50 and 0.75 compositions is only a hypothesis based on macroscopic
magnetic measurements and the exact magnetic structure can only be deduced from
neutron diffraction measurements.
The results of AC-susceptibility measurements on GdPd3 Bx (x = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75) are
shown in Fig. 3.32. In the case of GdPd3 B0.50 and GdPd3 B0.75 , both χ0 and χ00 exhibit
peak [Fig. 3.32]. These results also suggest that although the dominating interaction
in the case of these two compounds is of AFM nature, the magnetic structure is not
purely AFM type and be of canted in nature. In contrast, in the case of GdPd3 B0.0.25 ,
χ0 exhibits a peak resembling AFM ordering, however χ00 is nearly zero in the entire
temperature range of measurement [Fig. 3.32]. This behavior is very similar to what we
observed in the case of GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 and GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 (section 3.6) and suggest
that the magnetic ordering in GdPd3 B0.0.25 is of AFM type.
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Figure 3.32: In-phase (χ0 ) and out-of-phase (χ00 ) components of AC-susceptibility as a
function of temperature for GdPd3 Bx (x = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75). Inset shows the same for
x = 0.25 in an expanded scale.

We would like to emphasis that the compounds that possess nearly the same value
of Gd+3 − Gd+3 distance, irrespective of weather the composition is GdPd3 Bx or
GdPd3 Bx C1−x , exhibit nearly the same magnetic behavior. For example, all the compositions with a ∼ 4.14 Å (GdPd3 B0.50 , GdPd3 B0.75 , GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25 and GdPd3 B)
exhibit the possibility of the presence of canted magnetic structure and possess nearly
the same values of various parameters (Table 3.3) that define the magnetic behavior of
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Compounds

a(Å)

TN (K)

θp (K)

µef f (µB )

χ(T = 0)/χ(T = TN )

GdPd3 B0.25

4.125

10

-17.9

7.96

0.94

GdPd3 B0.50

4.141

5

-20.5

7.94

0.89

GdPd3 B0.75

4.142

8

-23.0

8.09

2.56

GdPd3

4.089

6

3.5

8.03

0.82

GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75

4.112

15

-7.2

8.60

0.92

GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50

4.118

12

-18.5

8.19

0.73

GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25

4.141

7

-25.3

7.99

2.72

GdPd3 B

4.143

8

-20.2

8.04

2.96

101

Table 3.3: The lattice parameter (a), Néel temperature (TN ), paramagnetic Curie temperature (θP ), effective paramagnetic moment (µef f ) and ratio of susceptibilities at T = 0
K (determined by extrapolation of the data) and T = TN for GdPd3 Bx (x = 0.25, 0.50 and
0.75), GdPd3 and GdPd3 Bx C1−x (x = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00).

a compound. This again strengthen the concept that the magnetic behavior of doped
compounds (both GdPd3 Bx and GdPd3 Bx C1−x ) depends delicately on the distance between Gd+3 ions. In addition, it must be pointed out that although the distance between Gd+3 ions plays a major role in defining the magnetic behavior of both GdPd3 Bx
and GdPd3 Bx C1−x , the observation of anomalously high value of µef f and stabilization of a pure-AFM structure in the compounds having high carbon-stoichiometry, viz.
GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 and GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 (section 3.6.1), suggests that presence of carbon
also significantly affects the magnetic behavior of the compounds. Our claim made
in the section section 3.6.1 in the case of GdPd3 Bx C1−x that the anomalously high
value of µef f observed for high carbon-stoichiometry compounds, GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 and
GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 , is a manifestation of the partial polarization of the conduction electrons induced by the presence of carbon atoms, gets credence by comparing the µef f values of GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 and GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 with that of carbon deficient GdPd3 B0.25
and GdPd3 B0.50 (Table 3.3).
For example, the value of µef f for GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 is 8.60 µB , while the same for
GdPd3 B0.25 is 7.96 µB . This clearly indicates that presence of carbon influences the
µef f and in that the value increases. On the other hand, the role played by carbon in
stabilizing the AFM structure becomes more evident when we compare the magnetic
behavior of off-stoichiometric compositions, viz. GdPd3 B0.50 , with the compositions
containing carbon, viz. GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 . While the magnetic behavior of GdPd3 B0.50
suggests the presence of a canted-magnetic structure, the same for GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50
exhibits a AFM type ordering. This observation indicates that the introduction of
carbon helps in stabilizing a AFM behavior. However, we would like to point out that,
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as the introduction of carbon also leads to reduction in the value of a (Table 3.3), it
is difficult to resolve from the available informations whether the stabilization of AFM
structure in the carbon-doped compounds is due to the modified electronic-structure or
merely a manifestation of the change in Gd+3 − Gd+3 distance.
The variation of isothermal magnetization of GdPd3 Bx with applied DC-magnetic field
is shown in Fig. 3.33. Depending upon the value of x, the three different compositions
exhibit slightly different M(H) behavior. As expected from an AFM system, the isothermal magnetization of GdPd3 B0.25 varies linearly with the applied DC-field in the range
of 0 ≤ H ≤ 5 T. However, at H = 5 T, the slope of M(H) curve exhibits a change
and in that it increases. This behavior is indicative of some kind of field-induced effect
occurring at 5 T. On the other hand other two compounds, GdPd3 B0.50 and GdPd3 B0.75
exhibit linear M(H) behavior at high fields (H > 0.25 T for x = 0.50 and H > 1.00
T for x = 0.75) and exhibit non-linear behavior at low fields. As discussed earlier in
section 3.6.1, the observed low-field non-linear behavior of M(H) can be considered as
an indication of the presence of proposed canted-magnetic structures in GdPd3 B0.50 and
GdPd3 B0.75 .
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Figure 3.33: Variation of isothermal magnetization of GdPd3 Bx (x = 0.25, 0.50 and
0.75) with applied DC-magnetic field. Inset exhibits the same in lower field region. The
lines in the main plot are guide to eye while the same in the inset are fit, which are linear
for x = 0.25 and 0.50 and proportional to H 1/2 for x = 0.75.

3.7.3

Electrical and magneto-transport measurements

Results of heating and cooling-cycle measurements of the zero-field ρ(T ) of GdPd3 Bx
(x = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75) are shown in Fig. 3.34. For comparison, the ρ(T) of GdPd3 B is
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also included in the inset of Fig. 3.34(b). One important observation is the occurrence of
a transition in TCR at T ∗ ∼ 45 K. While no such transition in TCR was observed in the
case of GdPd3 , it reflected its signature nearly at the same temperature (∼ 45 K) in the
case of all doped stoichiometric compositions GdPd3 Bx C1−x (section 3.5). The observed
transition in TCR of GdPd3 Bx C1−x compositions, which was attributed to the structural
anomalies occurring at the same temperature, is an inherent property of boron (and/or
carbon) doped metallic perovskite compounds. In addition, while the transition is very
sharp in the case of GdPd3 B0.50 and GdPd3 B0.75 , it manifests only as a minor kink in
ρ(T) of GdPd3 B0.25 [Fig. 3.34]. In the case of GdPd3 B0.25 and GdPd3 B0.75 , where there
is an asymmetric distribution of boron and vacancies, the heating and cooling cycle data
exhibit a clear hysteresis at 45 K [Fig. 3.34]. This suggests that the structural transition
in these two compounds is of first order in nature. On the other hand, for GdPd3 B0.50
(and also for GdPd3 B) that have symmetric distribution of boron and vacancies, the
structural anomalies appear to be reversible in nature [Fig. 3.34].
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Figure 3.34: Resistivity (ρ) as function of temperature for GdPd3 Bx [(a) x = 0.25 and
0.50, and (b) x = 0.75]. For comparison, the data of x = 1.00 have also been shown in
(b). The figure exhibits the ρ(T ) data taken in both heating (denoted by ‘H’) and colling
cycles (denoted by ‘C’) of measurements.

For T > 45 K the TCR of GdPd3 B0.25 exhibits a positive value while the same is
negative for GdPd3 B0.50 and GdPd3 B0.75 . It was hypothesized earlier in the case of
GdPd3 Bx C1−x that the negative pressure generated upon boron insertion in the cubic
unit-cells leads to some local distortions and strain in the lattice, particularly at low
temperatures (section 3.5). As the powder-XRD measurement only produces the average
macroscopic picture, such local lattice distortions can not be detected by this technique
[54]. This strain manifests in an increment of electron-effective mass, which relaxes
with temperature due to thermal expansion and leads to a negative value of TCR in
high boron-stoichiometry compounds. A similar explanation is also applicable for the
observed negative TCR (for T > 45 K) in the case of GdPd3 B0.50 and GdPd3 B0.75 .
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In the low temperature region, ρ(T)exhibits an increase with decrease in temperature
below the respective magnetic-ordering temperatures of GdPd3 B0.25 and GdPd3 B0.50
[Fig. 3.34(a)]. As mentioned in the section 3.6.2.1, this behavior can be attributed
to the effect of opening of superzone gap in the conduction band due to the presence
of a magnetic-lattice incommensurate with the periodicity of crystal-lattice. In general,
application of external magnetic field suppresses the effect of superzone gap. However, in
the case of GdPd3 B0.25 and GdPd3 B0.50 , even the application of H = 7 T field does not
make any significant difference in the sense that ρ(T ) still exhibits an increase below TN
[Fig. 3.35(a)]. This behavior suggests that the coupling between magnetic moments in
the incommensurate AFM structure of GdPd3 B0.25 and GdPd3 B0.50 is strong enough to
refute the effect of external applied field of 7 T. A similar behavior was earlier observed
in the case of GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 (section 3.6.2.1). One the other hand, in the case of
GdPd3 B0.75 , ρ(T) does not exhibit any increase below TN [Fig. 3.34(b)], suggesting the
absence of superzone gap effect in this composition. GdPd3 B0.75 has been argued earlier
to possess canted-magnetic structure and in general in the case of such canted-structured
compounds one expects more prominent effect of superzone gap. Hence the absence of
the signature of superzone gap effect in this compound is a bit puzzling. In fact, in the
case of GdPd3 B0.75 , ρ(T) exhibits an increase below TN in the presence of applied field
of 7 T [Fig. 3.35(b)]. This behavior suggests that application of external magnetic field
disturbs an otherwise commensurate magnetic structure. The exact underlying reason
for this behavior is yet to be understood.
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Figure 3.35: Temperature variation of resistivity ρ(H, T) of GdPd3 Bx in the presence of
external magnetic of H = 0 and 7 T [(a) x = 0.25 and 0.50, and (b) x = 0.75].

The variation of MR with the applied magnetic field for GdPd3 Bx (x = 0.25, 0.50 and
0.75) is shown in Fig. 3.36. In the case of GdPd3 B0.25 , the MR values are relatively
smaller (∼ 1%) compare to other two compositions [inset, Fig. 3.36(a)] and become
neglizible for T > 20 K. Small and negative value of observed MR for GdPd3 B0.25 suggets that although the magnetic behavior indicates for the presence of dominating AFM
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interaction, FM interactions also have contribution that manifest in the observed negative MR in this compound. The magnitude of MR of GdPd3 B0.50 , which is highest
among all the three compositions studied here, decreases with the increase of temperature [Fig. 3.36(a)]. At T = 10.0 K, which is higher than the ordering temperature of
this compound, MR exhibits H 2 dependence at low fields (H < 3.5 T) and then varies
linearly at high fields. It may be mentioned that the suppression of paramagnetic spinfluctuations in the presence of external magnetic field leads to a H 2 field-dependence
of MR in paramagnetic temperature region [192, 193]. In the case of GdPd3 B0.50 , the
deviation from H 2 dependence above 3.5 T suggests that field-induced short-range magnetic correlations persist up to 10 K in this compound. For T = 20.0 and 50. K, the
MR exhibits a typical H 2 dependence in the whole range of applied magnetic field.
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GdPd3 Bx measured at T = 4.2, 10.0, 20.0 and 50.0 K [(a) x = 0.50, and (b) x = 0.75].
The inset in (a) exhibits the same for x = 0.25 measured at T = 4.2 and 10.0 K. Inset in
(b) exhibits the magnetoresistance behavior of x = 0.75 composition at T = 4.2 K. This
data is same as that shown in the main figure. In the case of GdPd3 B0.50 , the lines at
T = 10, 20 and 50 K are the fit (see the text), while the same at T = 4.2 K is guide to
eye. In the case of GdPd3 B0.75 , the lines at T = 20 and 50 K are fit (see the text), while
the same at T = 4.2 and 10 K are guide to eye. The lines in both the insets are guide to
eye.

Similar to the ρ(T), MR of GdPd3 B0.75 also exhibits anomalous behavior. In contrast
to GdPd3 B0.25 and GdPd3 B0.50 , MR of GdPd3 B0.75 exhibits a positive value in the
entire field range of measurement when measured at 4.2 K. At this temperature, which
is lower than the ordering temperature (TN =8 K) of GdPd3 B0.75 , MR first increases
with the increase of field, exhibits a cusp with a maximum at H = 3.5 T and then
starts decreasing with the further increase of the field. The field dependence of MR is
almost symmetrical around H = 3.5 T. A similar behavior was earlier observed in the
case of Dy2 Ni3 Si5 [194], where the observed maxima in the MR(H) was attributed to
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the metamagnetic transition occurring at the same field in the isothermal magnetization
measurement. However, in the case of GdPd3 B0.75 we do not observed any evidence of
such metamagnetic transition in isothermal magnetization measurement and M varies
linearly with H for H > 1 T [Fig. 3.33]. In contrast to the sharp metamagnetic transition
that occurs in the case of Dy2 Ni3 Si5 , we believe that the observed field dependence of
MR is due to a gradual spin-reorientation transition occurring with the increase in
applied field in this compound. It may be mentioned here that the evidence of such
spin-reorientation transitions in MR(H) measurements was also monitored in the case
of GdPd3 for H < 2 T (section 3.6.2.2), where the observed oscillating behavior of
MR(H) does not also correlate to any kind of field-induced metamagnetic transition in
isothermal magnetization measurement. At T = 10 K, which is slightly higher than
the ordering temperature of GdPd3 B0.75 , MR exhibits a positive value for 0 < H < 3
T with a maxima at H = 1.6 T and then it turns negative with further increase of
H [Fig. 3.36(b)]. For T ≥ 20 K, the MR exhibits the typical H 2 dependence with
negative values in entire field range [Fig. 3.36(b)]. It is worth mentioning here that
ρ(T) of GdPd3 B0.75 exhibits a strong hysteresis effect, both in terms of temperature
as well as applied magnetic field. For example, in a measurement where we first heat
the sample up to the desired temperature (say 50 K, which is higher than TN of this
compound) and then measure the field dependence of MR, we observe a typical H 2
dependence with negative values [Fig. 3.36(b)]. On the contrary, when we perform the
measurement during the heating cycle keeping the applied field constant (0 or 7 T), at
a particular temperature T > T ∗ (say 50 K), the observed values of ρ(H = 7 T) are
greater than the same of ρ(H = 0 T), thus leading to positive MR values [Fig. 3.35(b)].
These observations suggest that when we first apply the magnetic field of 7 T at lowest
temperature of measurement and then heat the sample, some uncorrelated short-rangeorders persist even for T > T ∗ and contribute in the scattering process, thus leading to
an increased value of the ρ.

3.8

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have investigated the structural, thermal expansion, magnetic and
transport (electrical and magneto-transport) properties of Gd and Pd based metallic
perovskite compounds GdPd3 Bx C1−x (x = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00) along with the parent binary compound GdPd3 . An attempt has been made to compare and correlate the
various physical properties of stoichiometric compositions GdPd3 Bx C1−x with that of
off-stoichiometric compositions GdPd3 Bx . In our study, we have observed novel phenomenon of NTE in one of the stoichiometric compositions GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 . We have
also observed NTCR in an ordered crystalline compound GdPd3 B.
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Our data and their analysis presented section 3.4 show that low energy transverse vibrational modes, which play a crucial role in determining the sign of thermal expansion
coefficient in oxides, may also be dominant in the case of doped metallic system. The
gradual freezing of these transverse modes, responsible for isotropic NTE observed in
metallic GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 , below a critical temperature causes a significant reduction
in the resistivity values at low temperatures. The synergy between isotropic NTE and
electrical transport in metals appears to be a promising area of application oriented
research.
In section 3.5, we have investigated the electrical transport behavior of GdPd3 Bx C1−x
and GdPd3 . We have observed unusual NTCR in an ordered (within the resolution
limit > 0.2%) polycrystalline compound. Our data suggests that chemical disorder is
not the causative factor and the possible origins of NTCR have been discussed. Electronic structure calculations confirm the metallic nature of the compounds throughout
the concentration range. We have observed a contrasting electrical and structural properties of stoichiometrically symmetric (x = 0.50 and 1.00) and asymmetric (x = 0.25
and 0.75) GdPd3 Bx C1−x compounds in the low temperature region. GdPd3 Bx C1−x series of compounds show existence of a transition temperature with distinctly different
low temperature behavior, which is more prominent in stoichiometrically asymmetric
compounds.
Similar to the TCR, the magnetic interactions present in these compounds also delicately
depend upon the cubic lattice parameter. The magnetic interaction in GdPd3 , which
was earlier argued to be AFM, is found competing with dominating FM contribution.
GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 and GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 , that have slightly higher lattice parameter in
comparison with GdPd3 with the same crystal symmetry, exhibit AFM ordering. The
temperature and magnetic field dependent electrical-transport measurements indicate
that the AFM order present in GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 is commensurate with the periodicity of
the crystal lattice. However, the same in GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 is incommensurate in nature.
Further increase of inter atomic Gd-Gd distance, by increasing the B stoichiometry, leads
to a canted arrangement of moments in GdPd3 B0.75 C0.25 and GdPd3 B. The variation
of experimentally derived θp in GdPd3 Bx C1−x resembles RKKY oscillations. Results of
magneto-transport measurements are consistent with the nature of magnetic ordering
present in the compounds. The value of MR for GdPd3 is highest among the compounds
studied here and exhibits oscillating behavior, which is suggestive of the occurrence of
spin-reorientation transitions with the application of external magnetic field. The value
of RH for GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 and GdPd3 B0.50 C0.50 was found to be very small as expected
for a strongly coupled AFM system.
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In section 3.7, we have investigated the structural, magnetic and transport properties
of off-stoichiometric metallic perovskite compounds GdPd3 Bx (x = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75)
and compared the results with that of stoichiometric compositions GdPd3 Bx C1−x . The
studies on GdPd3 Bx compounds further confirm that the magnetic and transport properties of this series critically depend upon structure and especially the distance between
magnetic Gd+3 ions. The results suggest that presence of carbon also affects the magnetic behavior of the carbon-doped compounds. Our studies on GdPd3 Bx C1−x and
GdPd3 Bx compounds suggest that all the boron (and/or carbon) doped compositions
exhibit a transition temperature T ∗ ∼ 45 K, where TCR monitors a sudden change in
sign (and/or magnitude). It has been observed that all the compositions with asymmetric distribution of boron and vacancies (or carbon) exhibit first-order like structural
anomaly while the same for the compositions with the symmetric distribution is reversible in nature.

Chapter 4

Observation of valence fluctuation
in some of the intermetallic
perovskite like compounds
4.1

Introduction

As discussed in chapter 1 (section 1.6), some of the rare-earth (RE) and actinide elements
exhibit non-localized behavior of f -electrons, which some times leads to phenomenon of
valence fluctuation. In the phenomenon of valence fluctuation, the valency of RE ions
fluctuates between two configurations, 4f n and 4f n−1 . In many cases the average valency
and many other valence dependent physical properties (e.g. magnetic susceptibility) are
a thermal population weighted average of the two valence states.
In this chapter, we will mainly discuss the valence behavior of some of the Ce and(or)
Eu based cubic metallic perovskite like compounds. We have investigated the valence,
magnetic and electrical transport properties of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 Bx (x =0.0, 0.5 and 1.0)
and Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3 by the means of

151 Eu-Mössbauer,

magnetic susceptibility and elec-

trical resistivity measurements. The chapter is divided into six sections (including introduction). The experimental details are briefly described in section 4.2. Section 4.3 is
devoted to the study of valence behavior of Ce and Eu in Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 . In section 4.4,
we discuss the effect of boron incorporation on the valence and magnetic properties of
resultant Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 Bx (x = 0.5 and 1.0). We investigate the valence behavior of Eu
Some of the contents of this chapter are published in the following articles;
1. Abhishek Pandey et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 94, 182503 (2009).
2. Abhishek Pandey et al. AIP. Conf. Proc. 1003, 216 (2008).
3. Abhishek Pandey et al. J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 21 216002 (2009).
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ions present in cubic Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3 in section 4.5. The main conclusions are outlined in
the final section 4.6.

4.2

Experimental details

The compounds investigated in this chapter were prepared by standard argon arc-melting
technique described in chapter 2 (section 1.2). The as-cast samples were then wrapped in
a molybdenum foil and sealed in separate quartz tube under vacuum and annealed for 240
hours at 1000 0 C to homogenize the phase. Structural characterization was preformed
by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique using Cu Kα radiation in Rigaku-Miniflex
diffractometer. Magnetic measurements were performed using superconducting quantum interference device (MPMS-7, Quantum design-Inc., USA) magnetometer in the
temperature range of 2-300 K.

151 Eu-Mössbauer

measurements were carried out using

SmF3 source at two different temperatures, 25 and 300 K. Electrical resistivity measurements were performed by conventional four-probe method in temperature range of
2-300 K in a home-build setup.

4.3

Study of the valence behavior of Ce and Eu ions in a
cubic intermetallic compound
Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3

It has been pointed out in chapter 1 and subsequently discussed in chapter 2 that metallic
perovskite compounds have recently attracted lot of attention due to the observation of
many intriguing and application oriented properties e.g. superconductivity [30], negative
thermal expansion [55, 169, 195], negative temperature coefficient of resistance [170],
interesting elastic properties [20, 22], high density magnetic-recording capacity [47, 49]
etc.
As already discussed in section 1.2.2 of chapter 1 1 , the RE and Pd-based metallicperovskite compounds RPd3 Bx C1−x (R: rare-earth ions) crystallize with Pm3̄m spacegroup symmetry [169]. Parent RPd3 compounds also form a stable phase with the
same crystal symmetry but having vacant body center position [169, 170]. One of
the members of RPd3 series, CePd3 (a = 4.124 Å), exhibits a deviation from usual
lanthanide contraction of lattice parameters [Fig. 4.1] due to the intermediate valence
state (+3 < ν < +4) of Ce-ions in this compound [64]. Resistivity of CePd3 shows a
dense-Kondo behavior near room temperature accompanied by coherence phenomenon
1

Also discussed in section 3.3 of chapter 3
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at low temperatures [196]. On the other hand, boron-doped CePd3 B exhibits a stable +3
valency of Ce [64]. The situation is just opposite in the case of EuPd3 (a = 4.102 Å) that
exhibits a stable +3 valency of Eu and follows the trend of lanthanide contraction, while
boron-doped EuPd3 B shows deviation from lanthanide contraction behavior [Fig. 4.1]
with a temperature independent mixed-valent state of Eu (+2 < ν < +3) and also
exhibits charge-ordering at low temperatures [65, 66].
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Figure 4.1: Variation of lattice parameter (a) with rare-earth elements that occupy the
cube corner positions in RPd3 and RPd3 B. Anomalous high increment in the value of a
observed in the case of CePd3 B and EuPd3 B are indicated. The data has been taken from
Dhar et al. Mat. Res. Bull. 16, 1557 (1981). This figure is also included in chapter 1
as Fig. 1.6.

It may be mentioned that, as the ionic radius of Eu+2 is greater than that of Eu+3 and
the ionic radius of Ce+4 is less than that of Ce+3 , the deviation of the lattice parameter
of EuPd3 B from expected lanthanide contraction is opposite in sign to the deviation
of the same observed in the case of CePd3 [Fig. 4.1]. While the lattice parameter of
the former exhibits a value anomalously higher than that expected from the lanthanide
contraction trend, the lattice parameter of the latter shows an anomalously low value [66]
[Fig. 4.1]. The chemical pressure-induced increment of the unit cell volume and(or) boron
distribution around the RE ions have earlier been considered as the underlying reasons
for the observed valence transition of Eu in EuPd3 B [65, 68]. Additionally, in reference
to CePd3 B it has been suggested by Dhar et al. [64] that besides changing the chemical
environment around RE ions, the introduction of boron also contributes electrons to the
conduction band. This may in turn lead to variety of other phenomenon e.g. change in
the interaction between f -electrons and the conduction states, modification of electronphonon dynamics etc. In the present work, we investigate half substituted Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3
where Ce and Eu ions, both capable of exhibiting valence fluctuation, occupy the same
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Figure 4.2: Room temperature powder XRD data, Rietveld fit, difference profile and
Bragg peak position for Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 Bx (x =, 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0).

lattice site (0, 0, 0) of the cubic unit cell. Though there is no boron and no lattice
expansion has been observed in comparison with EuPd3 , our results suggest that Eu as
well as Ce are in mixed-valent state in this compound [197].
Rietveld refinement of powder XRD data [Fig. 4.2]using FULLPROF package [159]
confirms the formation of single phase Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 with cubic lattice parameter, a =
4.101 Å. This value of a is almost same as that reported in literature for EuPd3 [65, 66].
Results of Rietveld refinement also suggest that both Ce and Eu-ions occupy the cube
corner lattice site 1a (0, 0, 0) of the cubic unit cubic cell. The refinement of powder
XRD data of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 B0.50 also appears satisfactory [Fig. 4.2] and yields the cubic
lattice parameter value of 4.20 Å. However, in the case of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 B, although
the refinement is satisfactory, there are indeed some small impurity peaks in the XRD
profile close to 2θ = 400 . Such impurity peaks suggests for the presence of small amount
of additional phases in the material. The value of cubic lattice parameter obtained in
the case of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 B is nearly same as that of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 B0.50 , with a value
of 4.20 Å.

4.3.1

Eu-Mössbauer studies on Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3

Eu-Mössbauer measurement has been carried out to investigate the valence state of
Eu-ions present in Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 . The calibration of the channel numbers in terms
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of velocity is obtained using the standard six-finger Mössbauer hyperfine pattern of
Fe-metal [168]. The results exhibit nearly temperature-independent position (∼ −5
mm/sec) of the isomer shift (IS) [Fig. 4.3]. As the usual positions of IS for divalent
and trivalent Eu-ions are ∼ −8 to −14 mm/sec and ∼ −1 to +4 mm/sec respectively,
the intermediate position of the same for Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 clearly suggest that Eu-ions are
in a intermediate valence state in this compound. Taking the IS positions for trivalent
(+3.3 mm/sec) and divalent (-8.7 mm/sec) charge states of Eu-ions reported for a binary
Eu-Pd compounds as reference [198], the approximate valency of Eu in Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3
can be estimated as 2.3. It may also be mentioned that Mössbauer spectrum presented
here exhibit a single absorption line without any splitting at low temperature [Fig. 4.3],
suggesting the absence of any charge-ordering of different valence states of Eu-ions, as
observed in the case of EuPd3 B [66].
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Figure 4.3: Eu-Mössbauer spectrum for Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 measured at two different temperatures T = 25 and 300 K. The spectrum exhibits nearly temperature independent isomer
shift of ∼ −5 mm/sec.

As the Eu-ions are in mixed-valent state (+2 < ν < +3) in Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 , their ionic
radii are supposed to be more than that of Eu+3 . Hence one would expect that the
lattice parameter of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 would be noticeably higher than that of EuPd3 .
The fact that the lattice parameter of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 does not exhibit any enhancement
in comparison to that of EuPd3 strongly suggests that this increment is compensated
by an equivalent decrease in the ionic radii of Ce-ions having valency greater than
+3. In addition, the lower lattice parameter of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 compared with that of
CePd3 points to a higher valency of the Ce ions in the former compared with the later.
Therefore, it appears that in Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 both Ce and Eu-ions exhibit intermediate
valence behavior−larger than +3 for Ce and smaller than +3 in the case of Eu.
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4.3.2

Study of the magnetic susceptibility of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3

The valence fluctuation of RE ions between nonmagnetic and magnetic states is also
reflected in the magnetic susceptibility (χ) measurements. Figure 4.4 exhibits temperature variation of zero field cooled χ and χ−1 measured at 0.1 T. In contrast to
nearly temperature-independent behavior observed in CePd3 and EuPd3 [64, 65], χ(T)
of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 exhibits relatively higher magnitude and an upturn below ∼ 20 K. The
χ(T) also exhibits a broad hump centered at ∼ 170 K, which is a signature of the presence of valence fluctuating (VF) ions with temperature dependent valency [157, 199].
At high temperature, χ(T) follows a Curie-Weiss (CW) behavior as evident from linear
temperature variation of χ−1 for T > 160 K [Fig. 4.4]. The value of effective paramagnetic moment (µef f ) and paramagnetic Curie temperature (θP ) derived from the linear
part of χ−1 (T) are 4.0 µB and -477 K respectively. While the value of µef f suggests the
substantial presence of Eu+2 ions (as µef f for Ce+3 is only 2.54 µB and Ce+4 and Eu+3
are nonmagnetic), the large and negative value of θP is an indication of the presence of
mixed-valent ions in the compound [157, 199].
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Figure 4.4: Molar susceptibility (χ) and inverse molar susceptibility (χ−1 ) as function of
temperature are plotted along left and right axis respectively. The solid line is the fit using
the χ(T ) expression given in equation (4.1). Dashed line is linear fit for T > 160 K.

Magnetic ions with temperature-independent average valency, which may also be a fractional quantity, exhibit CW behavior as found earlier in the case of EuPd3 B [65, 66].
As the Eu-ions present in Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 exhibit temperature independent behavior in
Mössbauer measurement, they would essentially exhibit CW behavior with a reduced
µef f value compare to that of free Eu+2 ions (7.94 µB ). The VF Ce-ions are most
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likely the source of the broad hump observed in χ(T). There could also be a possibility of existence of very dilute amount of Eu-ions with temperature-dependent valency. However, the Mössbauer measurement does not show any definite evidence for
it. Hence, we ignore it in our analysis. The magnetic behavior of Ce-ions with dynamic
temperature-dependent valency can be interpreted by the Interconfigurational Fluctuation (ICF) model [152, 156, 157], where the valency of unstable valence ions varies
with temperature and depends upon two quantities−energy difference between the two
valence states (Eex ) and spin-fluctuation temperature (Tsf ) that governs the internal
dynamics of fluctuation. Thus χ(T) of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 can be described by equation
(4.1), where the first term describes χ(T) of VF Ce-ions (χICF ) and the second term
represents CW behavior originating from temperature independent fractional valency of
Eu-ions. The value of C1 , which is the Curie constant for the susceptibility of temperature independent fractional valent Eu-ions, has been taken as 1.386, which produces
the relevant value of µef f (6.64 µB ) associated with the observed +2.3 valence state of
Eu-ions. The value of θp is taken as -477 K. The third term of equation (4.1) represents
the contribution of small fraction of stable Ce+3 as observed in most of the Ce-based
VF compounds [157]. C2 is the Curie constant for the susceptibility of stable Ce+3 ions.


χ(T ) =

N
kB





µ2 P (T )
 n n

+

q



µ2n−1 Pn−1 (T )


T2 +

2
Tsf

+

C1
C2
+
+ χ0
T − θp
T

(4.1)

In the equation (4.1), µn , µn−1 and Pn , Pn−1 are effective paramagnetic moments and
fractional populations of the nonmagnetic ground state and the magnetic excited state,
respectively, of VF Ce-ions. The temperature variation of Pn can be described by
equation (4.2) where Jn and Jn−1 are angular momentums of the ground and the excited
states respectively.

Pn (T ) =

(2Jn + 1)
(2Jn + 1) + (2Jn−1 + 1)exp(−Eex /

(4.2)

q

2 )
T 2 + Tsf

We have fitted the χ(T ) data using equation (4.1) and (4.2) taking µn , µn−1 and Jn , Jn−1
as 0, 2.54 µB and 0, 25 , respectively. for nonmagnetic ground and magnetic excited states
of Ce. Figure 4.4 exhibits that the resultant fit is good in the entire temperature range
of measurement. The values of various fitting parameters are Tsf = 62 K, Eex = 358 K,
C2 = 0.03 emu-K/mole-Oe and χ0 = −0.00021 emu/mole-Oe. Figure 4.5 exhibits the
temperature variation of Pn−1 and χICF . As discussed earlier, χICF (T ) exhibits a broad
hump centered at ∼ 170 K. The Pn−1 , which represents the fractional population of the
magnetic valence state (+3) of Ce-ions, increases with increase in temperature due to
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temperature-assisted excitation. The average valency of Ce-ions can be deduced from
the values of temperature-dependent fractional populations as ∼ 3.95 and 3.35 at T = 2
and 300 K, respectively. Various spectroscopic measurements, viz. X-ray absorption, Xray photoemission, energy loss, bremsstrahlung-isochromat spectroscopy etc. yield the
valency of Ce present in CePd3 in the range of 3.07-3.15 [200–204]. Thus the Ce valency
derived from the χ(T ) of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 supports our conclusion described earlier, that
the valency of Ce ions in Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 is higher than that in CePd3 .
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Figure 4.5: Temperature dependence of fractional population (Pn−1 ) and susceptibility
of the valence fluctuating ions (χICF ), plotted in left and right axis, respectively.

4.3.3

Origin of the intermediate valence behavior of Ce and Eu ions
in Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3

Since there is no boron in the lattice, which was earlier considered to be responsible for
the observed valence instability of Eu in EuPd3 B [65, 66, 68], it is clear that introduction
of Ce has stimulated the observed intermediate valency of Eu-ions in Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 . As
the 4f levels of both Ce and Eu hybridize with the conduction states due to their
proximity to the Fermi-level, one of the possible reasons for the observed intermediate
valency of Eu-ions present in Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 could be the hybridization-driven chargetransfer between 4f states of Ce and Eu ions [Ce+3 +Eu+3 +∆ → Ce+4 +Eu+2 +∆∗ , where
∆ and ∆∗ denote the conduction states before and after the proposed charge-transfer,
respectively]. It must be noted that since the proposed charge-transfer between the 4fstates of Ce and Eu is mediated via the conduction states, conservation of the charge only
between the 4f-states does not hold. However, at low temperatures where the thermalexcitations and manifested modifications in the valencies are minimum, the respective
changes in the valencies of Ce and Eu-ions as compared to the parent CePd3 and EuPd3
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can be approximately correlated. For example, at 25 K, the approximate change in
the valency of Eu-ions present in Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 in comparison to the same in EuPd3 is
∆ν(Eu) ∼ −0.7 (2.3 − 3.0).
On the other hand, at the same temperature (25 K) the change in the valency of Ce-ions
present in Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 in comparison to the same in CePd3 is ∆ν(Ce)∼ +0.8 (3.9 −
3.1). The reasonably close agreement in the values of ∆ν(Eu) and ∆ν(Ce) strengthens
the possibility of charge-transfer between Ce and Eu-ions as the underlying mechanisms
for the observed intermediate valencies of RE ions in Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 .

4.3.4

Electrical transport behavior of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3

We have carried out electrical resistivity measurements for Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 to check
weather the dense-Kondo behavior and coherence phenomenon observed in the case
of CePd3 still persist in present compound or not. The temperature dependence of
the resistivity (ρ) is shown in Fig. 4.6. The immediate point to be noticed is that the
dense-Kondo lattice behavior observed near room temperature in CePd3 [196] is absent
and the high temperature (T > 50 K) ρ(T) deviates from linearity and has a negative
curvature (d2 ρ/dT 2 < 0) [Fig. 4.6]. Many high-resistive compounds and alloys exhibit
this kind of non-linear behavior of ρ(T ), which occurs when electronic mean-free path
becomes short and comparable to a few atomic spacings. This non-linear behavior of
ρ(T ) can be interpreted using parallel resistor model proposed by Wiesmann et al., [205],
given in

1
1
1
=
+
ρ(T )
ρid (T ) ρmax

(4.3)

where


ρid (T ) = ρid (0) + C1

T
θD

n θZD /T

xn dx
(1 − e−x )(ex − 1)

(4.4)

0

Where, ρid (0) is the residual-resistivity, θD is the Debye temperature and C1 is the
numerical constant. ρmax basically plays the role of a shunt resistance. The actual
residual resistivity is given by,

ρ0 =

ρid (0)ρmax
ρid (0) + ρmax

(4.5)
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Figure 4.6: Resistivity (ρ) as a function of temperature. Solid line is the fit using equation
(4.3) for T > 50 K. Inset (a) shows ρ(T ) in an expanded scale for T < 50 K. Inset (b)
exhibits the variation of ρ as function of -lnT at low temperatures. The solid line is a linear
fit to the data.

ρid (T) given in equation (4.4) represents the ideal temperature dependence of ρ under Bloch-Grüeniesen model, where the dominant scattering mechanism is of electronphonon in nature. Since ρid (T) varies linearly with temperature at sufficiently high temperatures, we have approximated the temperature variation of ρid as, ρid (T)=ρid (0)+αT.
Figure 4.6 exhibits that the fit using equation (4.3) is good in the temperature range of
50-300 K. The values of various fitting parameters are ρid (0) = 266.2 µΩ-cm, α = 0.5
µΩ-cmK−1 and ρmax = 270.2 µΩ-cm. The value of ρ0 calculated from the equation 4.5
is 134.1 µΩ-cm, which is close the value obtained by extrapolating ρ values of T > 25
K. At low temperatures ρ(T) exhibits a shallow minima at ∼ 25 K [inset (a), Fig. 4.6].
Below 25 K, ρ scales with -ln T [inset (b), Fig. 4.6], which is suggestive of Kondo like
behavior.

4.4

Intermediate valence behavior in metallic perovskite
Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 Bx (x =0.5 and 1.0)

To study the effect of lattice parameter enhancement on the valence behavior of RE
ions we have investigated the boron-filled compounds Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 Bx (x =0.5 and
1.0). As discussed in section 1.2.2 (chapter 1), the incorporated boron atoms occupy
the vacant body centre lattice site of the cubic unit cell. The study of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 Bx
and comparison of the results with that of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 also helps to understand the
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effect of change of chemical environment around RE ions (Ce and Eu) on their valence
behavior. As already discussed in section 4.3, in the case of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 Bx , while
the boron incorporation leads to lattice expansion, the underlying cubic structure remains the same with Pm3̄m space-group symmetry. The cubic lattice parameter of both
Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 B0.5 and Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 B are nearly same with the value a = 4.200 Å.
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Figure 4.7: Temperature variation of zero field cooled magnetization (M) and inverse
molar susceptibility (χ−1 ) of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 Bx (x = 0.5, 1.0) plotted along left and right
axis, respectively. The solid lines are the linear fit to χ−1 (T ) data.

The temperature variation of molar and inverse molar susceptibilities of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 Bx
(x =0.5 and 1.0) is shown in Fig. 4.7. It can be easily noticed from the figure 4.7 that the
magnetic behavior of boron-filled Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 Bx is significantly different from that of
Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 . In contrast to the relatively complicated variation of χ(T ) in the case
of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 (represented by equation 4.1), the χ(T ) of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 Bx exhibits
simple CW behavior in the entire temperature range of measurement, as can be seen from
the linear variation of χ−1 (T ) [Fig. 4.7]. The observed χ(T ) of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 Bx is close
to that reported in the case of EuPd3 B [65]. The paramagnetic nature of χ(T ) suggests
that the Ce ions, that exhibit dynamic temperature dependent valency in Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3
(section 4.3.2), are primarily in temperature independent valence state in boron-filled
Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 Bx .
The results of Eu-Mössbauer measurements performed at two different temperatures,
T = 25 and 300 K are shown in the Fig. 4.8. The results are quite similar to the
Eu-Mössbauer spectra reported for EuPd3 B [66]. In the case of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 B0.5 and
Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 B, the low temperature (25 K) spectra consist of primarily two features:
a dominant trivalent characteristic (IS ∼ +6.4 mm/sec) and an additional mixed-valent
feature (IS ∼ -4.2 mm/sec). At room temperature two peaks come closer and merge to
form a broad peak.
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Figure 4.8: Eu-Mössbauer spectrum for (a) Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 B0 .5, and (b) Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 B,
measured at two different temperatures T = 25 and 300 K.

A similar behavior was reported earlier in the case of EuPd3 B [66] and can be attributed to the occurrence of charge ordering of different valence states of Eu ions in
Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 B. In the case of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 B0.5 , where half of the body centre sites are
filled with boron while the remaining half are vacant, there is a possibility of having two
different type of Eu sites characterized by the number of nearest neighbor boron atoms.
This kind of arrangement may lead to two different environment-dependent excitation
energies for the fluctuations of electrons between the localized 4f level and conduction
band [66]. In such cases, the observation of charge ordering of different valence states of
Eu ions can not be ruled out. In addition, physical phase segregation (Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 B0.5
as a whole can be considered as a combination of two phase − one rich in Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3
and another rich in Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 B) can also produce such results. However, the powder
XRD data [Fig. 4.2] do not distinguishably suggest any macroscopic phase segregation.
In the case of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 B, where all the Eu site are in principle equivalent, the
observation of charge ordering is some what surprising. It may be noted that both
Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 B0.5 and Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 B crystallize with the same lattice parameter of
4.200 Å and the exhibit nearly similar behavior in magnetic susceptibility [Fig.4.7]
and Eu-Mössbauer measurements [Fig.4.8]. Such characteristics hint that the solubility of boron in Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 Bx may be limited only up to x = 0.5, and the excess
amount of boron incorporated in the case of x = 1.0 might be going in to interstitial
places or forming some boron rich secondary phases. In fact, the powder XRD data
of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 B hints for the presence of some additional phases in the compound
[Fig. 4.2]. In this scenario, the majority phase of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 B will be effectively
equivalent to Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 B0.5 and one would observe nearly similar physical properties for both of them, which is essentially the situation in the present case.
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4.5

Valence instability of Eu ions in Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3

As discussed in the section 4.3, the cubic lattice parameters (a) of RPd3 compounds
follow usual lanthanide contraction except in the case of CePd3 [64–66], where the measured value of a is significantly smaller than that expected under normal lanthanide
contraction effect. This discrepancy in the value of a has been mainly attributed to the
anomalous mixed-valent (+3 < ν < +4) state of Ce-ions in this compound in comparison with the stable +3 valency of RE ions in other RPd3 compounds [64]. The addition
of boron manifests in significant increase in the value of a of resulting RPd3 B in comparison with that of RPd3 [Fig. 4.1]. Similar to RPd3 , the values of a of boron-doped
RPd3 B also follow the normal lanthanide contraction, except EuPd3 B which exhibits
a relatively larger value of a [65, 66]. As in the case of CePd3 , the anomalous and
high value of a in EuPd3 B is a manifestation of valency change of Eu-ions from normal
+3 to an intermediate valence state (+2 < ν < +3). Valence transition of Eu-ions
from a stable Eu+3 in EuPd3 to a predominantly Eu+2 state in EuPd3 B brings in substantial modifications in magnetic behavior [65]. EuPd3 exhibits nearly temperature
independent susceptibility [65]. In contrast, the divalent state of Eu+2 (8 S7/2 ) possesses
a fairly large paramagnetic moment of 7.94 µB and results in a CW behavior in EuPd3 B
[65]. The underlying reason for the valence change of the Eu-ions from +3 in EuPd3 to
predominantly +2 in EuPd3 B has been mainly attributed to the change in the crystal
environment around Eu-ions and (or) increment in the value of a upon boron addition
[65, 68].
In the present work, we demonstrate that the valency of Eu-ions present in EuPd3 can
also be altered by exerting negative chemical pressure by doping the non-magnetic RE
element La in the compound. The ionic radii of La+3 is more than that of Eu+3 and
hence its introduction in the lattice leads to lattice expansion. To achieve sufficient
increase in the unit cell volume as well as to maintain enough stoichiometry of Eu to
get adequate magnetic signal, we have selected the composition Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3 for the
present study. In this work, we report the study of magnetic and electrical-transport
properties of this doped compound.
Powder-XRD data suggest the formation of the single phase compound Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3
with Pm3̄m space-group symmetry, similar to that of LaPd3 and EuPd3 [178]. As
expected, Rietveld analysis of powder-XRD data also suggests that both La and Eu
occupy the cube corner site (0, 0, 0) of the cubic unit cell. The value of the cubic
lattice parameter obtained from the refinement of powder XRD data of Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3
is a = 4.170 Å. The reported value of the lattice parameter of EuPd3 is a = 4.102 Å
and that of B doped EuPd3 B is a = 4.196 Å [69].
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4.5.1

Magnetic susceptibility of Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3

Figure 4.9 shows the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility (χ) of
Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3 . The observed χ(T) of Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3 clearly deviates from the behavior
observed in the case of EuPd3 , where the Eu-ions are in trivalent-state [65]. Instead of
a nearly temperature independent variation in EuPd3 , χ(T) exhibits a relatively higher
value and exhibits an upturn below T∼ 25 K. The observed χ(T) also deviates from a
CW behavior observed in the case of EuPd3 B [65], where the Eu-ions are in divalent
state. Hence, the observed χ(T) behavior of Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3 suggests that Eu-ions are
neither in purely trivalent and nor in divalent-state in this compound. The χ(T) data
also exhibits a broad hump near T∼ 125 K, which is often considered as the signature
of the presence of ions having temperature dependent valency [157, 199].
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Figure 4.9: Temperature variation of the molar susceptibility (χ) and inverse molar
susceptibility (χ−1 ) of Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3 . The continuous line is the fit to χ(T) data using
the χ(T ) expression given by the equation (4.6) in the text. Dashed line is the linear-fit of
χ−1 (T ) data in the range of 150-300 K.

As discussed in section 4.3.2, this broad hump in χ(T) occurs due to the competition
between two effects; an increase in the χ with decrease in temperature and decrease in
the population of exited magnetic state of unstable valence ion with decrease in temperature. The χ(T) of Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3 follows CW behavior above 150 K as evident from
the linear variation of inverse-susceptibility (χ−1 ) in the temperature range 150-300 K
[Fig. 4.9]. The values of effective paramagnetic moment (µef f ) and paramagnetic Curie
temperature (θP ) derived from the linear part of the χ−1 (T ) plot are 3.15 µB /formula
unit and -378 K, respectively. Although, the value of µef f suggests that large fraction
of Eu-ions present in the lattice are in magnetic Eu+2 state near the room temperature,
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the large and negative value of θP suggests of presence of valence fluctuating ions in the
compound [157, 199].
We have analyzed the χ(T) data of Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3 under ICF model [152, 156] discussed
in section 4.3.2. As mentioned there, in the ICF model, the valency of the unstable valence ions is a function of temperature and depends on basically two parameters; energy
difference (Eex ) between ground state (Eu+3 , non-magnetic in the present case) and
the exited state (Eu+2 , magnetic in the present case) and characteristic spin-fluctuation
temperature (Tsf ) that describes the internal dynamics of the fluctuations. It is worth
mentioning that in the ICF model we consider that Eex is relatively small compared to
all the multiplet-splittings. Hence, thermal-excitation of only Hund’s-ground states of
each configuration is needed to be taken in to the account [152]. However, in the case of
Eu+3 , due to the similar values of orbital and spin-angular-momentums, the multipletsplittings of the ground level are small in energy and comparable to thermal excitations.
Hence consideration of only nonmagnetic ground state (7 F0 , Eu+3 ) and magnetic excited
state (8 S7/2 , Eu+2 ) will not present the complete picture. However, as a first approximation one can neglect the effect of multiplets as it will only marginally modify the relative
populations of Eu+3 and Eu+2 ions, particularly in the low temperatures. It may also be
mentioned here that normally average fractional valency of valence-fluctuating ions (e.g.
Eu in this case) is a temperature dependent quantity. However, in contrast to this Dhar
et al. [66] have shown that the average valency of Eu-ions is temperature independent
for T > 160 K in EuPd3 B. The Eu-ions with such kind of temperature independent population would effectively exhibit a CW behavior with a lower value of µef f (< 7.94 µB )
originating from the fraction of Eu-ions in Eu+2 valence state. To include the effect of
such Eu-ions with temperature independent valency, an additional CW term is needed
in the χ(T) expression. Hence, the χ(T) of the present compound can be described
by the equation (4.6), where the temperature dependence of magnetic-susceptibility of
valence fluctuating ions (χICF ) is described by first term of the equation (4.6), while
the second term represents CW susceptibility.


χ(T ) = (1 − f )

N
3kB






µ2n Pn (T ) + µ2n−1 Pn−1 (T )

 + f C + χ0
q
T
2
2
T + Tsf

(4.6)

Here, µn , µn−1 and Pn , Pn−1 are the effective paramagnetic moments and fractional
populations of nonmagnetic ground state and magnetic excited state, respectively, f is
the fraction of Eu-ions with temperature independent valence state that exhibit CW
behavior, C is the Curie constant and χ0 is temperature independent susceptibility.
Fractional population of ground state can be described by the equation (4.6) given in
section 4.3.2.
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Figure 4.10: Temperature dependence of the fractional occupation, Pn−1 (T ), of the Eu
exited state (Eu+2 ) and molar susceptibility resulting from interconfigurational fluctuations
of Eu-ions (χICF ), plotted along the left and right vertical axis, respectively.

As mentioned above, we have considered non-magnetic Eu+3 as the ground state (En )
and magnetic Eu+2 state as the excited state (En−1 ). Hence, we have taken the effective
paramagnetic moments of ground state (µn ) and excited state (µn−1 ) as 0 and 7.94 µB ,
respectively. The angular momentum values Jn and Jn−1 have been taken as 0 and 27 ,
respectively. We have fitted the χ(T) data to equation (4.6) and the result is shown
by the continuous solid line in Fig. 4.9. The resulting fit satisfactorily describes the
temperature dependence of χ(T) of Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3 over the whole temperature range
of measurement. The values of various fitting parameters are as follows; f = 0.66,
Tsf = 164 K, Eex = 418 K and χ0 = −0.00045 emu/mole-oe. The high value of f
suggests that a large fraction of Eu-ions are in magnetic state Eu+2 . The value of µef f
for EuPd3 B calculated by Dhar et al. is 6.77 µB [65]. Considering the moment value of
Eu+2 ions (7.94 µB ), the time-averaged fraction of Eu+2 ions present in EuPd3 B can be
estimated as 0.85. The value of f = 0.66 obtained in the present work for Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3
is smaller than that in EuPd3 B. Figure 4.10 represents the variation of χICF and Pn−1
with temperature. One can see from this figure that the value of Pn−1 that represents
the fractional population of magnetic Eu+2 state increases with increase in temperature
due to thermal excitations. As mentioned earlier, the value of χICF exhibits a broad
maxima centered around T=125 K. We would like to mention it here that, although
the magnetic susceptibility of Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3 suggests for the presence of valence valence
fluctuating Eu ions, Mössbauer measurements are needed to firmly conclude the same.
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4.5.2

Resistivity behavior of Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3

We have also investigated the electrical resistivity (ρ) behavior of the compound [Fig. 4.11].
The ρ(T ) exhibits a normal tendency of saturation at low temperatures, however it exhibits a non-linear temperature dependence for T> 25 K. This kind of behavior has
been observed in many high-resistivity materials whose resistivity approaches ρ ∼ 150
µΩ-cm [206–208]. A similar high temperature ρ(T ) behavior was observed in the case of
Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 (section 4.3.4). As discussed in section 4.3.4, such ρ(T ) behavior occurs
when the electronic mean-free path becomes very short (of the order of a few atomic
spacings). Such non-linear temperature variation of ρ exhibits a negative curvature
(d2 ρ/dT2 ) and can be interpreted using parallel-resistance model [205] given in equation 4.3.
Similar to the case of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 described in section 4.3.4, we can approximate the
temperature variation of ρid as, ρid (T)=ρid (0)+αT. Figure 4.11 shows that the fit is
quite good in temperature range 25<T<300 K. The values of fitting parameters are;
ρid (0) = 354.4 µΩ-cm, α = 1.05 µΩ-cmK−1 and ρmax = 243.1 µΩ-cm. The value of
actual residual-resistivity obtained using expression given in equation (4.5) is ρ0 = 144.2
µΩ-cm, which is very close to the value obtained by extrapolating the ρ(T) data to T = 0
K.
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Figure 4.11: Electrical resistivity (ρ) as a function of temperature. Solid line is the fit
using the parallel-resistor model given by the equation (4.3) in the text.
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4.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have studied the valence, magnetic and electrical transport behavior
of cubic Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 Bx (x =0.0, 0.50, 1.0) and Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3 . The boron incorporated
Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 Bx compounds have perovskite like atomic arrangements in the cubic unit
cell while Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 and Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3 crystallize with vacant body centre site. The
Ce and Eu ions, both capable of exhibiting valence fluctuation, occupy the same cube
corner lattice site in Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 Bx (x =0.0, 0.50 and 1.0). Similarly, in Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3 ,
non-magnetic La ions and unstable valence Eu ions occupy the cube corner lattice site.
Our experimental data suggest that the valency of Eu-ions in Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 differs
from the stable +3 observed in parent EuPd3 . The presence of intermediate-valence Ce
ions is believed to be the stimulating factor for the observed change in the Eu valency.
This kind of interdependence of the valency of RE ions is a unique phenomenon. The
observed valence transition of Eu ions without any associated modification of the unit cell
volume is also of rare occurrence. The temperature variation of electrical resistivity of
Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 has been interpreted using parallel-resistance model at high temperatures
(T > 50 K) and Kondo-like behavior at low temperatures (T < 50 K).
The valence and magnetic behavior of RE ions in boron-filled Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 Bx (x =
0.50 and 1.0) is substantially different from that of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 . The magnetic susceptibility of boron-filled compounds exhibit paramagnetic CW behavior in the entire
temperature range of measurement, while the same in Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 shows the significant contribution coming from the temperature dependent valence change of RE ions.
In contrast to Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 , the Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 Bx compounds also exhibit the presence
of charge ordering of different valence states of Eu ions.
We have also shown that the valency of Eu-ions, which is trivalent in binary EuPd3 ,
can be altered by doping nonmagnetic RE ion La in the lattice. Although, the resulting
compound Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3 preserves the cubic symmetry, a larger than expected increase
in unit cell volume has been noticed. Result of χ(T) has been interpreted in terms
of ICF model and an additional C-W term originated from the fraction of Eu-ions in
temperature independent valence state. The analysis suggest that at high temperature
there is a substantial presence of magnetic Eu+2 state in Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3 . Similar to
Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 , the temperature variation of electrical resistivity of Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3 has
been interpreted using parallel-resistance model. Our work suggests that the observed
valence transition in this compound is due to negative-pressure-driven lattice parameter
enhancement. This work also demonstrate that the valency of Eu-ions present in the
cubic lattice of EuPd3 can be altered without filling the body center site of the cubic
unit cell.

Chapter 5

Structural, magnetic and
transport properties of binary
intermetallic compound YPd3
5.1

Introduction

As mentioned in chapter 1 (section 1.2.2), the rare-earth (RE) and transition metal based
series of binary and ternary compounds have been extensively investigated during last
few decades due to their various interesting physical properties, viz. superconductivity
[209, 210], Kondo phenomenon [211], magneto-caloric effects [212] etc. One of the such
series is palladium based RPd3 , and related RPd3 B (R: rare-earth) compounds [213–
220]. Significant amount of work has been done on this series and in particular magnetic
[178, 221], transport [216] and valence fluctuating properties [64, 66] of these compounds
have been investigated.
It has been earlier mentioned in chapter 1 (section 1.2.2) and later discussed for GdPd3
in chapter 3 (section 1.3) that RPd3 (R: Sc, Y and La to Lu) compounds crystallize in a
cubic AuCu3 structure with Pm3̄m space group symmetry. Magnetism in this series of
compounds arises from the localized 4f moments of RE ions [178] (see the section 1.3 of
chapter 1 for details). The compounds containing magnetic RE ions (e.g. Gd, Tb, Dy,
Ho etc.) exhibit magnetic ordering (in general of predominant antiferromagnetic (AFM)
nature) or a paramagnetic behavior down to the lowest measurable temperature [178].
In contrast, the compound containing non-magnetic RE ions (e.g. Y and La) show
diamagnetic character [222]. One of such diamagnetic compound, YPd3 , is a known
Some of the contents of this chapter are published in the following article;
1. Abhishek Pandey et al. J. Alloys Compd. 476, 14 (2009).
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hydrogen storage material [223, 224], thus relate to one the most demanding area of
present day energy-based research. YPd3 has also extensively been used as a matrix
material for studying various physical properties of dilute mixture of magnetic rareearths to host YPd3 [225–227]. The advantage of such dilute mixture of magnetic RPd3
to non-magnetic YPd3 is; the structure and symmetries of the mixed phase does not
alter. However, the lattice parameter of the mixed phase is sensitive to the amount of
RPd3 present in the mixed phase and to the ionic radii of RE ion of RPd3 dopant [225].
In addition, the heat capacity data of YPd3 have been used to subtract from that of RPd3
or Rx Y1−x Pd3 to find out the magnetic contribution to the heat capacity in the latter
[228]. The same is done in the case of electrical resistivity [229], to calculate the spin
disorder (magnetic) contribution in the resistivity of RPd3 or Rx Y1−x Pd3 compounds.
Gardner et al. [178] have made some attempts to investigate the magnetic behavior of
YPd3 . However, the magnetic and magneto-transport properties of this compound is yet
to be studied in detail. In view of this, we feel that it is worth performing the detailed
studies of magnetic properties of YPd3 by using a sensitive magnetometer suitable for
detecting very small strength of magnetic signal originated from this compound. In the
present work, we investigate the magnetic properties of YPd3 and find the significant
effect of trace magnetic element (possibly magnetic RE ions) on the magnetic properties
of the compound at lower applied magnetic fields [230]. In addition, we have also observed an anomaly in low temperature resistivity behavior, in that the resistivity values
exhibits a shallow minima at T = 14 K and suggest for Kondo like behavior. In contrast, our high resolution powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurement and structural
analysis suggest for a well ordered crystal lattice free from any detectable additional
phase present in the compound.

5.2

Experimental details

The polycrystalline sample of YPd3 was prepared by arc-melting technique described in
chapter 2. The stoichiometric amount of yttrium (99.9% pure) and palladium (>99.95%
pure) were melted under flowing argon atmosphere. By careful weighing, the stoichiometry of YPd3 could be controlled up to 99.992% (stoichiometrically). The constituent
elements were cleaned thoroughly to minimize any external impurity. At first, surface
of yttrium was removed by a fine cleaning bit using DREMEL kit (DREMEL, The
Netherlands) to minimize the surface impurities. Before use, the bit was cleaned in an
ultrasonic bath. After removing the suface of yttrium, both Y and Pd were cleaned in
the ultrasonic bath.
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The sample chamber was first vacuumed and then a steady flow of argon coming from
guttering furnace was maintained for several minutes before the start of melting process.
We first thoroughly melted a titanium ball to insure that the argon coming from guttering furnace does not contain any oxygen. The shining surface of melted titanium ball
insured for oxygen free argon. The sample was then melted quite a few times after flipping each time to insure proper homogeneity and then casted in the form of a rod of 1.9
mm diameter. The weight loss during the melting was less than 0.1%. Sample was then
wrapped in a molybdenum foil and sealed in a quartz tube and then annealed for 240
hours at 1000 0 C to increase the homogeneity. Structural characterization was performed
by powder XRD technique using CuKα radiation in a Rigaku-D/max-2500/PC high resolution powder diffractometer having a rotating anode X-ray source. This diffractometer
is fitted with a curved crystal monochromator in the diffraction beam, that enables the
detection of even very weak reflections. The DC-magnetic measurements on cylindrical
piece of the sample were performed using a SQUID (MPMS-7, Quantum design Inc.,
USA) magnetometer. The zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) magnetization
measurements were carried out in the temperature range 2 - 300 K at two different
applied DC fields, H = 0.1 and 7.0 T. Isothermal magnetization (hysteresis) measurements were carried out at three different temperatures, T = 5, 50 and 300 K, by varying
the field from -7.0 to +7.0 T in all quadrants. The electrical resistivity measurement
were performed by four probe method both in zero field as well as in the presence of applied magnetic field of 7.0 T. We have also performed inductively coupled plasma-atomic
emission spectroscopic (ICP-AES) measurement for the trace impurity detection.

5.3

Structural characterization

Experimental powder XRD data along with Rietveld fit, difference profile and Bragg
positions have been presented in Fig. 5.1. Full Rietveld refinement of powder XRD
data performed using FullPROF package [159] clearly exhibits ordered and single phase
nature of the compound. Our XRD data refinement concludes that the compound forms
in a cubic structure and as reported earlier crystallize with Pm3̄m space group symmetry
[223]. The value of lattice parameter and other refinement parameters have been listed
in Table 5.1. The presence of very low intensity (< 1%) Bragg peaks [inset, Fig. 5.1] can
be taken as an evidence for the absece of any Y/Pd antisite disorder in the compound. In
powder XRD patterns for a cubic compound, the cube corner positions (0, 0, 0) interfere
destructively with the face-centre positions (1/2, 1/2, 0) for mixed indices Bragg peaks.
Therefore, in the presence of uniform Y/Pd disorder, the crystal lattice will become a
face centred cubic lattice and as a result, one would not observe any Bragg peak with
mixed indices (both even and odd). Hence (100) and (110) reflections will remain absent.
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In contrast, in an ordered cubic lattice, where Y occupies cube corner site (0, 0, 0) and
Pd occupies three face-centred sites (1/2, 1/2, 0), one would observe these low intensity
mixed-indices Bragg peaks. However, due to close atomic numbers of Y and Pd, the
intensity of (100) and (110) reflections becomes very low (< 1%) in YPd3 . The inset in
figure 5.1 exhibits the observed data and calculated profile in the low angle reagion for
(100) and (110) Bragg reflections. The sufficeintly good fit for these very low intensity
peaks suggests the formation of a crytal lattice with an ordered arragnment of Y and
Pd at cube corner and face-centre positions respectively. In addition, we do not observe
presence of any impurity peak due to any additional phase present in the compound.
Thus XRD data confirms a single phase compound with an ordered arrangement of
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Figure 5.1: Experimentally observed powder XRD pattern, Rietveld fit, Bragg peak positions and difference pattern for YPd3 . Inset depicts low angle region exhibiting (100) and
(110) Bragg peaks in an expanded scale.

Parameters

Values/Symbols

Space group

Pm3̄m (No. 221)

Lattice parameter

4.0694 ± 0.0003 Å

Maximum intensity

16105 [(111) Bragg peak]

Atomic positions

Y (0, 0, 0) & Pd ( 12 , 12 , 0)

Atomic displacement factor

Y (0.09) & Pd (0.12)

R-factors

Rp = 11.7, Rwp = 15.3, Rexp = 8.95

Table 5.1: Structural refinement results: Space group symbol, cubic lattice parameter,
maximum intensity of the highest intensity Bragg peak, atomic positions, atomic displacement factors and R-factor for YPd3 as obtained from full Rietveld refinement. The refinement has been performed keeping full occupation of Y and Pd sites.
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Magnetic behavior of YPd3

Figure 5.2 shows the temperature dependence of zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled
(FC) susceptibility (M/H) of YPd3 taken at H = 0.1 T. The susceptibility values are very
small and positive throughout the temperature range of measurement. This data thus
does not suggest for the diamagnetic character of YPd3 as suggested earlier [178], which
indeed would have lead to negative values of susceptibility. The susceptibility takes
a sharp upturn below T = 25 K, below which FC susceptibility values slightly differ
from that of ZFC values. We repeated the ZFC and FC magnetization measurements
at higher applied magnetic field of H = 7.0 T, and the results are shown in the inset of
Fig. 5.2. At higher applied field, the susceptibility (both ZFC and FC) turn to negative.
At H = 7.0 T, the ZFC and FC data overlap each other in the entire temperature
range of measurement. The negative values of susceptibility suggest for a predominant
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diamagnetic character of the material at higher fields.
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Figure 5.2: Zero field cooled and field cooled DC-magnetization as a function of temperature, performed at H = 0.1 T. Inset shows the same at H = 7.0 T. Continuous red
line in inset is the plot of fitting function χ =

C
T −θ

− χ0 .

We have fitted the susceptibility data at H = 7.0 T with the function χ(T ) = [C/(T −
θc ) − χ0 ] [Fig. 5.2]. The values of fitting parameters are as follows: Curie constant
(C)=0.00208 emu-K/Mole-Oe, paramagnetic Curie temperature (θc ) = −14.9 K and
temperature independent diamagnetic susceptibility (χ0 ) = 0.00012 emu/Mole-Oe. The
calculated value of the Curie constant leads to a value of effective paramagnetic moment,
µef f = 0.129 µB . These anomalous magnetization results suggest the presence of some
additional magnetic phase in the compound, which could not be detected through our
high resolution powder XRD measurement (resolution limit ∼ 0.2%). Gardner et al.
performed the magnetization measurements at intermediate fields (0.5 - 1.3 T) and
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observed the effect of some magnetic impurity present in the compound [178]. Due to the
presence of such additional magnetic phase, the diamagnetic character of the pure YPd3
is seems to be suppressed at lower applied fields. However, at higher applied magnetic
field, the diamagnetic susceptibility dominates over the small positive signal generated
due to the the additional magnetic phase. The variation of inverse susceptibility with
temperature in zero field cooled condition has been plotted in Fig. 5.3. The data at
H = 0.1 T does not suggest for any paramagnetic character at low temperature as
obtained by Gardner et al. [178] for weakly diamagnetic LaPd3 and LuPd3 .
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Figure 5.3: Inverse molar susceptibility as a function of temperature at two different
applied magnetic fields, H = 0.1 and 7.0 T.

The result of isothermal magnetization (hysteresis) measurement performed at T = 5 K
has been shown in Fig. 5.4. The data exhibit anomalous, tilted ‘S’ shaped variation of
magnetization with applied magnetic field [231]. This data also strengthen the scenario
predicted on the basis of ZFC/FC magnetization measurements. The nature of hysteresis behavior suggests for the presence of two competing contributing factors to the
magnetization−one with positive and another with negative magnetization values. The
data suggest that as we increase the applied magnetic field the contribution of positive
magnetization keeps increasing up to H ∼ 2.0 T. Above this field, the contribution of
negative magnetization starts dominating and finally the magnetization values turn to
negative at H ∼ 5.8 T. The diamagnetic contribution in general varies linearly with the
applied magnetic field and posses a negative value of slope. Thus one would expect the
variation of positive contribution to be of non linear in nature, as two linear contribution would have resulted in a linear variation of resulting magnetization with applied
field. Therefore, the hysteresis behavior presented in figure 5.4 indicate the presence
of following two contributions: (i) negative diamagnetic contribution, which possibly
varies linearly with the applied magnetic field and (ii) positive contribution which first
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increases with increase in the field and then tends to saturated above H ∼ 2.0 T. This
suggests that the observed trace effect of magnetism could be of ferromagnetic type.
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Figure 5.4: Isothermal magnetization as a function of applied DC-magnetic field performed at T = 5 K.

In RPd3 series, GdPd3 crystallizes with the same structure with a cubic lattice parameter
value, a = 4.081 Å [178] nearest to that of YPd3 (a = 4.069 Å), in comparison with
other RE ions. Thus the presence of very small amount of GdPd3 in YPd3 will be
difficult to detect by powder XRD technique. The isothermal magnetization value of
GdPd3 tends to saturate at H ∼ 2.0 T (section 1.6, Chapter 3). Since the positive
contribution coming from impurity phase also tends to saturate at ∼ 2.0 T, GdPd3
could be a possible candidate for the impurity phase present in the material. Assuming
the above mentioned magnetic impurity phase is the minor presence of GdPd3 in YPd3 ,
the following estimate can be made about the amount of the impurity phase: Isothermal
magnetization of GdPd3 at T = 2 K possess a value ∼ 6 µB /F.U. at H ∼ 2 T (section
1.6, Chapter 3). The same in the case of YPd3 is ∼ 3 × 10−4 µB /F.U. at T = 5
K. Assuming the whole positive contribution to the magnetization is coming from the
magnetic impurity phase of GdPd3 in YPd3 , the amount of impurity phase would be
close to 0.005% or 50 ppm of Gd in Y. Hence the atomic percentage of Gd impurity
would be ∼ 12.5 ppm. Since the purity of yttrium metal used by us was 99.9%, the
amount of impurity estimated can easly be present in the sample.
This small amount of impurity can definitely not be avoided by any sample preparation
technique, as to avoid such an impurity one needs starting materials (in particular RE
metal) of purity 99.995%, which is not used in general. In addition, such a small amount
of impurity (0.005%) can not be detected using any high resolution X-ray diffractometer,
as most of the high resolution X-ray diffractometers have sensitivity below 0.1%. We have
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also calculated the amount of additional magnetic phase using the effective paramagnetic
moment value obtained in ZFC magnetization measurement performed at H = 7.0 T.
As mentioned earlier, the value of effective paramagnetic moment at H = 7.0 T is 0.129
µB . The free ion paramagnetic moment value of Gd+3 ion is 7.94 µB . This leads to the
1.63% presence of GdPd3 in YPd3 , which is much higher compare to that obtained in
the isothermal magnetization measurements. This discrepancy may have arisen due to
the contribution of polarized conduction electrons to the effective paramagnetic moment
at high applied field of 7.0 T.
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Figure 5.5: Isothermal magnetization as a function of applied DC-magnetic field performed at three different temperatures T = 5, 50 and 300 K. The data for T = 5 K is same
as that presented in Fig. 5.4.

To quantitatively detect the exact amount and nature of RE impurities present in our
compound, we performed ICP-AES measurement. The results suggest that the sample
of YPd3 investigated in this study contain 9 ppm of Gd and 8 ppm of Tb impurities.
These values are very close to the values estimated through macroscopic magnetic measurements (∼ 12.5 ppm). We did not observe the presence of any other magnetic RE
elements, viz. Dy, Ho, Pr etc. It may be mentioned here that Borchardt et al. have reported the results of isothermal magnetization measurements performed at T = 15 mK
on YPd3 sample containing 0.01% Gd impurity [227]. Their data show saturation of
moments and do not exhibit negative magnetization values as observed by us at T = 5
K [Fig. 5.4]. The first reson for this discrepancy could be the differance in the temperature of measurement; as at the lower temperature the positive contribution from
impurity phase is expected to increase. The second reason could be the lower value of
impurity present in our sample compare to the 0.01% Gd impurity present in the sample
of Borchardt et al.
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We also performed the isothermal magnetization measurements at T = 50 and 300 K
[Fig. 5.5]. The data show that, as we increase the temperature, the negative contribution
originating from diamagnetism takes a lead and in that the slope of the M-H plot becomes
more negative for the positive applied magnetic fields. However, the positive contribution
exhibit its weak presence at lower fields even at T = 300 K.

5.5

Electrical transport properties of YPd3
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Figure 5.6: Electrical resistivity as a function of temperature at two different applied field
conditions, H = 0 and 7.5 T. Inset (a) shows the low temperature resistivity data at H = 0
and 7.5 T in a magnified scale. Inset (b) exhibits the plot of resistivity at zero field as a
function of lnT. The continuous line is a linear fit.

To check the effect of this small additional magnetic phases on electrical and magneto
transport behavior of YPd3 , we carried out field dependent electrical resistivity measurements. The results suggest that this additional phase does not cast any signature
on high temperature electrical transport properties of the compound, and resistivity
exhibits a normal metallic behavior for T > 14 K with a room temperature value, ρ(300
K) ∼ 24 µΩ−cm [Fig. 5.6]. However, at low temperature we observe an anomaly in
the resistivity behavior. The resistivity values produce a shallow minima at T = 14
K, below which resistivity increases with a decrease in temperature [inset (a), Fig. 6].
Below T = 14 K, resistivity values scale with -lnT [inset (b), Fig. 5.6]. This suggest
for a Kondo like behavior and also strengthen the conception of the presence of small
amount of additional magnetic phase in non-magnetic YPd3 . This minima in resistivity
disappears on the application of external magnetic field of 7.5 T. The resistivity values
indicate a weak negative magnetoresistance below T = 10 K, and suggest for reduction
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in spin disorder scattering originated from additional magnetic phase present in the material by the application of external magnetic field. At higher temperature, the values
of electrical resistivity retrace themselves at H = 7.5 T, thus exhibiting field independent electrical transport behavior [Fig. 5.6]. We would like to point out here that the
electrical transport in YPd3 is very sensitive to the doping of external ions. One of such
doped compound Y0.98 U0.02 Pd3 exhibits non-Fermi liquid behavior and multichannel
Kondo phenomena [226], in that its electrical resistivity exhibit a negative temperature
coefficient of resistance near room temperature.

5.6

Conclusion

We have studied the structural, magnetic and electrical transport properties of one of
the possible hydrogen storage materials, YPd3 , through high resolution powder XRD
measurement, DC-magnetic measurements and field dependent electrical resistivity measurements. The material exhibit predominant diamagnetic character at high magnetic
fields. On the other hand at lower applied fields, the magnetic behavior of the compound is seriously affected by the presence of very dilute amount (9 ppm of Gd and 8
ppm of Tb) additional magnetic elements. Similarly, we obtained a weak effect of these
additional magnetic elements on electrical conduction of this material at low temperatures, in that resistivity values produce a shallow minima at T = 14 K. The resistivity
values scale with -lnT below 14 K and thus suggest for Kondo like behavior. On the
other hand, the XRD data do not show any signature of such a phase and suggest for a
well ordered cubic phase, free from any antisite disorder. To the best of our knowledge,
no attempt has been made to prepare a ultra pure YPd3 that exhibits expected pure
diamagnetic character even at lower applied magnetic fields. The data and their analysis
presented here can be used in physical measurements when YPd3 is being treated as a
non-magnetic analogy phase in the study of RPd3 or Rx Y1−x Pd3 compounds.

Chapter 6

Magnetic and magneto-transport
properties of TbPd3Bx (x = 0, 1)
6.1

Introduction

Some of the underlying features of metallic perovskite compounds have been discussed
in chapter 1 (section 1.2.2). As mentioned there, the observation of many intriguing
and application-oriented properties has made study of metallic perovskite compounds a
topic of current interest [20, 22, 30, 47, 55, 195]. Though metallic perovskite compounds
are structurally related to their oxygen-based variants, the basic electronic-structure and
physical properties are often quite different (section 1.2.2, chapter 1). One such series of
metallic perovskite compounds, RPd3 Bx C1−x (R: rare-earth ion), has been reported to
exhibit many interesting phenomena e.g. negative temperature coefficient of resistance
(chapter 3), negative thermal expansion, intermediate valence behavior (chapter 3), etc.
(chapter 4).
As discussed in section 1.2.2, one of the advantages in the study of RPd3 Bx C1−x series
is that one can also prepare a stable phase of undoped RPd3 compounds [178] and
perform a comparative study with respect to the effect of negative chemical pressure,
change in the electronic-structure near the Fermi level etc. induced by boron and carbon
doping. These effects lead to quite contrasting physical properties of undoped and
doped compounds (chapter 3). Undoped RPd3 compounds form with the same crystal
structure and space group symmetry (space group: Pm3̄m) as that of boron-doped
RPd3 B compounds, except that the body center position of the cubic unit cell remains
vacant in the former. We present in this work, the study of magnetic, transport and
Some of the contents of this chapter are published in the following article;
1. Abhishek Pandey et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 94, 172509 (2009).
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magnetotransport properties of Tb-based members of RPd3 and RPd3 B series [232].
Our results show that TbPd3 exhibits negative giant magnetoresistance (GMR) at low
temperatures. Introduction of boron at body centre site leads to substantial modification
in magnetic and transport properties of the resultant TbPd3 B that exhibits positive
GMR. Electrical transport behaviors of the two compounds also exhibit quite contrasting
features.

6.2

Experimental details

Compounds were synthesized by standard argon arc-melting procedure described in
chapter 2 (section 1.2). The samples were cast in the form of a cylindrical rod of diameter 1.9 mm. Cylindrical shape of the samples minimizes the effect of demagnetization
factor in magnetization data and also reduces the errors in resistivity values. As-cast
samples were sealed in separate quartz tubes under vacuum and then annealed at 1000
0C

for 240 hours to homogenize the phase. Magnetic measurements were carried out

using superconducting quantum interference device magnetometer (MPMS-7, Quantum
design-Inc., USA) in the temperature range 2-300 K. Resistivity and magnetoresistance
(MR) measurements were performed using conventional four-probe technique in a homebuild set up in the temperature range 1.8-300 K by varying DC-magnetic fields in the
range 0-7 T.

6.3

Magnetic properties of TbPd3 and TbPd3 B

Figure 6.1 shows the temperature dependence of DC-magnetization (M) that exhibits a
peak at temperatures 4 and 3 K, respectively, for TbPd3 and TbPd3 B, suggesting antiferromagnetic (AFM) like ordering in these compounds. The values of effective paramagnetic moment (µef f ), paramagnetic Curie-temperature (θp ) and magnetic transition
temperature (TN ) are summarized in table 6.1. The µef f and θp have been calculated
from high temperature (T > 50 K) data of inverse molar susceptibility (χ−1 ) [Fig. 6.2].
The observed values of µef f are close to that expected for a free Tb+3 ion (9.72 µB )

1

and suggest that only rare-earth (RE) Tb+3 ions are responsible for magnetism in these
compounds.
In the case of TbPd3 , though we observe a peak in M (T ) resembling AFM like ordering,
the positive θp suggests that in addition to AFM interaction, ferromagnetic (FM) interaction also has a prominent contribution. In addition, the isothermal magnetization of
1
See the section 1.3 of chapter 1 for the table that summarizes the various ground state properties
of R+3 ions.
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Figure 6.1: Magnetization as a function of temperature for TbPd3 and TbPd3 B. Inset
exhibits the same in an expanded scale close to magnetic ordering temperatures.
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Figure 6.2: Variation of inverse molar susceptibility with temperature. Inset exhibits the
same in an expanded scale close to magnetic ordering temperatures.

TbPd3 exhibits the tendency of saturation [Fig. 6.3], which also refutes the existence of
pure AFM ordering in this compound and suggests for the significant contribution coming from FM interactions. A similar behavior was earlier observed in the case of GdPd3
(section 3.6, chapter 3). Such magnetic behavior indicates the presence of competing
interactions in this compound. On the introduction of boron at the body center site,
the lattice parameter of the resultant TbPd3 B increases up to a value a = 4.129 Å in
comparison to 4.081 Å for TbPd3 . The boron addition and manifested lattice parameter increment leads to significant modification in the magnetic properties of TbPd3 B
in comparison to that of TbPd3 . For example, (i) in the low temperature region the
value of M for TbPd3 B is considerably smaller than that of TbPd3 [Fig. 6.1] (ii) the
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Figure 6.3: Isothermal magnetization of TbPd3 and TbPd3 B as function of applied DCmagnetic field. The measurements have been taken at T = 2 K.

value of θp for TbPd3 B is larger in magnitude and negative in sign in comparison to
small positive value for TbPd3 , (iii) χ−1 (T) differs from linearity below ∼ 25 K in the
case of TbPd3 B [Fig. 6.2], and (iv) in contrast to TbPd3 , the isothermal magnetization
of TbPd3 B does not show any tendency for saturation [Fig. 6.3]. The above mentioned
observations suggest that the change in the distance between magnetic Tb+3 ions leads
to modification in the nature of magnetic exchange interactions. This results in a dominant AFM interaction in TbPd3 B instead of a competing one observed in the case of
TbPd3 .

Compounds

a(Å)

TN (K)

θp (K)

µeff (µB )

TbPd3

4.081

4

2.1

9.79

TbPd3 B

4.129

3

-15.8

9.71

Table 6.1: The lattice parameter (a), Néel temperature (TN ), paramagnetic Curie temperature (θP ) and effective paramagnetic moment (µef f ) of TbPd3 and TbPd3 B.

6.4

Electrical and magneto-transport behavior of TbPd3
and TbPd3 B

Figure 6.4 and

6.5 exhibit temperature variation of resistivity (ρ) for TbPd3 and

TbPd3 B, respectively. At high temperatures, ρ(T) of TbPd3 exhibits a typical metallic
character, while at low temperatures it undergoes an upturn below ∼ 4.5 K [Fig. 6.4].
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temperature region.
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Figure 6.5: Variation of resistivity (ρ) as a function of temperature for TbPd3 B in both
cooling and heating directions. At first the data were taken when sample was being cooled
followed by the heating direction. Inset (a) depicts the same in an expanded temperature
scale near the transition point. Inset (b) exhibits the variation of ρ with temperature for
H = 0 and H = 7 T.

This temperature coincides with T = 4.0 K (Table 6.1), where M(T) exhibits a peak.
Such behavior has been observed in many systems possessing AFM-like ordering and
can be attributed to superzone gap effect which arise when magnetic lattice, which
is incommensurate with the periodicity of crystal lattice, distorts the Fermi surface
leading to formation of an energy gap in the conduction band [190, 191]. In most of
the cases, application of external DC-magnetic field suppresses the effect of superzone
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gap [190, 191] (section 1.6, chapter 3). We have observed a similar behavior in the case
of TbPd3 , where the application of magnetic field of H = 7 T significantly reduces the
ρ(T) values at low temperatures leading to negative MR.
On the other hand, in the case of TbPd3 B, ρ(T) values exhibit a sharp transition at
T ∼ 44 K [Fig. 6.5]. Similar ρ(T) behavior was earlier observed in the case of B
(and/or C) doped GdPd3 and was attributed to structural anomalies occurring at this
temperature (section 1.5, chapter 3). In addition, cooling and heating cycles of ρ(T)
data for TbPd3 B clearly show a bifurcation at T ∼ 44 K [inset (a), Fig. 6.5] and
thus suggest that the proposed structural transition is of the first-order in nature. In
contrast to TbPd3 , the ρ(T) behavior of this compound does not show any upturn at
low temperatures. Instead ρ(T) of TbPd3 B shows a tendency towards saturation as
temperature decreases below ∼ 10 K [inset (b), Fig. 6.5]. At low temperatures ρ(T)
values in the presence of H = 7 T are higher than that in the case of H = 0 [inset (b),
Fig. 6.5], and thus lead to a positive MR in TbPd3 B in contrast to the negative one
observed for TbPd3 .
Temperature dependence of MR is shown in Fig. 6.6. TbPd3 exhibits a negative MR
with a monotonic increase in the magnitude with decreasing temperature. The value of
MR is ∼ −30% at the lowest temperature of measurement (T = 1.6 K), which is fairly
large as comparison to most intermetallic compounds. The value of MR observed in the
case of TbPd3 is largest among the RPd3 compounds [Fig. 6.7]. The negative value of
MR suggests that the dominating interaction in TbPd3 is of FM nature, as was also
inferred by the positive value of θp (Table 6.1).
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The field variation of MR of TbPd3 is shown in the Fig. 6.8. The magnitude of the observed MR decrease with the increase in temperature. At T = 50 K, which is sufficiently
higher than the ordering temperature of TbPd3 , MR exhibits a typical H 2 dependence.
This behavior is expected in the paramagnetic region due to the suppression of paramagnetic spin-fluctuations on the application of external magnetic field [192, 193].
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The inset exhibits field variation of MR at 50 K. The solid line in inset is the H 2 fit of the
data.

As mentioned earlier, in contrast to TbPd3 , the B-doped compound TbPd3 B exhibits
a positive MR with a value of ∼ +18% at 1.6 K [Fig. 6.6]. The positive MR observed
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for TbPd3 B suggests an increase in spin-disorder scattering upon application of external
magnetic field. Nearly linear variation of MR with H [Fig. 6.9] suggests a proportional increment of spin-dependent scattering with the applied magnetic field. Similar
to TbPd3 , MR of TbPd3 B at 50 K also exhibits H 2 field dependence in paramagnetic
region [inset, Fig. 6.9]. The MR values of TbPd3 B exhibit a sharp change of slope at
∼ 44 K [Fig. 6.6] due to occurance of structural anomalies at this temperature. As both
TbPd3 and TbPd3 B contain the same magnetic RE ion and possess similar values of
µef f , it is inferred that there is no correlation between the sign of the observed MR
and the moment values of the magnetic ions. However, the correspondence between
respective values of θp and sign of observed MR clearly suggest that there is a distinct
correlation between the origin of MR and the type of magnetic exchange interaction
present in the compounds. Although there exists a posibility of positive MR in AFM
compounds due to enhancement of spin-fluctuations in magnetic sublattices, the values
observed in such cases are usually small [233]. Since in the present case, the observed
positive values of MR for TbPd3 B are relatively high, it may not be attributed to the
above mentioned effect. Simple cubic structure of TbPd3 B also rules out the possibility
of interfacial-reflectivity-driven positive GMR that occurs in some layered structures
and superlattices [233, 234].
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The significant difference between the ρ(T) values of TbPd3 B measured at H=0 and 7
T occurs only below T ∼ 25 K [inset (b), Fig. 6.5]. This temperature coincides with the
temperature below which χ−1 (T) for TbPd3 B starts exhibiting non-linear temperature
dependence [inset, Fig. 6.5]. The observed non linearity in χ−1 (T) above the magnetic
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ordering temperature (3 K) is a signature of the presence of short-ranged magnetic correlations in TbPd3 B which persists up to ∼ 25 K. The occurrence of both the anomalies,
in MR as well as in χ−1 (T), around the same temperature (25 K) suggests that the
observed positive MR in TbPd3 B could be due to strong magnetic scattering occurring
in the vicinity of these short-ranged, uncorrelated magnetic domains. However more
detailed investigations are needed to unravel the exact mechanism behind the observed
positive GMR in TbPd3 B and is beyond the scope of this work.

6.5

Conclusion

In summary, we have studied magnetic and transport properties of cubic TbPd3 and
boron-incorporated metallic perovskite compound TbPd3 B. While the former exhibits
the largest negative GMR (∼ −30%) in RPd3 series, the latter exhibits a positive GMR
(∼ +18%). Both TbPd3 and TbPd3 B also exhibit quite distinct ρ(T) behavior. TbPd3 B
exhibits a structural anomaly at 44 K, which also reflects its signature in magnetotransport properties. The magnetotransport behavior seems to be correlated with the
magnetic interactions such that the small perturbation introduced via doping of a light
nonmagnetic element B, without altering the crystal symmetries, leads to the sign reversal of MR.

Chapter 7

Summary and scope for further
work
7.1

Summary

This thesis is based on the experimental investigations performed on metallic perovskite
compounds of RT3 Bx C1−x (R: rare-earth and T: transition metal) series and the parent
binary RT3 compositions. As mentioned in the chapter 1, the cubic structure of these
compounds makes theoretical modeling easy as well as experimental manipulations possible. In our investigations, we have observed that the various physical properties (such
as magnetic, electrical-transport, valence, thermal expansion etc.) of RT3 Bx C1−x compounds change significantly upon boron (and/or carbon) incorporation as well as with
the relative variation of the boron and carbon stoichiometries.
Some of the main findings of the investigations reported in the thesis are; (i) the observation of negative thermal expansion in GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 , (ii) occurrence of negative
temperature coefficient of resistance in ordered metallic compound GdPd3 B, (iii) variation of strength and nature of the magnetic interactions with the rare-earth ion distance,
(iv) correlation between magnetic and magneto-transport properties of GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75
compounds, (v) interdependence of the valencies of Ce and Eu ions in Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 Bx
compounds, and (vi) the sign reversal of the magnetoresistance upon boron incorporation in TbPd3 .
The results of temperature dependent structural analysis presented in the chapter 3
conclusively prove that the GdPd3 Bx C1−x compounds are formed essentially in single
phase and crystallize in the cubic perovskite like structure with Pm3̄m space group
symmetry. The parent GdPd3 also crystallizes with the same space group symmetry
146
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but with vacant body centre lattice site. The off-stoichiometric compositions crystallize
with Pm3̄m space group symmetry as well. The structural analysis presented in this
chapter is quite relevant to the compounds discussed in subsequent chapters as well.
We have observed negative thermal expansion (NTE) in GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 that have
an asymmetric distribution of boron and carbon. The observed NTE has been attributed to the low energy transverse vibrations of relatively loosely packed Pd-atoms.
As GdPd3 B0.25 C0.75 is a crystalline metallic compound having e-ph interactions as the
dominant mechanism of scattering, the phonon modes that lead to NTE are expected
to show their signature in the electrical transport behaviour as well. We have indeed
observed such correlation in the observed NTE and electrical transport properties of the
compound.
We have observed novel result of negative temperature coefficient of resistivity (NTCR)
in ordered metallic perovskite compound GdPd3 B. The occurrence of NTCR in this
compound has been attributed to the reduction in the strain modulated electron effective
mass with increase in temperature. Substitution of boron with carbon leads to change
in the sign of the TCR of GdPd3 Bx C1−x compounds, and we observe a positive TCR
for the composition with carbon stoichiometry ≥ 0.5.
The analysis of the results of temperature dependent AC and DC magnetic measurements suggest that the nature and strength of magnetic interactions present in
GdPd3 Bx C1−x compounds can be modified by changing the rare-earth ion distances.
The variation of paramagnetic Curie temperatures with the distance of rare-earth ions
suggests for the occurrence of RKKY like oscillations in these bulk compositions. Magnetotransport studies suggest a close correlation between the magnetic interactions present in
the compound and the field-dependent low temperature electrical transport properties.
Interdependence of the valence behavior of Ce and Eu ions (that occupy the same crystallographic site (0, 0, 0) of the cubic unit cell) present in Ce0.50 Eu0.50 Pd3 Bx is investigated in chapter 4. The analysis of the results of Eu-Mössbauer and magnetic
measurements performed on Ce0.50 Eu0.50 Pd3 suggests that both Ce as well as Eu are
in intermediate valence state in this compound. The analysis suggest that valency of
Ce ions in this compound is relatively higher than the valency of Ce ions present in
CePd3 . Hybridization-induced charge transfer between the 4f states of Ce and Eu ions
is believed to be the underlying reason for the intermediate valency of Ce and Eu ions
in this compound. The valence and magnetic behavior of rare-earth ions in boron-filled
Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 Bx (x = 0.50 and 1.0) is substantially different from that of Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 .
In contrast to Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 , the Ce0.5 Eu0.5 Pd3 Bx compounds also exhibit the presence
of charge ordering of different valence states of Eu ions.
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We have also investigated the effect of doping a non-magnetic rare-earth ion on the
valency of Eu ions present in binary EuPd3 . The results of DC magnetic measurements
suggest that the valency of Eu ions present in doped composition Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3 differs
from the normal +3 observed in the case of EuPd3 . The change in the valency of Eu
ions present in Eu0.4 La0.6 Pd3 in comparison with that in EuPd3 has been attributed
to the negative chemical pressure driven lattice parameter enhancement. More detailed
experiments and analysis is indeed required to conclusively prove the presence of valence
fluctuating Eu ions in this compound.
The magnetic behavior of binary YPd3 is discussed in chapter 5. YPd3 is one of the
possible candidates for the hydrogen storage materials and hence relate to one of the
most demanding area of energy based research. Our results suggest that although YPd3
is diamagnetic, the presence of very dilute amount (only a few ppm) of magnetic ions can
significantly alter the magnetic behavior of this compound. Such additional magnetic
impurity elements also modify the low temperature electrical transport behavior of the
compound.
Experimental investigations on binary TbPd3 and boron incorporation metallic perovskite TbPd3 B suggest that magneto-transport behavior of these compounds delicately
correlates with the type of magnetic interactions present in the materials. Results
of magnetic measurements suggest that dominating magnetic interaction in TbPd3 is
of ferromagnetic in nature, while the same for boron-incorporated TbPd3 B is of antiferromagnetic. Boron-incorporation not only changes the nature of magnetic interactions present in the compounds under considerations but also significantly alters
their magneto-transport behaviour. On one hand TbPd3 exhibits the negative GMR
of ∼ 30%, and on the other hand boron-incorporated TbPd3 B exhibits the positive MR
of ∼ 18%. The observed negative GMR in TbPd3 can be attributed to the presence of
prominent ferromagnetic interaction in the compound. Strong scattering occurring in
the vicinity of short-range magnetic correlations present in TbPd3 B is believed to be
the underlying reason for the observed positive MR in this compound.
As mentioned in the preface as well as in chapter 1, there are indeed very less investigation on metallic perovskite materials compared to their oxygen-based counterparts.
Hence there is a large scope for further work (both experimental as well as theoretical)
related to such materials. Some of the possible future works are briefly discussed below.

Chapter 7. Summary and future prospects
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Future prospects

In the present thesis, we have only concentrated on the measurement of a few physical
properties of the bulk polycrystalline phase of the materials. Extension of the work on
the same materials in single crystal form will be very helpful in conclusively answering
some of the questions, such as what is the effect of grain boundaries and microscopic
disorder on the electrical transport properties of these materials, etc. Calculation and
measurement of phonon dispersion could be helpful to understand the effect of proposed
transverse vibrations of Pd atoms on thermal expansion and electrical transport properties. Study of the electrical transport behaviour in the thin film samples of GdPd3 B
would be helpful to probe the mechanisms that govern electrical transport in this material. It may be mentioned that reducing the dimension of the material also modifies
its electronic structure. Study of related materials, such as RRh3 Bx C1−x etc., where
some other transition metal (Rh in this case) is used in place of Pd will be helpful to
make comparative study and to find out the role played by the transition metal atoms
in defining various physical properties of these materials.
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